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Ponderomotive action of light in the problem of multiple
scattering of light in a randomly inhomogeneous
medium
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The time correlation function of light reflected diffusely from a semi-
infinite randomly inhomogeneous medium is calculated with allowance
for the acceleration of the scatterers in the field of the laser beam
incident on the medium. An analytical expression is found for the char-
acteristic coherence time due to the ponderomotive action of light. It is
shown that even with laser radiation power densities of the order of
1–10 W laser-acceleration effects substantially alter the character of
the time autocorrelation function of the scattered light and must be
taken into account in theoretical calculations. ©1998 American In-
stitute of Physics.@S0021-3640~98!00109-1#

PACS numbers: 42.25.Fx, 42.50.Vk, 78.66.Vs

It is well known that laser radiation can accelerate microparticles suspended
liquid or gas up to substantial velocities.1–3 Together with light pressure,4 particle accel-
eration can be due to radiometric, gradient, or reactive forces,5 which in many real
situations exceed the force due to light pressure. The phenomena occurring when
erful laser beams interact with suspensions of micron- and submicron-size particl
very diverse: particle trapping, optical levitation,2 formation of complicated hydrody
namic flows,6 and so on.

In the present letter we analyze the role of laser-acceleration effects in the pro
of dynamical multiple scattering of laser radiation by a suspension of micron
submicron-size particles.

In a typical multiple scattering experiment7 a laser beam with wavelengthl is
focused into a spot of transverse sized on the surface of a cell containing spheric
particles of radiusa;l suspended in a liquid. For definiteness, we assume thatd, l tr and
l! l tr , wherel tr is the average transport mean free path of a photon in the medium
also that the size of the cell is many times larger thanl tr . Then, if the coordinate origin
is placed at the focusing point of the laser beam and thez axis is oriented along the beam
axis, it can be assumed that the randomly inhomogeneous medium fills the half
6350021-3640/98/67(9)/5/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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z.0. If the characteristic absorption lengthl a is much greater thanl tr , then the observed
scattering will be of a substantially multiple character.

To calculate the time correlation function of the diffusely reflected light we s
employ the method of path integrals:8 We shall consider the scattering of light in th
medium as a random walk of individual photons over all possible trajectories.
trajectory consists of a broken line at whose vertices the scattering centers are lo
The light fieldE(r ,t) at the pointr on the surface of the medium at timet is produced by
the interference of partial waves scattering along the different trajectories. The corre
function of the fieldG1(r ,t)5^E(r ,t)E* (r ,t2t)& is sensitive to the displacement of th
scattering centers in the medium and is given by the expression9

G1~r ,t!5 (
n51

`

I ~r ,n!expH 2
1

2
^Dw2~t!&nJ , ~1!

where^Dw2(t)&n is the variance of the phase difference for two photons scattered a
one and the same trajectory, consisting ofn scattering events at times separated by
time intervalt. The averaginĝ . . . &n in Eq. ~1! extends over all possible trajectorie
corresponding ton-fold scattering, and the summation extends over all orders of sca
ing n. I (r ,n) is the light intensity produced at the pointr by scattering processes of ord
n. If the characteristic velocities of the scattering centers in the medium are much
than the velocity of light, then it can be assumed that the motion of the scatterers h
effect onI (r ,n), which under the assumptions made above can be approximately c
lated in the diffusion approximation.7,10

To simplify the exposition we shall confine ourselves to calculating the temp
coherence of the scattered radiation, which exits from the medium at a point in d
proximity ~at a distance of the order ofl tr) to the point of focusing of the inciden
radiation. ThenI (r ,n)}n25/2 exp(2nltr / l a).11

In contrast toI (r ,n), ^Dw2(t)&n must be calculated with the dynamics of the sc
terers in the medium taken into account. Ordinarily, the ponderomotive action of the
is neglected in so doing~see, for example, Ref. 9! and it is assumed that the scatterin
centers move as Brownian particles with diffusion coefficientDB . In this case it is easy
to show that

^Dw2~t!&n
~B!5

t

t0
n, ~2!

wheret05(4k2DB)21 andk52p/l.

We shall calculatêDw2(t)&n taking into account the light-induced motion of th
scattering centers. For this we employ the result of Ref. 11, where a general sche
proposed for calculating the dynamical multiple scattering by arbitrary scatterer fl
According to Ref. 11

^Dw2~t!&n
~F !5

2

15S kl trt

h D 2E S (
iÞk

s ik
2 ~r 8! D rn~r 8!d3r 8, ~3!

wheres ik(r 8) is the viscous stress tensor,h is the viscosity of the suspension, and
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rn~r !5
3

2p l tr
2rn

expH 2
3r 2

l tr
2n

J . ~4!

The integration in expression~3! extends over the entire volume of the randomly inh
mogeneous medium. However, formula~3! is applicable only if the velocity fieldv„r … of
the scatterers in the randomly inhomogeneous medium is known. Therefore the
stage of the problem is to construct a model of the motion of the suspended partic
the liquid under the action of powerful laser radiation.

Since we have assumed that the beam incident on the medium is quite str
focused (d, l tr), its ponderomotive action will be significant only in a narrow region
transverse size;d. However, the accelerated particles will drag the liquid and the liq
in turn will drag the particles that have not been directly affected by the laser radia
As a result, a jet should form in the medium — even particles located quite far from
point of focusing of the laser beam will be entrained into collective motion. The for
tion of a light-induced jet was observed experimentally in Ref. 6. To find the velo
field v„r … in such a light-induced jet, it is sufficient to note the similarity between
problem and the ‘‘submerged jet’’ problem.12 Indeed, according to what we have sa
above, the origin of coordinates can be treated approximately as a point source
which particles emanate in the direction of thez axis, temporarily forgetting about th
reason for the appearance of this source. Then, neglecting the influence of the bo
of the medium we obtain in a spherical coordinate system12

v r5
P cosu

4phr
, vu52

P sin u

8phr
, vf50, ~5!

whereP is the total momentum flux in the jet. Substituting expressions~5! into Eq. ~3!
gives

^Dw2~t!&n
~F !5S t

tF
D 2

f ~n!, wheretF5A10
h l trl

P
, ~6!

f ~n!5expH 2
3

nJ 1
3

n
EiH 2

3

nJ , ~7!

and Ei(x) is the exponential integral.

Formulas~6! are the main result of our analysis. First, it should be noted that
dependence of̂Dw2(t)&n on t for Brownian motion of scatterers (^Dw2(t)&n

(B)}t) is
different from that for a light-induced jet (^Dw2(t)&n

(F)}t2). Therefore laser-acceleratio
effects qualitatively change the form of the time correlation function of the diffus
reflected radiation. Moreover, the expression for the characteristic coherence timetF due
to the ponderomotive action of the light is of definite interest. Consisting of a comb
tion of hydrodynamic (h) and optical (l tr ,l) parameters together with a quantity (P)
describing the efficiency of momentum transfer from the electromagnetic field to
medium, this expression can be obtained~to within a numerical factor! from dimensional
considerations. We note that the Brownian motion of the scatters can be assumed
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independent of light-induced motion, at least at low intensities. Then the expressio
^Dw2(t)&n with both types of motion taken into account can be written as a sum of
terms:

^Dw2~t!&n5^Dw2~t!&n
~B!1^Dw2~t!&n

~F ! . ~8!

We shall now estimate the conditions under which the ponderomotive action of
is important for calculations of the temporal coherence of the scattered light. For
evidently, it is necessary to specify the main mechanism of acceleration of the susp
particles in the laser field. For example, light pressure will play the main role
submicron-size polystyrene beads suspended in water, since light absorption in po
rene is weak and all other mechanisms of acceleration are related with the absorp
light. ThereforeP.W/c, whereW is the radiation power andc is the velocity of light in
the medium. In this case the second term in Eq.~8! will be greater than the first term, i
the radiation power exceeds the critical value

W.Wc~t,n!.4cl trA5phkBT

3a

n

t f ~n!
, ~9!

wherekB is Boltzmann’s constant andT is the temperature of the suspension. In deriv
formula ~9! we employed the following expression for the diffusion coefficient of sph
cal particles in a suspension:DB5kBT/6pha.

As one can see from expression~9!, the critical power depends on the order
scatteringn and on the time delayt. Analysis shows that the ration/ f (n) is minimum for
n55, so that the maximum influence of the laser acceleration will be on photons
tered a small number of times~of the order of 5!. At the same time,Wc decreases
monotonically with increasingt, so that it is most important to take laser accelerat
effects into account when analyzing the ‘‘tail’’ of the correlation function.

To obtain an estimate, we seta;0.1 mm and fix the volume particle concentratio
at 1%. Thenl tr;200mm.b! For waterh;1023 Pa•s. We shall assume that the radiatio
wavelengthl equals 0.5mm. As a result, forn55 the critical powerWc will range from
15 W for t51 ms up to 0.5 W fort51 ms. As one can see, these critical values of
radiation power are low enough for the effect described in the present work to b
servable experimentally. Nonetheless, the multiple-scattering of light by a micropa
jet induced by the light itself has still not been observed, since experiments are ordi
performed for laser power no greater than 1 W and for time delays in the ranget,1 ms.

In conclusion, it should be noted that in accordance with the results obtained
acceleration of microparticles should play a large role in experiments on dynam
multiple scattering of light in randomly inhomogeneous media even with laser powe
the order of several watts. The analytical expressions obtained in the present letter
it possible to estimate the critical laser power for which the ponderomotive action o
light must be taken into account in the calculations of the statistical characteristics
scattered radiation. Our results are of great practical value in connection with the in
ing interest in using optical methods for studying the dynamics of particles in tu
media,13 for example, in optical diagnostics problems.14
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Dynamics of self-similar dispersion-managed soliton
presented in the basis of chirped Gauss–Hermite
functions

S. K. Turitsyna) and V. K. Mezentsev
Institute of Automation and Electrometry, Russian Academy of Sciences, 630090
Novosibirsk, Russia

~Submitted 20 March 1998!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.67, No. 9, 616–621~10 May 1998!

Applying chirped Gauss–Hermite orthogonal functions we present an
analytical description of the breathing dynamics of the chirped
dispersion-managed soliton. The theory describes both self-similar evo-
lution of the central, energy-containing core and accompanying nonsta-
tionary oscillations of the far-field tails of an optical pulse propagating
in a fiber line with arbitrary dispersion map. ©1998 American Insti-
tute of Physics.@S0021-3640~98!00209-6#

PACS numbers: 42.81.Dp, 42.79.Sz

Dispersion management~variation of the chromatic dispersion along the line! is an
attractive technique that can be used to enhance the performance of fiber commun
links both for soliton and non-soliton transmission~see, e.g., Refs. 1–6!. Recent devel-
opments in optical fiber communications have demonstrated that dispersion manag
makes the features of soliton transmission close to those of non-soliton transmissi4–6.
The dispersion-managed~DM! soliton is a new type of information carrier wit
properties1–17 rather different from those of the traditional fundamental soliton~the soli-
ton solution of the integrable nonlinear Schroedinger equation18~NLSE!!. In particular,
during propagation along the fiber line the DM soliton undergoes rapid self-sim
breathing-like oscillations of the width and power, and it is chirped and can propaga
zero or even normal average dispersion. A theory of DM solitons in systems with s
dispersion management has been presented in Ref. 17. The first implementation o
mercial fiber optical networks based on DM solitons has recently been reported6 Al-
though the basic theory of DM solitons has been already presented in Refs. 8,7,12–
because of the wide range of possible practical system configurations many inter
problems are still open. An intriguing open theoretical problem is the origin and stru
of the oscillatory tails of the DM soliton.16,11 As was shown in Ref. 16, such tail
manifest themselves as non-self-similar modulations of the soliton profile during
compensation period, though their amplitudes are rather small compared with the
peak. In this paper we present a systematic method to describe the dynamics
self-similar core and oscillatory tails of the DM soliton using an orthogonal set of chi
Gauss–Hermite functions. This approach can be very useful in numerical modeling
dynamics of an arbitrary initial signal in dispersion-managed communication sys
including chirped return-to-zero and non-return-to-zero formats.4,5
6400021-3640/98/67(9)/7/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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Pulse dynamics in dispersion-managed optical transmission systems is govern
the NLSE with periodic coefficients:

iAz1d~z!Att1c~z!uAu2A50, d~z!5l0
2D~z!L/~4 pcl t0

2!,

c~z!5P0Ls exp~22Lgz!. ~1!

Here the propagation distancez is normalized by the dispersion compensation periodL,
time t is normalized by the parametert0, and the envelope of the electric field is scal
by the power parameterP0. The periodic functionc(z) takes into account the powe
decay due to fiber losses and the periodic amplification,s being the nonlinear coefficien
and g describing the fiber losses. The lumped action of the amplifiers is taken
account through a transformation of the pulse power at junctions corresponding

locations of the amplifiers. The normalized chromatic dispersiond(z)5d̃(z)1^d& rep-
resents the sum of a periodic, rapidly varying~over one compensation period! high local

dispersion (d̃) and a constant residual dispersion (^d&;^c&; c̃!d̃). Here l0 is the
operating wavelength,cl is the speed of light, andD is the local dispersion coefficient
The amplification distance in general can be different from the compensation perio
without loss of generality we assume here thatc andd have the same periodL. Nonlin-
earity comes into play on the scaleZNL;1/(P0s)@L, and the physical problem that w
consider is how to describe an asymptotic solution that strikes a balance between
of nonlinearity, average dispersion, and the averaged effects resulting from the
variations of the dispersiond(z) and powerc(z). The mathematical formulation of thi
problem is how to average Eq.~1! if the periodic oscillations ofd(z) are large. A small
parameter in the problem isL/ZNL!1. Note that due to the large variations ofd, direct
approaches like the averaging method known for the so-called Kapitza pend
problem19 do not work here, because the rapidly varying field is of the same order a
averaged~slowly varying! part. Judging from the results of numerical simulations, we
say that qualitatively the solution of Eq.~1! represents a central peak, which oscillat
with z in self-similar manner, and tails that are not self-similar and have lower po
than the main peak but are responsible for soliton–soliton interaction. An impo
feature of the DM soliton is the rapid oscillation of the phase~quadratic in time near the
center! during the period. The typical shape of the DM soliton found numerically
shown in Fig. 1.

As a first step, we remove from Eq.~1! the fast phase dynamics due to the lar
variations ofd. To describe the rapid self-similar dynamics of the main peak, le
consider the following17 exact transformation of the functionA(z,t), which, as a matter
of fact, is a modification of the Talanov transform known in self-focusing theory:20

A~ t,z!5N expF i
M ~z!

T~z!
t2GQ~x,z!

AT~z!
, x5

t

T~z!
, ~2!

hereT andM are periodic solutions of the following equations first obtained in Ref
and 13:

dT

dz
54d~z!M ;

dM

dz
5

d~z!

T3
2

c~z!N2

T2
. ~3!
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The coefficientN in ~3! is determined by the requirement thatT and M be a periodic
solution of equation~3!. We then obtain a partial differential equation forQ(x,z):

i
]Q

]z
5

dH

dQ*
52

d

T2
~Qxx2x2Q!2b~z!~ uQu2Q1x2Q!,

H5E F d

T2
~ uQxu21x2uQu2!2b~z!S 1

2
uQu41x2uQu2D Gdt. ~4!

Here b(z)5c(z)N2/T. Next, we expandQ(x,z) using the complete set of orthogon
normalized Gauss–Hermite functionsQ(x,z)5(nbn(z) f n(x) with

~ f n!xx2x2f n5lnf n , ln52122n, f n~x!5
1

A2nn!Ap
expS 2

x2

2 DHn~x!. ~5!

HereHn(x) is thenth-order Hermite polynomial, and the coefficientsbn are given by the
scalar product inL 2 with f n : bn5^ f nuQ&. Inserting this expansion into~4!, after straight-
forward calculations we obtain a system of ordinary differential equations for the c
ficientsbn :

i
dbn

dz
5

dHb

dbn*
52

d

T2
bnln2b~z!(

m
bmSn,m2b~z! (

m,l ,k
bmblbk* Rm,l ,k,n50 ~6!

the HamiltonianHb is

Hb52
d

T2 (n50

n5`

lnubnu22b~z!(
n,m

Sn,mbmbn* 2
b~z!

2 (
n,m,l ,k

Rn,m,l ,kblbmbn* bk* . ~7!

Here we introduce the notation

Sn,m5^ f mux2f n&5E
2`

1`

f m~x!x2f n~x!dx,

FIG. 1. Shape of the dispersion-managed soliton~periodic solution of Eq.~1!! is shown at the beginning~end!
of the periodic cell.
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Rn,m,l ,k5^ f mu f nf l f k&5E
2`

1`

f n~x! f m~x! f l~x! f k~x!dx. ~8!

Since integrals of the form*xne2ax2
can be calculated analytically, it is possible

determine anySn,m andRn,m,l ,k . As a next step we remove the rapid oscillations by
simple transformbn5BneiR(z)ln with dR/dz5d(z)/T(z)22^d/T2&. Figure 2 shows the
typical dynamics ofT, M , andR for a specific practical dispersion mapd. The equation
for the Bn reads:

i
dBn

dz
1K d

T2L lnBm1b~z!(
m

ei ~lm2ln!R~z!Sn,mBm

1b~z! (
m,l ,k

ei ~lm1l l2lk2ln!R~z!BmBlBk* Rm,l ,k,n50. ~9!

An averaging procedure based on the Lie transform21 can be applied directly to Eq.~9!.
The field Bn is then composed from slowly varying (Un) and rapidly varying (hn ,
dhn /dz@hn) parts: Bn5Un1hn1 . . . , where hn!Un . This procedure is a natura
generalization of the result obtained in Ref. 17 for the case of strong dispersion ma
ment. Averaging over one period gives

FIG. 2. The dynamics ofT ~solid line — solution of Eqs.~3! and squares — solution of Eq.~1!!, M ~long-
dashed line — solution of Eqs.~3! and rhombus — solution of Eq.~1!! and R ~short-dashed line! over one
period is presented for the dispersion map~above! d(z)56d1^d&, with d55 and^d&50.15. A lossless mode
with c(z)51 is considered.
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i
dUn

dz
5

dH

dUn*
52K d

T2L lnUn2(
m

^b~z!ei ~lm2ln!R~z!&

3Sn,mUm2 (
m,l ,k

^b~z!ei ~lm1l l2lk2ln!R~z!&UmUlUk* Rm,l ,k,n50.

~10!

HamiltonianH reads

H5K d

T2L (
n50

n5`

~112n!uUnu22(
n,m

^b~z!e2i ~n2m!R~z!&Sn,mUmUn*

2
1

2 (
n,m,l ,k

^b~z!e2i ~n1k2 l 2m!R~z!&Rn,m,l ,kUmUlUn* Uk* . ~11!

The averaged Eq.~10! is the main result of the present paper. A solution of equa
~10! of the form Un5Fn exp(ikz) ~with Fn independent ofz) gives the DM soliton for
any given dispersion map. The equation obtained permits a rigorous mathematic
scription of the properties of DM solitons and more generally the propagation of
input signal for an arbitrary dispersion map. An important observation from Eq.~11! is
that the sign of the average effective dispersion^d/T2& plays a crucial role in the dynam
ics of a dispersion-managed pulse. The basic condition^d&.0 that ensures the existenc
of the traditional fundamental soliton is replaced by the requirement^d/T2&.0 for the
DM soliton. This explains a possibility, observed in Ref. 16, of transmitting a DM sol
at zero or normal average dispersion. We present an expansion of the DM soliton in
of chirped Gauss–Hermite functions. A similar approach has been used22 to describe the
propagation of linear chirped pulse. The dynamics of any initial bell-shaped pulse~the
bell shape provides rapid convergence of the expansion! can be effectively described
using the method developed here. Any well-localized pulse will be represented
limited number of terms in the expansion. This makes the basis under consideratio
useful in different practical applications and numerical simulations of dispers
managed transmission systems. The above expansion plays a role in the present p
which is similar to that played by the Fourier transform in linear problems.

The solution of equation~1! in the general case can be expanded in the complete
of chirped Gauss–Hermite functions:

A~z,t !5N

expS i
M

T
t2D

AT
(
n50

n5`

Bn~z! f nF t

T~z!Gexp@ ilnR~z!#, ~12!

where

Bn~z!5exp@2 ilnR~z!#E
2`

`

dx fn~x!exp~2 iMTx2!A@z,xT~z!#.

Figure 3 shows a plot of the evolution over one period of few firstuBnu2 calculated
from the expansion of the true DM soliton. It is seen that theBn

2 decay with increasingn,
although due to the smallness ofB2 this decay is not exactly monotonic. The power
the solution in the general case is expressed as (Bn5uBnuexp(iFn))
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uA~z,t !u25
N2

T~z!(n
uBn~z!u2U f nF t

T~z!GU
2

1
N2

T~z!(n,m
f nF t

T~z!G
3 f mF t

T~z!G uBnuuBmucos@2~n2m!R~z!1Fm2Fn#. ~13!

The first term in Eq.~13! is the self-similar core of the solution, and the last term
responsible for non-self-similar oscillations of the tails inside the compensation ce
should be pointed out that the oscillating tails are an inherent part of the DM solito
not of the long-lived radiative term as in the case of the NLSE soliton.23

To conclude, we have derived an average equation describing the shape
dispersion-managed soliton for an arbitrary dispersion map. Using chirped Ga
Hermite functions we have described both the self-similar structure of the main pea
the oscillating tails of the dispersion-managed pulse. The complete set of ortho
chirped Gauss–Hermite functions is very useful in numerical simulations of the evol
of an arbitrary bell-shaped initial signal down a dispersion-managed fiber system.
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INTAS ~Grant 96-0413!.
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X-ray generation in low-voltage vacuum discharges

N. Vogela)

University of Technology Chemnitz, Department of Physics, 09107 Chemnitz, Germa

~Submitted 20 March 1998; resubmitted 2 April 1998!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.67, No. 9, 622–627~10 May 1998!

The dynamics of x-ray emission from a low-voltage laser-induced dis-
charge was studied with the aid of a picosecond x-ray streak camera.
Directed x-ray emission in the spectral range from 100 eV to 10 keV in
the form of point sources and thin layers with lifetimes ranging from 30
ps to 1 ns was observed in a low-voltage vacuum discharge (U5150
V! initiated by a picosecond laser beam. X-ray emission from a dis-
charge was detected with a time delay~1–20 ns! relative to ignition by
the laser beam in order to prevent the radiation of the laser plasma from
entering the detector. Detection of directed x-ray emission in a low-
voltage vacuum discharge is demonstrated. ©1998 American Insti-
tute of Physics.@S0021-3640~98!00309-0#

PACS numbers: 52.80.Vp, 52.25.Nr, 07.85.Fv

The nature of vacuum sparks and arc discharges is still not completely under
despite the fact that they have been an object of investigation now for several deca
numerous research groups. One of the most important questions is still the ques
how kiloampere currents can be conducted from the surface of a cold cathode throu
vacuum gap. Very recent experimental and theoretical developments1–4 have revealed
many interesting effects in laser-induced vacuum discharges. They include: 1! Generation
of nonstationary emission centers on the moving boundary of the cathode flame, so
‘‘shooting solitons.’’ The current density in them can reach values 1010–1015 A/m2 ~Refs.
1–3!. 2! Aperiodic focusing and defocusing of the current in the volume of the fla
~typical time of the order of 1–4 ns!,3 when high-conductivity microchannels, alon
which the current streams, form in the region of nonideal plasma~where a ‘‘metal–
insulator’’ transition occurs!. 3! The development of ionization–overheating instability
a result of intense heating of the periphery of the cathode flame by ‘‘shooting solito
In this case the temperature of the plasma current can briefly~100 ps! reach 200 eV in a
low-voltage discharge.1–3 Finally, plasma-erosion circuit-opening in small electrode ga
where the voltage drop in individual regions of the plasma flame can reach se
kilovolts and higher.2 These processes should all be accompanied by generation of x
as was pointed out in Refs. 1–4.

The objective of the present work is to investigate experimentally x-ray gener
in a pulsed vacuum discharge induced by intense laser radiation~laser pulse duration 100
ps, pulse energy 30–60 mJ, wavelength 1064 nm! with a relatively low voltage between
the copper electrodes (U5150 V!. The x rays were detected with time delays longer th
1 ns relative to discharge ignition in order to detect reliably the radiation not from
6470021-3640/98/67(9)/8/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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laser plasma but rather from the spark and arc stages of the discharge. In the expe
described below, the time-resolved radiation from the plasma of a vacuum discharg
investigated with an x-ray streak camera.5 The cathode, which consisted of a flat 1
310 mm copper plate, was secured in the vacuum chamber, where a vacuum no
than 1025 Torr was maintained. The anode consisted of a narrow, tapered strip, the
of which contained an opening 300mm in diameter for focusing the laser beam on t
cathode surface. The distance between the electrodes varied from 50 to 150mm. The
inductance of the electrode configuration did not exceed 150 nH. A 50-V coaxial cable
was charged from the power source up to 150 V. The discharge duration, which
determined by the cable length, was equal to 750 ns. The discharge current was d
with a wide-band Tektronix TDS 620 digital oscilloscope~500 MHz bandwidth! with the
aid of a calibrated current shunt in the discharge circuit. The oscilloscope was actua
a signal from a picosecond photodiode after the radiation from the laser igniting
entered.

The experimental arrangement is shown in Fig. 1. Radiation from a Q-swit
Nd:YAG laser atl51064 nm was focused through the anode onto the cathode su
into a region 100mm in diameter. The power flux density in this case was equal t
31012 W/cm2. The plasma radiation from the electrode gap was detected with an
streak camera.5 An interchangeable gold photocathode was formed on a carbon
ranging in thickness from 0.2 to 2mm, and the spectral detection range was 0.1–10 k
According to the calculations of Ref. 5, the physical time resolution of the streak cam
determined by the difference of the travel times of the photoelectrons emanating
different velocities from different sections of the photocathode up to the deflecting p
does not exceed 10 ps for an Au photocathode. The image is recorded from the
screen~fiber-optic plate! with the aid of a cooled CCD camera~Cordin CCD!. The image

FIG. 1. Experimental arrangement for detecting x rays.
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signals were processed in the 14 bit range with specially developed image proc
programs ~Cordin CCD Readout System!. The streak camera was mounted on t
vacuum chamber, and the output slit of the chamber was positioned 35 cm from
center of the electrode. An image of a laser plasma spot from a 50–150mm segment was
projected onto the photocathode of the streak camera, which performed a tempora
folding’’ of the image obtained. When the image of the laser-plasma spot~which was 100
mm in diameter! was projected onto the entrance slit of the streak camera~15 mm high
and 150mm wide!, a spatial resolution of 0.31mm/pixel was obtained. The triggering o
the sweep of the streak camera was synchronized to different stages of the laser-in
discharge with the aid of a laser signal at the second harmonic (l5532 nm!, which was
delayed by an optical delay line relative to the ignition pulse by an amount ranging
3 to 30 ns. The delay of the triggering with respect to the light input did not exceed
so that it was possible to detect radiation at the initial stage of breakdown in the pre
of the laser radiation~approximately 500 ps! as well as in the spark and arc stages of
discharge. Interchangeable sweep units with rates of 3–30 ns/screen were used. Ra
from a low-current pulsed vacuum discharge with a maximum recorded current of
was used. The discharge current had a square shape with a duration of 750 ns. W
laser plasma was initiated without voltage across the gap, the x-ray pulse had a u
structure. The pulse duration is much longer than that of the warming pulse~100 ps! and
equals 250 ps~wide-band emission in the spectral range 0.1–10 keV!. As is well known,
when copper targets are irradiated with 1064 nm laser radiation with power flux den
of the order of 1013 W/cm2 the temperature reaches 200 eV in the laser plasma and 1
for the fast component of the plasma.6 Figure 2 shows a photograph of the spatiotempo
detection of the x radiation for only the laser plasma. One can see from the photo
that the duration of the radiation does not exceed 250 ps and the structure of the em

FIG. 2. Streak photograph of emission from a laser-induced plasma on a Cu target with the aid of a focu
mJ, 100 ps, laser pulse at wavelength 1064 nm.
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is uniform. The spatial distribution of the x radiation changes substantially if eve
voltage as low as 150 V is applied to the electrodes. Figures 3, 4, and 5 show
photographs reflecting the dynamics of the spatial distribution of the x radiation

FIG. 3. a — Streak photograph of x-ray emission with time delayt516.49 ns. The arrow at the top of th
photograph marks the possible appearance of radiation in the anode region; b — enlarged fragment of the
photograph separated by the dashed line.
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laser-induced pulsed discharge withU5150 V between Cu electrodes separated by
mm. The image was recorded with a delayt516.49 ns after ignition of the discharge b
an infrared beam on the cathode surface. The scan rate was equal to 30 ns/sc

FIG. 4. a — Streak photograph of x-ray emission from a laser-induced discharge with voltageU5150 V for a
time delayt516.49 ns relative to the ignition pulse; b — enlarged fragment, separated by the dashed line
the photograph.
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should be noted that the reproducibility of the experimental results, i.e., the obs
structure of the emission, was very good, as can be seen from the streak photo
presented for the same experimental conditions in Figs. 3, 4, and 5. A discrete em
structure is clearly seen. The size of the emitting sources is 1–10mm and their lifetime

FIG. 5. a — Streak photograph of x-ray emission from a laser-induced discharge with voltageU5150 V for a
time delayt516.49 ns relative to the ignition pulse; b — enlarged fragment, separated by the dashed line
the photograph.
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is 0.030–2.5 ns. It is obvious that two to five point sources can exist simultaneous
a 150 mm circle. The emission of radiation from the plasma dots can decrease
increase at the same spatial location in a time interval from 30 to 150 ps~see, for
example, Figs. 3b, 4b, 5b!. Contraction of the plasma channel to a radius of the orde
mm can be seen in the enlarged streak photographs~Fig. 4b and 5b!, while contraction to
0.3 mm can be seen in Fig. 3b. Besides groups of point sources, which leave horiz
tracks on the image scan, one can see several tracks that make an angle with th
zontal line of the trace, indicating motion of the source relative to the detection slit.
velocity of the moving sources can be determined from the inclined tracks and e
(3 –10)3103 m/s for the time interval 1–2.5 ns. Evidently, if the expanding plas
touches the anode surface, hot spots can appear on the anode. From the photog
Figs. 3a and 5a one can see the appearance of emission regions 10mm in size with a
duration of the order of 1–1.5 ns.

The velocity of the expanding plasma can be determined from the inclined tra
Fig. 3a and equals 1.23106 cm/s, in agreement with the value of the known expans
rate of the plasma of the cathode flame from the emission zone in a vacuum a
copper.7 For a 50mm gap the expanding plasma requires;4 ns to reach the anod
surface. When the hot plasma touches the anode, intense vaporization starts in
region and the cold nonconducting vapor increases the resistance in the discharge g
a result of the potential jump, the electric field intensity, distributed nonlinearly in sp
can correspondingly increase and give rise to new emission centers. As was sho
Ref. 2, on account of intense electronic currents the plasma in the region near the
can be heated up to temperatures of the order of 1 keV. It is obvious that the sp
Figs. 3a and 5a correspond to the region near the anode. The x-ray generation de
above in the form of point sources is also observed for other experimental condition
which the voltage on the gap varied from 150 V up to 2.7 kV, the gap width varied f
50 mm up to 150mm, and the triggering time of the scan relative to the momen
ignition varied from 3 to 20 ns.

Besides the above-indicated mechanisms of generation of soft and hard x
which are caused by the ionization–overheating instability or plasma-ero
circuit-opening,1–4 the following mechanism can also be considered. Strictly direc
x-ray emission from spatially localized point sources can be explained by pinching i
cathode-flame plasma. As shown in the experiments of Ref. 3 on measurement
electron density in the cathode spots of a laser-induced discharge, which were perf
with high spatial (,1 mm! and temporal~100 ps! resolutions, the cathode-flame plasm
consists of subfragments — plasma channels less than 5mm in diameter with electron
densityNe.531026 cm23. Numerical simulation3 showed that the current density ca
increase for a short period of time of the order of 10–100 ps in such plasma-em
channels up to 1014 A/m2. Such high current densities automatically result in pinching
the plasma — the appearance of hot spots. This phenomenon was observed i
inductance vacuum spark discharges back in the 1970s8 for discharge currents of the
order of kiloamperes and voltages on the discharge capacitance greater than 30 k
experiments presented in the present work were performed with measured cu
I 51.323 A, U5150 V, and we observed similar structures of the x-ray emiss
indicating the possibility that micropinches appear in our low-voltage discharge als
spontaneous increase of the current density up to the values indicated above giv
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instantaneously to the generation of a magnetic field of the order 105–107 G in the
plasma fragments. As long as the current density and correspondingly the magneti
exceed the kinetic pressure in the plasma fragment, we can observe in the fo
horizontal tracks in the streak photographs a contracted channel with x-ray genera

There are some ‘‘hot’’ spots in the streak photographs~see, for example, Figs. 3a
4a, 5a! that expand at a rate of the order of 33103–104 m/s. As long as the magneti
pressure exceeds the kinetic plasma pressure~this happens forB.140 T and plasma
temperatures of the order of 100 eV in the plasma channel!, intense heating of the
channel and micropinching should occur. When the kinetic pressure has increase
value above the magnetic pressure, the channel undergoes radial expansion. The
decay time of the channel can be estimated ast'Dr /Vs , whereDr (3 mm! is the radius
of the contracted channel andVs ('104 m/s! is the speed of sound in the plasma. Th
we obtaint'300 ps, which is in agreement with experiment~see Figs. 4b, 5b!.

Further experiments and the results of an accurate mathematical calculation us
electrohydrodynamic model will be presented in a separate paper.

In our experiments we detected a strictly directed x-ray emission from pla
sources of the order of 1mm in size in the spectral range 0.1–10 keV in low-volta
laser-induced discharges at the arc stage. This allows us to assert that: 1! the temperature
in the plasma subfragments of the cathode flame can reach values of the order of 1
and higher, which corresponds to accurate numerical calculations,3 and 2! micropinching
of plasma channels occurs up to diameters of the order of 1mm.

I wish to express my appreciation to V. A. Skvortsov and T. I. Filippova for ma
discussions concerning this work and to N. Kochan for faultless technical support.
work was supported by the German Academy of Scientific Research Leopoldina.

a!e-mail: n.vogel@physik.tu-chemnitz.de
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Generation and interaction of large-amplitude solitons

E. N. Pelinovski a)

Division of Nonlinear Waves, Institute of Applied Physics, Russian Academy of Scien
603600 Nizhni� Novgorod, Russia

A. V. Slyunyaev
Nizhegorod State University, 603600 Nizhni� Novgorod, Russia

~Submitted 19 March 1998!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.67, No. 9, 628–633~10 May 1998!

The results of a numerical simulation of the interaction and generation
of solitons in nonlinear integrable systems which admit the existence of
very-large-amplitude solitons are reported. The nonlinear integrable
system chosen for study is the Gardner equation, particular examples of
which are the Korteweg–de Vries equation~for quadratic nonlinearity!
and a modified Korteweg–de Vries equation~for cubic nonlinearity!. It
is shown that during the evolution process solitons of opposite polarity
appear on the crest of the maximum soliton. ©1998 American Insti-
tute of Physics.@S0021-3640~98!00409-5#

PACS numbers: 03.40.Kf

The Korteweg–de Vries equation, discovered back in 1895 for waves on wat
the most popular model for describing nonlinear waves in weakly dispersive media.
essentially become the first proving ground for demonstrating particle-like properti
the form of stable solitons for a nonlinear wave field and proving the integrability o
evolutionary problem by the method of the inverse problem of scattering theory, ma
it possible to prove the essential role of solitons in the asymptotic representation
wave field at long times. The Korteweg–de Vries equation is obtained in first-o
perturbation theory in the small amplitude of the wave and in the weak high-frequ
dispersion. For this reason, it is applicable for describing diverse wave motions i
ocean and the atmosphere as well as in plasmas and in astrophysical objects. In i
general form it can be represented as

]u

]t
1~c1au!

]u

]x
1b

]3u

]x3
50, ~1!

where c, a, and b are constants, determined by the specific nature of the phy
problem. A modified Korteweg–de Vries equation is obtained in first-order perturba
theory:

]u

]t
1~c1a1u2!

]u

]x
1b

]3u

]x3
50. ~2!
6550021-3640/98/67(9)/7/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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Such an equation has been obtained for electromagnetic surface waves in an e
field,1 waves in size-quantized films,2 internal waves in the ocean with a defini
stratification,3 and some other situations. The modified Korteweg–de Vries equation
also be solved exactly by the method of the inverse problem of scattering theory,4 and
here solitons and kinks~shocks! also determine the asymptotic representation of the w
field. If the quadratic nonlinearity is nonzero, then a cubic nonlinearity is obtained in
next order of perturbation theory and can be retained in the equation together
corrections of the next order in the dispersion, including also nonlinear dispersion~see,
for example, Ref. 5!. The study of equations of this type has virtually only just begu6

However, it is clear from general considerations that within the perturbation theor
fects due to small higher-order corrections should be small and should not radically
the soliton shape, for example. Meanwhile, in certain situations the coefficient o
quadratic nonlinearity can be small enough that the quadratic and cubic nonlineariti
of the same order of magnitude while at the same time the next orders in the disp
can be neglected. The equation obtained in this manner is called the Gardner equ

]u

]t
1~c1au1a1u2!

]u

]x
1b

]3u

]x3
50. ~3!

Our objective in the present letter is to demonstrate new physical effects due
generation and interaction of large-amplitude solitons when the quadratic and cubic
linearities are of the same order of magnitude.

Apparently, the Gardner equation~3! was first derived rigorously in an asymptot
theory for internal waves in a two-layer liquid with a density jump at the interface.7,8 The
corresponding expressions for the coefficients of this equation have the form~in the
approximation of a small density jump!

c5ADr

r

h1h2

h11h2
, b5

ch1h2

6
, a5

3c

2

h12h2

h1h2
,

a152
3c

8h1
2h2

2 ~h1
21h2

216h1h2!, ~4!

whereu is the displacement of the interface,h1 andh2 are, respectively, the thicknesse
of the top and bottom layers,Dr/r is the relative magnitude of the density jump, andg
is the acceleration of gravity. As one can see from Eq.~4!, the coefficient of the quadratic
nonlinearity can change sign~and this leads to interesting features of the transforma
of a soliton in the case of an inclined interface; see Ref. 9!, while the coefficient of the
cubic nonlinearity is negative. Recently, the formulas for the coefficients in Eq.~3! were
generalized for an arbitrary density stratification of the liquid10 and it was shown that the
coefficient of the cubic nonlinearity can have either sign.3 If it is assumed that the depth
of the layers are approximately equal to one another and the wave amplitude is
compared with the depth, then the quadratic and cubic nonlinearities can be regar
small and comparable to one another (au/c;a1u2/c!1) as well as to the dispersion
Since both nonlinearities are then terms of the same order of magnitude~in the conven-
tional perturbation schemes the cubic nonlinearity is always less than the quadrati
linearity!, in this sense we can talk about waves of large amplitude~we note that in the
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real world such waves in the ocean can reach large amplitudes of tens of meters!. Here
we shall consider the case when the coefficient of the cubic nonlinearity is negativ
for a two-layer liquid.

The one-soliton solution of the Gardner equation can easily be found in ex
form:

u~x,t !5
6bG2

a

1

11A11
6a1bG2

a2
cosh~G~x2Vt!!

, V5c1bG2, ~5!

whereG21 is the effective width of the soliton. For smallG the solution~5! describes a
Korteweg–de Vries soliton with amplitudeA53bG2/a ~its polarity is determined by the
sign of the coefficient of the quadratic nonlinearity!, and asG→a/(6ua1ub)1/2 the soliton
acquires a rectangular shape~Fig. 1! with the limiting amplitude

Alim5a/ua1u . ~6!

It is convenient~especially near the limiting soliton! to represent the one-solito
solution in the form of a kink–antikink combination:

u~x,t !5
Alim

2
~ tanhZ12tanhZ2!, Z65

a

A24ua1ub
~x2Vt6d!, ~7!

and thend determines the width of the limiting soliton.

It should be noted first and foremost that the Miura transformation8

v5
au1a1u2

A26a1b
1

]u

]x
~8!

reduces Eq.~3! to the classical Korteweg–de Vries equation~1! and thereby proves tha
the Gardner equation is integrable by the method of the inverse problem of scat
theory8,11 and therefore soliton collisions are elastic. Nonetheless, to ‘‘reconstruct’

FIG. 1. Soliton shape for different amplitudes.
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functionu(x,t) in terms ofv(x,t) requires solving the Ricatti equation~8!, which cannot
be solved in quadratures. At the same time, the simple change of variables

u5Alim/21w ~9!

reduces the Gardner equation~3! to a modified Korteweg–de Vries equation~2! and
makes it possible to use the known exact solutions of this equation. However,
known solutions of Eq.~2! refer to a zero pedestal and cannot be used to solve impul
perturbations of the Gardner equation. For this reason, we solved Eq.~3! numerically in
order to analyze the interaction and generation of large-amplitude solitons. In the c
lations we setc50, a51, a1521, andb51.

INTERACTION OF SOLITONS

As expected, the interaction of solitons with amplitudes less than the limiting
plitude follows the well-known Korteweg–de Vries scenario: If the difference in
amplitudes is large, then the large soliton, having the higher velocity, simply overt
the small soliton. However, if the difference in the velocities is small, then the trai
~large! soliton gives up energy to the leading~small! soliton and itself slows down, while
the leading soliton accelerates~exchange of amplitudes between solitons!. Such an ex-
change interaction is observed for two solitons with amplitudes close to the limiting le
The most interesting case is where the amplitude of one~trailing! soliton is close to the
limit while the amplitude of the other~leading! soliton is ‘‘normal’’ ~Fig. 2a!. Even if the
leading soliton is small, in the interaction process the ‘‘combined’’ wave does not ex
the threshold value~Fig. 2b!, and the dip that is characteristic of an exchange interact
forms in it. The interaction process for closer values of the amplitudes is shown in F
~amplitude ratio is 1.4!. The small soliton interacts with the front slope of the limitin
soliton ~which moves more rapidly! and flips over at the summit, moves freely along th
summit, and then slides down the trailing slope of the limiting soliton, restoring its in
polarity. The existence of a negative-polarity soliton on the summit of the limiting sol
can be understood from the Gardner equation~3!: If the soliton is studied on a pedesta
u5Alim , then the solution will satisfy the same equation~3! but with a quadratic non-
linearity of opposite sign~in our case negative!. This is what leads to the appearance
a negative-polarity soliton. At the same time it is clear from Fig. 3 that the small sol
interacts successively with each slope of the limiting soliton, each of which can

FIG. 2. Interaction of the limiting soliton with a small-amplitude soliton~amplitude ratio 1:20!: a! initial
distribution; b! at different times; the heavy line shows a symmetric distribution.
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interpreted as a kink and antikink. The interaction of a soliton with a kink~antikink! ‘‘in
pure form’’ has been analyzed previously for the modified Korteweg–de Vries equa1

to which Eq.~3! can be reduced by the substitution~9!. A successive collision first with
a kink and then with an antikink should restore the initial, experimentally obser
polarity of the soliton. Essentially, the dip in Fig. 2b can be interpreted as a nega
polarity soliton, though admittedly, because of its large width it is difficult to interpret
dip as being the result of an interaction of a soliton with a kink.

Thus the result of an interaction depends on the closeness of the total amplitu
the solitons to the limiting value. If this quantity does not exceed the limiting value,
the solitons interact without a change in their polarity, and here the overtaking~large
difference in amplitudes! or exchange~close amplitudes! processes are observed. How
ever, if the total amplitude is greater than the limiting value, then at the moment
collision a dip appears against the background of the large wave, and at any mom
time the amplitude of the wave does exceed the limiting value. The interaction of a
soliton with a large one can be interpreted as a successive interaction of a soliton
each slope of the limiting soliton~kink and antikink! with a change in the polarity of the
soliton at the intermediate stage.

DECAY OF AN INITIAL DISTURBANCE

An initial distrubance with amplitude less than the limiting value once again de
according to the Korteweg–de Vries scenario: A positive initial disturbance~in the cal-
culations the initial shape was described by the hyperbolic secant function sech! decays
into a group of solitons~or one soliton! and an oscillating tail. Interesting features ari
in the case when an initial disturbance with initial amplitude greater than the lim
value decays~Fig. 4a!. In this case two steep drops~quasi-shocks! arise at the first stage

FIG. 3. Interaction of the limiting soliton with a large-amplitude soliton~amplitude ratio 1:1.4! at different
times.
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on account of the cubic nonlinearity~in pure form relative to the levelAlim/2). Then,
small-scale waves are generated at each drop, some of which transform into soliton
different polarity depending on the pedestal on which they are generated~Fig. 4a!. Next,
the negative solitons on the crest of the wave interact with an antikink and descend
the limiting soliton, changing polarity and superposing on the group of solitons which
formed together with the antikink~Fig. 4b!. In the asymptotic limit one limiting soliton
and a group of small-scale waves are formed. The broadening of an initial disturb
with an amplitude above the limiting value results in the formation of a wider limit
soliton. The formation of a limiting soliton has been predicted previously by the inv
problem of scattering theory,12 but no analysis was made of the intermediate stage w
the formation of solitons of different polarity.

Thus the existence of a limiting-amplitude soliton in integrable nonlinear syst
leads to new effects in the interaction of solitons and the generation of solitons
initial disturbances, the main effect being that at an intermediate stage solitons~one or
several! of opposite polarity form on the crest of the limiting soliton.

This work was supported in part by INTAS under Grant 95-969, the Russian F
for Fundamental Research under Grants 96-05-64108 and 96-05-64111, and by th
istry of Science under the program ‘‘Nonlinear dynamics.’’ We thank T. G. Talipova
participating in the development of the numerical program for solving the Gardner e
tion and in discussions of the results obtained.

a!e-mail: enpeli@appl.sci-nnov.ru
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Observation of extended poloidal structures in the
turbulent edge plasma of the L-2M stellarator

G. M. Batanov, A. E. Petrov, K. A. Sarksyan, N. N. Skvortsova,
O. I. Fedyanin, N. K. Kharchev, Yu. V. Khol’nov, and S. V. Shchepetov
Institute of General Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences, 117942 Moscow, Russia

C. Hidalgo, M. Pedrosa, B. van Milligen, and E. Sanchez
CIEMAT, 28040 Madrid, Spain

~Submitted 25 March 1998!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.67, No. 9, 634–639~10 May 1998!

Results are reported from an experimental study of the characteristics
of the turbulent edge plasma in the L-2M stellarator. Extended coherent
structures are observed to form in the poloidal direction. The poloidal
coherence length of the fluctuations reaches 20 cm. The coherence of
the fluctuations depends appreciably on the poloidal azimuth and is
maximum along the outer edge, as is natural for unstable modes in a
toroidal plasma. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~98!00509-X#

PACS numbers: 52.55.Hc, 52.25.Gj, 52.35.Ra

In the last few years the transport of particles under the influence of fluctuatio
the edge plasma has been discussed as one of the processes that can affect glo
finement in toroidal magnetic traps with different configurations of the magnetic fie1

It is important therefore to measure the characteristics of the plasma fluctuations.
theoretical and experimental works devote special attention to the formation of corre
~or coherenta!! radial and poloidal structures, observed from measurements of the c
ence lengths of the fluctuations detected.2–4 The use of spectral analysis of fluctuatio
signals in terms of wave packets~wavelet analysisb!! has greatly extended the experime
tal possibilities,5 making it possible to obtain information about the coherence of
quency wavelet components with high time resolution.6 Such methods have been used
detect coherent radial and poloidal structures in the turbulent edge plasma in to
magnetic traps.2,3 The structures do not exceed 1 cm in length. In the experiment w
results are reported in the present letter high coherence of plasma fluctuations at dis
up to tens of centimeters in the poloidal direction was observed in the edge plasma
L-2M stellarator. The observation of such extended coherent structures, encompas
substantial portion of the minor perimeter of the plasma column, can in many
change ideas about the processes occurring in the boundary plasma of stellarato
tokamaks.

The L-2M stellarator7 is an l 52 machine. The major radius of the torus
R5100 cm and the average minor radius of the plasma is^r &511.5 cm. The plasma wa
produced and heated in a regime of electron-cyclotron resonance at the second ha
6620021-3640/98/67(9)/6/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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of the electron gyrofrequency~the magnetic field at the plasma centerB51.3–1.4 T!
with gyrotronic-radiation powerP05150–200 kW and heating pulse duration of up to
ms. The measurements were performed in plasma with average density^n&5(1.3–1.8)
31013 cm23, the electron temperature at center wasTe(0)5400–600 eV, and helium
was used as the working gas. In the edge plasma at radiusr /r s50.9 (r s is the radius of
the separatrix! the density isn(r )5(1 –2)31012 cm23, the electron temperature is clos
to Te(r )530–40 eV, the relative level of the density fluctuations is (dn/n)out

50.220.25 in the outer regions of the plasma and (dn/n) in50.1 in the inner regions.

The measurements were performed with three probe devices placed, as sho
Fig. 1, in the same poloidal plane of section~a minor sectionA2A of the torus!. Each
probe device consisted of several individual cylindrical probes. The individual prob
a separate probe device were separated from one another by distancesl 54 –5 mm in the
radial and poloidal directions, while the distance between the probe devices in the
dal direction was equal to tens of centimeters~see Fig. 1!. The probes detected plasm
density fluctuationsdn ~ion saturation currentI s regime,dI s;dn) and floating-potential
fluctuations df, and the radial fluctuation particle flux was calculated from th
measurements.3 Each probe device could be moved into the plasma by 1.5–2 cm from
separatrix.

Ordinarily, one probe device has been used in such experiments and only me
ments of the coherence of the fluctuations at distances of several millimeters have
performed. For example, in Ref. 3 the coherence of plasma fluctuations at a dis
l 57 mm in the radial and poloidal directions was recorded at frequencies ranging
several tens of kilohertz up to 300–400 kHz. It was also suggested there that un
resistive magnetohydrodynamic~MHD! modes, associated with the presence of a m
netic bump in the system,8 are responsible for the formation of such coherent structu

The present experiment addressed a different problem: To determine whether
coherence of fluctuations exists in the poloidal direction at large distances of up to te
centimeters, covering a substantial portion of the minor perimeter of the plasma co
If so, then what is the difference in the coherence for the inner regions~close to the
principal axis of the torus! and outer regions of the plasma? The latter question is

FIG. 1. Arrangement of the probe devices: a! top view of the toroidal chamber, b! poloidal sectionA2A; 1 —
vertical probe,2 — outer horizontal probe,3 — inner horizontal probe; distances between probesl 12'20 cm,
l 13'15 cm, l 23'35 cm.
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portant, since localization predominantly in outer regions of the plasma column is
acteristic for unstable MHD modes in a toroidal geometry.8

We now turn to the measurement results. Figure 2 shows the mutual poloidal w
let coherence of fluctuations of the ion saturation current between the vertical and
horizontal probes~Fig. 2a! and between the vertical and inner horizontal probes~Fig. 2b!.
The real time in milliseconds is plotted along the abscissa~the arrows mark the start an
end of the gyrotronic heating pulse! and the linear frequency in kilohertz is plotted alon

FIG. 2. Poloidal wavelet coherence of fluctuations of the ion saturation current between the vertical pro
the outer horizontal probe~a! and between the vertical probe and the inner horizontal probe~b!. Position of the
probes relative to the separatrix: (r /r s)150.86, (r /r s)250.84, (r /r s)350.9.
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the ordinate; the degree of mutual coherence of the frequency wavelet components
fluctuation signals is designated by gray shading: from black~degree of coherence equ
to 1! to white ~degree of coherence equal to zero!. We note that wavelet coherence w
calculated for Fig. 2 with a time delay (D) between the signals oftD50. The high
poloidal coherence between fluctuations from the vertical and outer horizontal pr
separated byl 12'20 cm, can be clearly traced in Fig. 2a. The degree of mutual coher
of the frequency wavelet components lies in the range from 0.4 to 0.9. At the same
the poloidal coherence of the fluctuation signals in the inner region of the plasma co
~Fig. 2b! is several times lower. Therefore the coherence length of the fluctuation si
in the poloidal direction can be much greater than the lengths recorded thus far an
reach several tens of centimeters. The fact that coherence is localized predomina
the outer regions of the plasma column is also obvious. This confirms indirectly
resistive ballooning nature of the observed unstable modes.

Helpful information about the direction of motion and velocity of fluctuations
coherent structures can be obtained by constructing a series of curves of the deg
mutual wavelet coherence as a function of frequency at fixed time but for different v
of the delay time~or the correlation time! between the signals in both the positive a
negative directions. Figure 3 displays such curves obtained for the real time interva
54 to 55 ms with different delay (D) timestD50, 63, 10, and 25ms. Wavelet coherence
was calculated between the fluctuation signals from the vertical and outer horiz
probes. A comparison of the curves presented in Fig. 3 shows that for delay times
tD510 ms the degree of coherence decreases more strongly at relatively high frequ

FIG. 3. Degree of wavelet coherence as a function of frequency at a fixed moment in real time.t554–55 ms.
Position of the probes relative to the separatrix: (r /r s)150.86, (r /r s)250.84.
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(.200 kHz!, but for delay timestD525 ms the degree of coherence for all frequenc
above the maximum resolvable frequency~i.e., f .50–70 kHz! drops virtually to the
background level (<0.2). Hence it is not difficult to estimate the velocity of the coher
fluctuations in the poloidal direction. It is found to lie in the rangevpol'(1 –2)3106

cm/s. From the fact that the degree of coherence decreases more strongly for ne
delay times~see Fig. 3! it can be inferred that the poloidal velocity of the fluctuations
directed away from the vertical probe toward the outer probe, i.e., in the direction o
diamagnetic electron drift. Similar results also follow from the frequency-integrated s
trum of the dependences of the degree of cross-correlation on the correlation tim
tween two fluctuation signals from probes which are spatially separated in the po
direction. Figure 4a shows such a dependence of the degree of cross-correlation o
in the real time intervalt557–57.5 ms between fluctuation signals of the floating pot
tial from the vertical and outer horizontal probes (l 12'20 cm). It is easy to verify from
the position of the maximum of the degree of cross-correlation that the poloidal moti
correlated fluctuations is also directed away from the vertical probe to the outer hor
tal probe, i.e., in the direction of the electronic diamagnetic drift, while the velocity
in the intervalvpol'(0.5–2)3106 cm/s. For comparison Fig. 4b shows the degree
poloidal cross-correlation between the fluctuation signals of the floating potentia
from two individual probes of only the vertical probe device, which, as indicated ea
are separated by a short distancel 1154 –5 mm. In this case the fluctuation motion

FIG. 4. Degree of cross-correlation versus correlation time between fluctuation signals of the floating po
a — between the vertical and outer horizontal probes,l 12'20 cm, b — between two individual probes of th
vertical probe device,l 1154 –5 mm,t557–57.5 ms. Position of the probes relative to the separatrix: (r /r s)1

50.86, (r /r s)250.84.
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directed in the direction of diamagnetic electron drift, while the velocityvpol'0.53106

cm/s is close to the values presented above. Since the correlation dependences in
and 4b were obtained in the same shot, the fluctuations correlated in the poloidal
tion are apparently identical at both the short distancel 115425 mm and the long dis-
tancel 12'20 cm.

In summary, the experimental results reported in the present letter permit dra
the following conclusions:

1. A high degree of correlation of fluctuations at large distances in the polo
direction was observed. This makes it possible to talk about the existence of a corre
length of up tol cor520 cm for fluctuations in the edge plasma of a stellarator.

2. The highly correlated fluctuations are localized predominantly in the outer re
of the plasma column. This indirectly confirms that the fluctuations are of a resi
ballooning nature.

3. The poloidal velocity of the correlated fluctuations lies in the rangevpol

'(0.5–2)3106 cm/s.

4. The fluctuations correlated over short~4–5 mm! and long~20 cm! distances in the
poloidal direction are identical.

In closing, we wish to express our sincere appreciation to the L-2M stellarator
who made this experiment possible.

This work was supported by the Russian Fund for Fundamental Research
Project No. 98-02-16345.

a!Coherence pertains to the frequency components of fluctuation signals, while correlation pertains to the
themselves.

b!The direct transcription from the English term ‘‘wavelet’’ to the Russian was introduced as a scientific te
Ref. 5.
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On nonquasineutrality and turbulent heat transfer in a
tokamak

S. N. Gordienko
L. D. Landau Institute of Theoretical Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences, 142432
Chernogolovka, Moscow Region, Russia

É. I. Yurchenko
Kurchatov Institute Russian Science Center, 123182 Moscow, Russia

~Submitted 24 February 1998; resubmitted 1 April 1998!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.67, No. 9, 640–645~10 May 1998!

A new approach is proposed for describing a steady turbulent state
formed far from thermodynamic equilibrium in the plasma column of a
tokamak as a result of the development of microinstabilities. A funda-
mental feature of such a highly nonequilibrium plasma is its non-
quasineutrality, i.e., the plasma properties are largely determined by
electric fields localized on a scale of the order of the Debye radius. It is
established that the transverse thermal diffusivity is determined by the
expression

x'~r!5const
eU

mc2

q~r !

22S~r !

cT~r !

eB
,

where U is the voltage per orbit of the tokamak. The relation
n(r )q(r )5 const and the increase in thermal diffusivity at the periph-
ery of the plasma column can be explained on the basis of the proposed
approach. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~98!00609-4#

PACS numbers: 52.55.Fa, 52.25.Kn, 52.35.Qz

The design of a tokamak-based thermonuclear reactor is now one of the most
ing applied problems in plasma physics. At the same time a number of very impo
physical processes occurring in a tokamak plasma are still not understood desp
progress that has been made. The difficulties in describing the plasma column stem
the fact that a tokamak plasma in the macroscopically stable state is not comp
stable,1 since a wide class of different kinetic instabilities can develop in it.

1. In the tokamak operating regimes of greatest interest conditions have been
duced such that the plasma column is in a macroscopically stable state but micro
bilities can develop in the plasma column.2

The standard approach to describing microinstabilities is to linearize the ki
equation about an equilibrium state and to investigate the linearized problem fo
presence of perturbations that grow in time.2 Unfortunately, this approach does not ma
it possible to describe the final result of the development of instabilities, i.e., to des
6680021-3640/98/67(9)/7/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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the thermodynamically nonequilibrium turbulent steady state arising as a result o
stabilization of instabilities by nonlinear interactions. We note that to understand
physics of discharges in a tokamak it is not so much the linear instability that led t
steady nonequilibrium state that is of interest as it is to describe the actual state
plasma with steady microturbulence.

In Ref. 3 a completely different approach was proposed to describe a turb
steady state~developed microturbulence! of a plasma. Recall that plasma instabiliti
arise because the plasma is in a nonequilibrium state, i.e., because the entropy per
differs by Ds from the entropysmax in a thermodynamically equilibrium state. Since

smax5E
0

T cV

T
dT,

the contribution to the integral from temperatures exceedinge2n1/3, where the specific
heat of the plasma can be taken ascV53/2, can be estimated as lnND , i.e., a large
number of particles in the Debye sphereND5(T/e2n1/3)3/2 is a sufficient condition for
nonequilibrium states to materialize in a high-temperature plasma with largeDs. In Ref.
3, to describe uniform isotropic steady microturbulence the long-time limitt→1` was
studied after the limit exp(Ds)→` was taken~the order in which the limits are taken i
important!!. Therefore it is supposed that a tokamak plasma is always in a state far
thermodynamic equilibrium. This does not contradict theH theorem, according to which
the entropy increases monotonically with a characteristic time of the order of the col
time, since theH theorem is proved for a closed system, while in a tokamak power is
to the plasma column and the energy flow can continually maintain the plasma in a h
nonequilibrium state. If the condition of strong plasma disequilibrium in one or ano
type of plasma installation does not match with the boundary conditions or the cha
of the heating, or if the theoretical predictions obtained from the condition contradic
experimental data, then the hypothesis that the turbulent steady state realized
installation is a highly nonequilibrium state must be rejected and nonequilibrium st
states close to a thermodynamically equilibrium state must be considered.

Transport equations suitable for describing plasma far from equilibrium were
tained in Ref. 3, where it is shown that a nontrivial two-parameter Abelian grou
transformations~group of turbulent dimensions3!, transforming one solution of the equa
tions into another, is associated with them. Analysis of the solutions that are inva
under a subgroup of this group identified by the conditionl25l1

D11/2, wherel1 andl2

are the parameters of the group of turbulent dimensions, shows that in a ‘‘stra
magnetic field in the presence of developed microturbulence

exp~Ds!@1 ~1!

there exists an entire one-parameter family of steady turbulent plasma states that
parametrized by the parameterD. Dimensional considerations with respect to the st
dard physical dimensions~g, cm, s! and the new ‘‘formal’’ dimensions described by th
group of turbulent dimensions3,4 make it possible to show that forD2!1 the transverse
thermal diffusivity and longitudinal conductivity are given by the expressions

x'5C1D2xBohm1C2S r D

re
D 2

xcl , ~2!
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1

s i
5C3

D2

Vce
1C4

1

sSp
, ~3!

and the energy densityW of the fluctuation electric fields equals

W

nT
5C5

1

ND
2/3

1C6D2S r D

re
D 2

, ~4!

wherexBohm;T/B andxcl;n/B2AT are the Bohm and classical plasma thermal dif
sivities, Vce and sSp;T3/2 are the cyclotron frequency and the Spitzer conductivity
the plasma,Ci , with i 51,2, . . . 6, arefixed numbers, andr D andre are the Debye radius
and the electron Larmor radius, respectively. Therefore, according to Eq.~4!, the non-
quasineutrality parameterD, which arises as a symmetry property, characterizes the m
nitude of the electric-field fluctuations on a Debye scale, i.e., plasma nonquasineu
effects~see details in Ref. 5!.

2. In the analysis of homogeneous and isotropic developed microturbulence3–5 the
quantityD was treated as an independent parameter of the problem~as weren or T!, and
it indicated the type of turbulence materializing in the plasma. However, in a real t
makD must be calculated on the basis of prescribed boundary and initial condition
the regimes of energy supply and matter supply to the plasma column.

As will follow from the discussion below, only smallD2 are of interest in the cas
of a tokamak. In this case, however, the first term in Eqs.~2! and~3! is much larger than
the second term, i.e.,

1

ND
S r D

re
D 2

!D2!1. ~5!

Assuming that the entire plasma current flowing along the tokamak axis is of indu
origin, which is valid sincea/R!1, wherea andR are the minor and major radii of th
tokamak~and in all the equations below we retain only the terms that are of the
nonvanishing order in the parametera/R, i.e., we neglect effects arising in higher order!,
we obtain from Ohm’s law

j 5s iE, ~6!

whereE is the electric field that maintains the induced current in the tokamak.

Using Eqs.~3!, ~5!, and ~6! and the relation between the current density and
margin of stabilityq(r ), we find

D2~r !5
1

C3

eU

mc2

q~r !

22S~r !
, ~7!

whereU52pRE is the voltage per orbit of the tokamak, while for the transverse ther
diffusivity we obtain, according to Eq.~2!,

x'~r !5
C1

C3

eU

mc2

q~r !

22S~r !

cT~r !

eB
, ~8!
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where B is the toroidal magnetic field,S(r )5rq8(r )/q(r ) is the shear,T(r ) is the
temperature at a distancer from the axis along the minor radius,q(r )5rB/RBQ(r ), and
BQ(r ) is the poloidal magnetic field.

To obtain more detailed information about the radial dependence of the the
diffusivity in the plasma column it is necessary to study the self-consistent distributio
the temperature and margin of stability. The following sections of this letter are dev
to this question.

3. First, we shall examine the question of findingD(r ) in a macroscopically stable
plasma with prescribedT(r ) and n(r ). We note that the larger the value of the no
quasineutrality parameterD, the stronger will be the fluctuation electric fields develop
in the plasma5 and, hence, the stronger will be the correlations between the pla
particles, i.e., asD increases, the fraction of the phase volume accessible to the sy
decreases, as a result of which the entropy decreases, sinceD determines the amplitude o
the collective~macroscopic! motions excited in the plasma, which are correlated
scales of the order of the Debye radius.

Thus, if the entire plasma is in a macroscopically stable state, then the require
that the entropy density be maximum leads to the establishment of the smallest va
D that is compatible with the condition of macroscopic stability in a given volu
Therefore the requirement of hydrodynamic stability of the plasma makes it possib
calculate the nonquasineutrality parameter that arises because of the developm
kinetic instabilities.

The principle of maximum energy density is not an arbitrary condition, but rath
follows from the dynamics of the plasma. If the system is ergodic, then the residence
tD of the system in a regionDGD of phase space with a fixed value of the nonquasin
trality parameterD is

tD;DGD5exp~NsD!, ~9!

wheresD is the entropy per particle in the turbulent state of a plasma with nonquas
trality parameterD, andN is the number of particles in the system.

The requirement that the entropy increase in the course of evolution makes i
sible to describe in greater detail the process of transverse heat transfer in a plasm
a nonquasineutrality parameter satisfying Eq.~5!. The smallness ofD2 makes it possible
to neglect the dependence of the distribution functions on the nonquasineutrality p
eter when calculating the entropy, taking the dependence onD2 into account only in the
transport coefficients. In this approximation, proceeding from Boltzmann’s formula
the entropy of an ideal gas, which is applicable to a plasma with smallD2, we can write

S5constE n~r !lnS T3/2~r !

n~r ! DdV, ~10!

and the requirement that for arbitrary initial conditions the system increases its en
leads to the following expression for the transverse heat flux:

Q'52C1D2
nT

B
¹'T. ~11!
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For the steady turbulent plasma states under study expression~11! does not contain a
term proportional to¹'n, since retaining such a term would result in a term proportio
to ¹'T• ¹'n appearing in the expression for the entropy increase, which would
admit evolution with negative entropy production. The fact that¹'T and¹'n are per-
pendicular to the magnetic field was used in these last arguments, where it was as
that ¹'T and¹'n could be treated as independent quantities: In the absence of s
magnetic field, macroscopic motions will arise in the plasma to equalize the pres
making¹T and¹n mutually dependent quantities. Moreover, for turbulent steady st
there is no additional source of entropy production associated with the developm
new instabilities that would be ‘‘activated’’ for any relationship between¹'T and¹'n,
since all possible electrostatic instabilities are already taken into account in the turb
steady state.

4. The stability of the plasma column in a tokamak presumes, specifically, sta
of the ballooning modes excited by the shear. It is well known that ballooning insta
ties will dominate in experiments with largeb and are therefore of special interest fro
the standpoint of obtaining a plasma with high energy content. The stability criterio
ballooning modes is6,7

1

2
S21aeS 12

1

q2D 2
1

2
Sa2.0, ~12!

wherea528pp8(r )Rq2(r )/B2 ande5r /R.

The maximum current density for which the inequality~12! is still satisfied corre-
sponds to the minimum value ofD2(r ) ensuring stability of ballooning modes. Droppin
the second term in Eq.~12! and analyzing all effects only in the first nonvanishing ord
in a/R, we easily see that the inequality~12! can be rewritten in the form

S5a2 ~13!

and can be regarded as a first-order differential equation by means of whichp(r ) can be
expressed in an elementary way in terms ofq(r ). Using Eq.~2! but without the second
term ~because of Eqs.~5! and ~11!! and taking into account the already establish
dependence ofp(r ) on q(r ), for a fixed heat fluxQ(r ) through a surface of radiusr on
account of the plasma heating mechanism, we obtain the temperature distribution
the plasma column in the form of a functional ofq(r ). In this manner we obtainn(r ) and
the entropy~see Eq.~10!! as functionals ofq(r ). Varying the entropy for a fixed quantity
of matter 2p*0

an(r )r dr gives a nonlinear eigenvalue problem describing pinching of
plasma in a tokamak.

5. In the present letter we shall employ a simple variational method that lea
substantial simplifications and makes it possible to draw a correct picture of the stru
of the discharge for a fortuitous choice of the trial function.

To describe discharges with a characteristic spatial scaler 0 (r 0!a) we seekq(r ) in
the form

q~r !5q0~11~r /r 0!2!, ~14!
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i.e., as a function with the free parametersq0 and r 0.

Moreover, to determine the structure of the discharge it is necessary to prescri
function Q(r ). For definiteness, we take

Q~r !5QOhm~r !1Q0 , QOhm~r !54p2RE
0

r

E j~r !r dr , ~15!

where Q05const is the radius-independent heat flux, which can be interpreted a
power introduced into the center of the plasma column by a neutral-injection beam,
QOhm(r ) is the Ohmic heating of the plasma.

Simple calculations following the scheme described at the end of the prece
section with the use of Eqs.~13!–~15! give for r 0 /a!1

p~r !;1/r 3, T~r !;1/r , n~r !;1/r 2 for r .r 0 . ~16!

Moreover, forQ050 and discharges described by expression~14!

n~r !q~r !5const, ~17!

and forQ0Þ0 the relation~17! holds for r .r 0. Therefore, when the additional heatin
does not add too much to the Ohmic heating, the condition~17! can be expected to hold
approximately for allr.

The finding that the product of the stability margin and the density is independe
the minor radius is actually in accord with experimental observations in the TEXT
TFTR tokamaks~see the review,8 where an attempt is made to explain this on the ba
of TPP-based theoretical arguments that are by no means uncontroversial, althou
TPP formalism itself is entirely justified for a certain range of problems concer
magnetic traps9!.

We find for the thermal diffusivityx'(r ) at the periphery of the column, accordin
to Eqs.~2! and ~14!,

x'5C1D2~r !
cT~r !

eB
;S r

r 0
D 3

, r .r 0 . ~18!

The increase in thermal diffusivity at the periphery of the plasma column is an ex
mentally reliably established and fundamentally important phenomenon10 which still has
no theoretical explanation. We note that earlier a thermal diffusivity that grows acco
to a cubic power law (x;r 3) at the periphery of the plasma was used successivel
describe the experimental thermal diffusivities in theL regimes of the JET, D3-D, TFTR
JT-60U, PBX-M, and TORE SUPRA tokamaks.11

We express our sincere appreciation to V. D. Shafranov for calling our attentio
the connection between turbulence and pinching and to S. I. Anisimov for his intere
this work and for a helpful discussion of the results.

This work was supported by the Russian Fund for Fundamental Research an
Council on Support for the Leading Scientific Schools under contracts 96-15-9644
96-15-96815.
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New allotropic form of silicon

A. F. Khokhlov, A. I. Mashin,a) and D. A. Khokhlov
N. I. Lobachevski� Nizhni� Novgorod State University, 603600 Nizhni� Novgorod, Russia

~Submitted 24 February 1998!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.67, No. 9, 646–649~10 May 1998!

A new allotropic form of amorphous silicon withsp hybridization of
the valence electrons is discovered. The new material consists of linear
chains of atoms. A small fraction of the atoms are in thesp2 state.
Acting as bridges, these atoms couple the linear chains into a single
random network. This conclusion is based on an analysis of experimen-
tal data on the effect of annealing and ion implantation on the structure
of the short-range order and the properties of amorphous-silicon films
obtained by different methods. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~98!00709-9#

PACS numbers: 81.05.Zx, 81.05.Cy, 81.40.Ef

It has long been known that carbon in the solid state can have three allotropic f
differing in the hybridization of the valence electrons. One form is diamond, which
be regarded as a three-dimensional polymer of carbon with tetrahedral hybridizat
the valence electrons (sp3). Another form is the hexagonal graphite crystal, consisting
flat layers of carbon atoms in thesp2 hybrid state. Finally, there is carbyne — a linear
carbon polymer withsp hybridization of the valence electrons. The latter form has b
observed in both the crystalline and amorphous states. The combination of carbon
with different valence modifications explains the entire diversity of carbon mater
Silicon atoms, just like carbon atoms, possess four valence electrons. However, tp
orbitals are more prolate than the 2p orbitals, so that the difference of the sizes of thes
and p valence orbitals in silicon is larger than in carbon, as a result of which w
molecules are formed the overlap of the 3p orbitals in silicon is small, thep bond is
weak, and therefore the probability of formation of bonds of the type Si5Si or Si[Si is
low. Despite this, silicon-containing gaseous compounds with stable multiple silic
silicon bonds, such as tetramesityldisilene, disilene, and disilyne, are now known.1,2 The
main factor allowing for stabilization of these bonds is the large volume of the su
tutents near the silicon. However, it has been believed that in the solid state crys
and amorphous silicon both possess onlysp3-hybridized valence electrons.3 Since 1991,
we have been conducting an extensive study of the effect of annealing and ion im
tation on the structure and properties of amorphous silicon obtained by different me
Over this time we have accumulated quite a large amount of experimental data
cannot be explained by the presence of only the one tetrahedral form of silicon.

Amorphous silicon was obtained mainly by the decomposition of silane in a h
frequency glow discharge. Such amorphous silicon~a-Si:H! contains a high concentra
tion of hydrogen. Depending on the production conditions, it varied from 12 to 40 a
6750021-3640/98/67(9)/5/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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To obtain hydrogen-free amorphous silicon~a-Si! we employed vacuum sublimation o
silicon and electron-beam evaporation.

Figure 1 shows electron diffraction data fora-Si:H films prepared at a substra
temperature of 250 °C. The film was deposited on a freshly cleaved face of a
crystal. Thermal annealing was conducted at temperatures 350–700 °C. The ann
time was 30 min. Curves of the radial distribution of the electron density were calcu
by the standard method proposed in Ref. 4, and information about the structure
short-range order in amorphous silicon was obtained by analyzing the curves of the
distribution, as was done in Ref. 5. According to curve1, the short-range order that i
characteristic of crystalline silicon remains in the initiala-Si:H films. Disordering of the
structure is manifested as a large change in the first and second coordination nu
(k153.860.2, k2511.360.9), bond lengths (2.3460.04 Å), and the average ang
between bonds (w511266°). The larger error ink2 is due to the fact that the firs
coordination layer is isolated, while the second one combines two coordination sp
As our investigations showed, the films remain amorphous up to annealing temper
;600 °C, while the strongest change in structure of the still amorphous film occurs
annealing temperature of 500°C. The corresponding radial distribution function is
presented in Fig. 1~curve2!. Although, as we have said, the material remains amorph
after such treatment, its structure is completely different from that of the unann
material or the material annealed at lower or higher temperature. The first coordin
number in this case is close to 2 (k152.260.2), while the average angle between bon
becomes close to 180° (w517666°). Another interesting fact is that the Si–Si inte
atomic distances here are shorter than in the crystal and are equal to 2.1060.04 Å, while
the second coordination numberk257.360.9. We have also observed similar changes
the structure of the short-range order on annealing ina-Si:H films irradiated with neon
and carbon ions as well as in films obtained at a substrate temperature of 50 °C
interesting to note thata-Si:H at 500 °C exhibits intense breaking of Si:H bonds a
escape of hydrogen6 from the film, giving rise to a sharp increase in the density
unpaired electrons. In the case of disordered amorphous silicon we observed this

FIG. 1. Radial distribution function fora-Si:H films: Curve1 — no annealing,2 — annealing at 500 °C.
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only for films obtained by vacuum sublimation. According to Auger and ESR spec
copy, such silicon contains a lower concentration of extraneous impurities7 and a higher
density of unpaired electrons8 than do films of amorphous silicon deposited by oth
means.

The facts thatk1 decreases almost to 2 and the valence angle increase
180 °C means that on the average each silicon atom now has not four but onl
neighboring silicon atoms lying on the same straight line, i.e., the random netwo
formed from linear chains of atoms. The chain structure of silicon is also indicated b
almost halving of the second coordination number. Since the silicon atom is tetrav
it should have multiple silicon–silicon bonds of the type Si–H or dangling bonds. In
view, the formation of linear cumulene (5Si5Si5Si5Si5)n or polyyne
(2Si[Si2Si[Si2!n silicon chains is more likely. In the presence of a third Si–H bo
or an unpaired~unshared! electron, according to the theory of repulsion of valence e
tron pairs,3 the bond angle should be much less 180°. A value ofk1 somewhat greate
than 2 indicates that some silicon atoms in the random network have three neig
These atoms, acting as bridges, connect linear chains into a single random network
a situation was observed in carbon in Ref. 9. Since silicon remains amorphou
believe that the two forms of linear silicon chains coexist. An increase in the intera
forces between silicon atoms with a transition from a simple bond to a double and
bond is accompanied, as in carbon,3 by a decrease in the interatomic distance for all th
types of silicon–silicon bonds. This can be judged according to the substantial shi
broadening of the first peak on the radial distribution curve~curve2 in Fig. 1!.

The experimental data which we obtained by ultrasoft x-ray spectroscopy10,11 attest
directly to a substantial difference in the electronic structure of amorphous silicon
nealed at 500 °C from crystalline and unannealed amorphous silicon. Figure 2 dis
the SiL2,3 spectra on an energy scale relative to the 2p level. The valence band top lie
approximately at 99.2 eV. As one can see from the figure~curve2!, the distribution of
valence electrons in the initiala-Si:H film obtained at 50 °C is similar to that observed

FIG. 2. SiL2,3 emission spectra ofa-Si:H ~1, 2! and crystalline silicon~3!; curve1 — annealing at 500 °C,
curve2 — no annealing.
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other authors.12 A wide principal maximumA corresponding to the 3s states of Si is
observed in the energy region 90–92 eV, while in the direction ofEn from this maximum
a ‘‘shoulder’’ characterizing the protraction of the electron density of states is obse
After annealing at 500 °C~curve1! the main maximum in the density of states becom
more pronounced, while a second maximumB appears at low energies. A second ma
mum can also be seen in the spectrum of crystalline silicon~curve3!, but its position and
the relative intensity are different. Moreover, besides the ‘‘shoulder’’ there also app
a maximumC at 95.7 eV. A qualitatively similar situation is also characteristic for film
which we obtained under other deposition conditions. Such a distribution of val
electrons has not been observed earlier either for silicon or its solid-phase compo
The presence of a fine structure of the 3s states of Si in the form of two maximaA and
B is due to the partial ordering of the atoms, while the energy gap betweenA andB is
determined by the interatomic distance. For this reason, the increase in the gap by
compared with crystalline silicon is caused, according to Ref. 13, by a decrease
interatomic distance by 0.2 Å. The maximumC which is uncharacteristic for Si attests
the presence ofp bonds in this material and a change in the type of chemical b
between the atoms.

In summary, our experimental results attest to the existence of a new allotropic
of silicon with atoms in thesp-hybridized state. It can be called ‘‘silicyne’’ by analog
to carbyne. The transition of silicon into silicyne occurs in vacuum at temperatures o
order of 500 °C and is possible only under some additional conditions. In our view,
can be several such conditions.

The initial silicon must have a sufficiently low concentration of foreign impuriti
such as oxygen and carbon. This can explain why silicyne is not formed from amorp
silicon obtained by electron-beam evaporation and a number of other methods.

Another condition is that at 500 °C there must be a high density of dangling bo
which lead to a substantial change in the shape of the molecular orbitals.

There must exist a pressure which intensifiesp bonds by increasing the degree
overlap of the 3p wave functions as the distance between the silicon atoms decre
The pressure can be local. In our case it could be caused both by strong mech
stresses, characteristic for thin deposited amorphous films of silicon, and by the pre
of nonequilibrium densities of impurities or inert gases embedded by ion implanta
Cases when the structure of tetrahedral semiconductors changes under pressure
known in the literature. For example, in Ref. 14 it is reported that silicon under a pre
of 200 kbar slowly assumes the structure of white tin.

a!e-mail: mashin@phys.unn.runnet.ru
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Nonlinear Seebeck effect in a model granular
superconductor

S. A. Sergeenkov
Bogoliubov Laboratory of Theoretical Physics, Joint Institute for Nuclear Research,
141980 Dubna, Moscow Region, Russia

~Submitted 28 January 1998; resubmitted 20 March 1998!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.67, No. 9, 650–654~10 May 1998!

The change of the Josephson supercurrent densityj s of a weakly con-
nected granular superconductor in response to externally applied arbi-
trary thermal gradient¹T ~nonlinear Seebeck effect! is considered
within a model of 3D Josephson junction arrays. For¹T.(¹T)c ,
where (¹T)c is estimated to be of the order of.104 K/m for YBCO
ceramics with an average grain sized.10 mm, the weak-links-
dominated thermopowerS is predicted to become strongly
¹T-dependent. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~98!00809-3#

PACS numbers: 74.80.Bj, 74.25.Bt

A linear Seebeck effect, observed in conventional and high-Tc ceramic supercon-
ductors~HTS! and attributed to their weak-link structure~see, e.g., Refs. 1–7 and furth
references therein!, is based on the well-known fact that in a Josephson junction~JJ! the
superconducting phase differenceDf depends only on the supercurrent densityj s ~ac-
cording to the Josephson relationj s5 j c sinDf, wherej c is the critical current density!.
When a rather small temperature gradient¹T is applied to such a JJ~with a normal
resistivity rn), an entropy-carrying normal current with densityj n5S0¹T/rn is gener-
ated through the junction, whereS0 is the thermopower~the linear Seebeck coefficient!.
This normal current density is locally cancelled by a counterflow of supercurrent
density j s , so that the total current density through the junctionj 5 j n1 j s50. As a
result,3 the supercurrent densityj s52 j n generates a nonzero phase differenceDf via a
transient Seebeck thermoelectric fieldET5rnj n5S0¹T induced by the temperature gra
dient ¹T. If in addition, an external current of densityj e also passes through the wea
link, a nonzero voltage will appear when the total current density exceedsj c , i.e., for
j e5 j c6S0¹T/rn .

In the present Letter, using a zero-temperature 3D model of Josephson jun
arrays, a nonlinear analog of the thermoelectric effect~characterized by a nontrivial¹T
dependence of the Seebeck coefficientS! in granular superconductors is considered. T
experimental conditions under which the predicted behavior of the thermopower c
observed in YBCO ceramics are discussed.

The so-called 3D model of Josephson junction arrays~which is often used for
6800021-3640/98/67(9)/5/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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simulating the thermodynamic behavior of a real granular superconductor! is based on the
well-known tunneling Hamiltonian~see, e.g., Refs. 8–13!

H~ t !5(
i j

N

Ji j @12cosf i j ~ t !#, ~1!

and describes a short-range interaction betweenN superconducting grains~with the gauge
invariant phase differencef i j (t), see below!, arranged in a 3D lattice with coordinate
r i5(xi ,yi ,zi). The grains are separated by insulating boundaries producing a Jose
coupling Ji j which is assumed8 to vary exponentially with the distancer i j between
neighboring grains, i.e.,Ji j (r i j )5J(T)e2k•r i j . For a periodic and isotropic arrangeme
of identical grains~with spacingd between the centers of adjacent grains!, we have
k5(1/d,1/d,1/d). Thusd is of the order of an average grain~or junction! size.

In general, the gauge-invariant phase difference is defined as

f i j ~ t !5f i j ~0!2Ai j ~ t !, ~2!

wheref i j (0)5f i2f j , with f i being the phase of the superconducting order param
andAi j (t) is the so-called frustration parameter, defined as

Ai j ~ t !5
2p

F0
E

i

j

A~r ,t !•dl, ~3!

where A(r ,t) is the ~space–time dependent! electromagnetic vector potential;F0

5h/2e is the quantum of flux, withh Planck’s constant, ande the electron charge.

As is known,10,13 a constant electric fieldE applied to a single JJ causes a tim
evolution of the phase difference. In this particular case Eq.~2! readsf i j (t)5f i j (0)
1v i j (E)t, where v i j (E)52eE•r i j /\, with r i j 5r i2r j being the distance betwee
grains. If, in addition to the external electric fieldE, the network of superconductin
grains is under the influence of an applied magnetic fieldH, the frustration paramete
Ai j (t) in Eq. ~3! takes the form

Ai j ~ t !5
p

F0
~H`Ri j !•r i j 2

2p

F0
E•r i j t. ~4!

Here,Ri j 5(r i1r j )/2, and we have used the conventional relationship between the v
potential A and ~i! a constant magnetic fieldH5curl A ~with ]H/]t50) and ~ii ! a
uniform electric fieldE52]A/]t ~with curl E50).

There are at least two ways to incorporate a thermal gradient (¹T) dependence into
the above model. Namely, we can either invoke an analogy with the above-disc
influence of an applied electric field on the system of weakly coupled supercondu
grains or assume a direct¹T dependence of the phase difference~as was recently sug
gested by Guttmanet al.14!. For simplicity, in what follows we choose the first possibili
and assume an analogy with the conventional Seebeck effect. Recall that applicatio
temperature gradient¹T to a granular sample is known to produce a thermoelec
field1,2 ET5S0¹T, whereS0 is the so-calledlinear (¹T-independent! Seebeck coeffi-
cient. Assuming thatE[ET in Eq. ~4!, we arrive at the following change of the junctio
phase difference under the influence of an applied thermal gradient¹T:
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f i j ~ t !5f i j ~0!2Ai j ~ t !, ~5!

with the frustration parameter

Ai j ~ t !5
p

F0
~H`Ri j !•r i j 2

2eS0

\
¹T•r i j t. ~6!

As we see, the above equation explicitly introduces a direct¹T dependence into the
phase difference, expressing thus the main feature of the so-called thermophase
suggested by Guttmanet al.14 Physically, it means that the macroscopic normal therm
electric voltageV couples to the phase difference across the junction through
quantum-mechanical Josephson relationV}dDf/dt. Later on we shall obtain a rathe
simple connection between the thermophase coefficientST[dDf/dDT and the conven-
tional linear Seebeck coefficientS0.

To consider a nonlinear analog of the Seebeck effect~characterized by a
¹T-dependent thermopowerS!, we recall10,13 that within the model under consideratio
the supercurrent density operatorj s is related to the pair polarization operatorp as
follows ~V is the volume of the sample!

j s5
1

V

dp

dt
5

1

i\V
@p,H#, ~7!

where the polarization operator itself reads

p5(
i

N

qir i . ~8!

Hereqi522eni , with ni the pair number operator, andr i is the coordinate of the cente
of the grain.

Finally, in view of Eqs.~1!–~8!, and taking into account the usual ‘‘phase–numbe
commutation relation@f i ,nj #5 id i j , we find

^ j s~¹T!&5
2e

\d3 (
i j

N E
0

t dt

t E
0

` dr i j

V
Ji j ~r i j !sin f i j ~ t !r i j ~9!

for the thermal-gradient-induced value of the averaged supercurrent density. Here
poral averaging~with a characteristic timet) allows for a change of the phase coheren
during tunneling of Cooper pairs through the barrier, and the integration over the re
grain positionsr i j is performed with allowance for the short-range character of the
sephson coupling energy, viz.,Ji j (r i j )5J(T) f (xi j ) f (yi j ) f (zi j ) with f (u)5e2u/d.

To discuss the true¹T-induced thermophase effect only, in what follows we co
pletely ignore the effects due to a nonzero applied magnetic field~by puttingH50 in Eq.
~6!! as well as the ‘‘self-field’’ effects~which are rather important in granular superco
ductors; see Refs. 12 and 13 for a discussion of this problem! and we assume that in th
equilibrium~initial! state~with ¹T50) ^ j s&[0, which implies thatf i j (0)[0. The latter
condition in fact coincides with the current density conservation requirement at
temperature.9 As a result, we find that anarbitrary temperature gradient¹xT[DT/Dx
applied along thex axis to a Josephson junction network induces the appearance o
corresponding~nonlinear! longitudinal supercurrent with density
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j s~DT![^ j s
x~¹xT!&5 j 0G~DT/DT0!, ~10!

where

G~z!5
z

~11z2!
. ~11!

Here, j 052eJNd/\V, (¹xT)0[DT0 /Dx5\/2edtS0, andz5DT/DT0.

Notice that for a small enough temperature gradient~when¹xT!¹xT0), we recover
the conventional linear Seebeck dependencej s(¹xT)5a(T)S0¹xT with a(T)
5(2ed/\)2J(T)Nt/V. On the other hand, for this result to be consistent with the abo
discussed conventional expressionj s5S0¹xT/rn , the zero-temperature coefficienta(0)
must be simply related to the resistivityrn . Let us show that this is indeed the cas
Using J(0)5\D0/4e2Rn for the zero-temperature Josephson energy~where D0 is the
zero-temperature gap parameter!, V.Nld2 for the sample volume~with l being a rel-
evant dimension of the sample!, and taking into account that the normal state resista
between grainsRn is related torn as rn.(d2/ l )Rn , the self-consistency condition
a(0)51/rn yields t.( l /d)2(\/D0) for the characteristic Josephson time.

It follows from Eq. ~10! that above some threshold value (¹xT)c.0.25(¹xT)0 the
supercurrent density starts to deviate substantially from a linear law, thus suggesti
appearance of nonlinear Seebeck effect with a¹T-dependent coefficientS(¹xT)
5S0 /(11z2), wherez5¹xT/(¹xT)0 andS0[S(0). Let usestimate the order of mag
nitude of this threshold value of the thermal gradient needed to observe the pre
nonlinear behavior of the thermopower in weak-links-containing HTS. UsingS0

.0.5 mV/K and D0 /kB.90 K for the thermopower and zero-temperature gap param
in YBCO, andl .0.5 mm for a typical sample size,2,4 we gett.1029 s for the charac-
teristic Josephson tunneling time~cf. Ref. 13!, and (¹xT)c.104 K/m for the threshold
thermal gradient in a granular sample with an average grain~or junction! sized.10 mm.
Further, takingJ(0).D0 for the zero-temperature Josephson energy~in samples with
Rn.\/4e2), we arrive at the following reasonable estimate of the weak-links-domin
critical current density in YBCO ceramics:j 052eJ/\ ld.103 A/m2. We believe that the
above estimates suggest quite an optimistic possibility of observing the discussed
linear behavior of the thermoelectric power in~real or artificially prepared! granular HTS
materials and hope that the effects predicted in the present paper will be put to the t
experimentalists.

Let us conclude by obtaining a relation between the conventional~linear! Seebeck
effect and the above-mentioned thermophase effect~which is linear by definition!. Ac-
cording to Guttmanet al.,14 the latter effect is characterized by a nonzero transp
coefficientST5dDf/dDT. In our particular case~with f i j (0)50 andH50), it follows
from Eqs.~5! and ~6! that

Df[
1

t E
0

t

dt(
i j

f i j ~ t !

N
.

etS0

\
DT. ~12!

Hence, within our approach the above two¹T-inducedlinear effects~characterized by
the transport coefficientsST andS0, respectively! are related to each other as
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ST.S et

\ DS0.S e

D0
D S l

dD 2

S0 . ~13!

To summarize, the change of the Josephson supercurrent density of a granu
perconductor under the influence of an arbitrary thermal gradient~a nonlinear Seebeck
effect! was considered within a model of 3D Josephson junction arrays. The possibil
experimental observation of the predicted effect in HTS ceramics was discussed.
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Giant burst of photoconductivity in semiconductors
upon an increase in the concentration of recombination
centers

V. A. Kholodnova)

Theoretical Division, Orion Russian Science Center, 111123 Moscow, Russia
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It is shown in the approximation of a single recombination level that
the intrinsic photoconductivity of semiconductors with extrinsic recom-
bination of carriers can increase by several orders of magnitude upon
an increase in the concentration of recombination centers in the pres-
ence of weak optical radiation. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~98!00909-8#

PACS numbers: 72.40.1w, 72.20.Jv

The copious information now available on the intrinsic photoconductivity of se
conductors with extrinsic recombination does not contain a clear picture of the natu
the dependence of the photocurrent densityI ph on the concentrationN of recombination
centers. This could be because of its apparent obviousness:I ph should decrease with
increasingN. Indeed, at first glance it does appear obvious that asN increases, the
resulting increase in the rate of trapping of nonequilibrium electrons and holes will c
their lifetimestn andtp to be shorter, and thereforeI ph will decrease. In this letter it is
shown that this seemingly physically reasonable idea is not always correct: The
I ph(N), which on the whole descends with increasingN, can also contain an ascendin
region and can even increase by several orders of magnitude~Fig. 1a!. The effect is due,
first and foremost, to the fact that the timestn andtp grow extremely strongly~by orders
of magnitude! in some range of values asN increases~Fig. 1b!, if1,2

j1[
3

uB
!1, j2[

4B

A2
!1, j3[

1

AA
!1, j4[

AB

A
!1, ~1!

where

A52
ND

nt
, B54

pt

nt
, u5

wp

wn
, ~2!

wn andwp are the probabilities of trapping of electrons and holes in a deep level annt

and pt are equilibrium electron and hole densities when the energies of the Fermi
and the recombination level are equal to one another. References 1 and 2 empl
model based on the presence of completely ionized shallow donors with a concen
ND and of neutral and singly charged negative deep acceptors with densitiesN0 and
N25N2N0 with a small deviation~for example, due to weak illumination! of the pa-
6850021-3640/98/67(9)/7/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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rameters of the semiconductor from the equilibrium values. It has also been assu3,4

that the spin-degeneracy factor of an acceptor state equals 1/2. The same model is
the present letter.

It follows from Refs. 5 and 6 that under the conditions of interband recombinatio
nonequilibrium carriersI ph grows with increasing lifetime if the ambipolar mobilit
m50 or if there is no recombination at the current contacts (x50 andx5W, inset in Fig.
1a!. In reality, however, recombination always occurs to one degree or another.7 For this
reason, under ordinary conditions (mÞ0) an increase in the lifetimes, starting fro
certain values, does not result in a higher photocurrent.5–7 Saturation ofI ph is most
pronounced in the case of strong recombination at the contacts, in which case5–7

Dn~0!5Dp~0!5Dn~W!5Dp~W!50, ~3!

whereDn(x) andDp(x) are, respectively, the deviations of the electron and hole d
sities from the equilibrium valuesne andpe . Under extrinsic recombination condition
as is shown below, the functionm(N) can vanish at the same valueN>ND at which the
functionstn(N) and tp(N) reach a maximum~Figs. 1b and 1c!.1,2 Therefore whenN
approachesND , I ph increases to the extent thattn andtp increase, provided, of course
that the increase in the effective ambipolar diffusion lengthLeff ~see below! does not

FIG. 1. The dependence onN ~in cm23! of: a — G[I ph /qgW; b — m ~in units ofmp); c — tn ~curve1! and
tp ~curve 2! ~in s!. Room temperature,W51021 cm, u[wp /wn5102, wn51028 cm3/s, ni /nt5104, ND

51015 cm23, E0510 V/cm; the solid curve is for GaAs, the dot-dash curve for Si. The inset shows a dia
of the photoconductor.
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result in a strong increase in the loss of photoexcited carriers due to diffusion towa
current contacts and recombination there. This is the physical reason for the effec

The effect is most easily described mathematically if the neutrality equation f
nondegenerate semiconductor in a state of thermodynamic equilibrium is represen
the form

N5nt

11d

2d2
f ~d!, d5

N2
e

N0
e

, f ~d!5B1Ad2d2, ~4!

and the small parameter

j[
an1ap

mnne1mppe
5

2~an1ap!d

~d2mn1Bmp!nt

!1, ~5!

which can be used to characterize the degree to which the semiconductor deviate
local neutrality under illumination, is used. HereN2

e andN0
e are the equilibrium values o

N2 andN0, mn andmp are the electron and hole mobilities,

an5
«

8pq

~11d!• f ~d!wpnt

u• f ~d!1~11d!~uB1d!
, ap5

«

8pq

~11d21!• f ~d!wpnt

B1~A1uB!d1~uB1d!d2
, ~6!

« is the permittivity, andq is the electron charge. For weak illumination the line
approximation ing, whereg is the density of the carrier photogeneration rate, is va
From the linearized Poisson equations, the expressions for the dark hole and e
recombination–generation rates2 Rp andRn , respectively, and the condition of a stea
state (Rn5Rp) it follows that in this approximation

Rn5
Dn

tn
1an

dDE

dx
, Rp5

Dp

tp
2ap

dDE

dx
, Dp5

tp

tn
Dn1~an1ap!tp

dDE

dx
, ~7!

where

tn5
2d2

f ~d!

u• f ~d!1~11d!~uB1d!

@dA1~21d!B1d3#wpnt

, tp5
2d

f ~d!

B1~A1uB!d1~uB1d!d2

@dA1~21d!B1d3#wpnt

, ~8!

DE is the deviation of the electric field from its valueE0 in the absence of illumination
Using the linearized expressions for the electronDI n and holeDI p components ofI ph,
one can represent relations~7! as

Rn5
Dn

tn
2jn

d j

dx
, Rp5

Dp

tp
1jp

d j

dx
, Dp5

tp

tn
Dn2jtp

d j

dx
, ~9!

where

j 5~mnDn1mpDp!E01Dn

dDn

dx
2Dp

dDp

dx
, ~10!

jn5
an

mnne1mppe
,j, jp5j2jn,j, ~11!
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Dn andDp are the electron and hole diffusion coefficients. In the absence of an ext
load ~inset in Fig. 1a! illumination does not change the voltage across the sample. Th
fore the expressions forDI n andDI p and Eqs.~9!–~11! with the boundary conditions~3!
make it possible to write the photocurrent density as

I ph5H S b1
tp

tn
D •^Dn&1j

Lp
2

WS dDp

dx
2b

dDn

dx D U
x50

x5WJ qmpE0 , ~12!

where ^Dn& is the arithmetic-mean value with respect tox ~inset in Fig. 1a! of the
nonequilibrium electron density,b5mn /mp , and Lp5(Dptp)1/2 is the hole diffusion
length. The distributionDn(x) with g(x)5 const is itself determined by the equation

Q
]4Dn

dx4
2~D1DE1Dj!

d2Dn

dx2
1~m1mj!E0

dDn

dx
1

Dn

tn
5g, ~13!

which can be obtained by using in addition the continuity equation forDI n . Here

DE5jtpmpmnE0
2 , D5

d2tp1Btn

~B1bd2!tn

Dn , m5
netp2petn

~pe1bne!tn
mn5

d2tp2Btn

~B1bd2!tn

mn ,

~14!

Q5jDnLp
2 , Dj5jp

tp

tn
Dp1jnDn , mj5jp

tp

tn
mp2jnmn . ~15!

The quantitiesD and m are the ambipolar diffusion coefficient and carrier mobili
respectively, in the quasineutral semiconductor plasma3,5–9 ~for sufficiently smallj, as
one can see from Eqs.~9! and~13!–~15!!. The quantitiesQ, Dj , mj , andDE are due to
the photoexcitation of the space charge. Analysis shows that the condition~5!, which
usually holds with a large margin, makes it possible to drop in Eq.~13! terms withQ,
Dj , andmj . However, the term withDE must be retained, because even in moder
fieldsDE can exceedD on account of the quadratic dependence onE0. In the same way,
the terms containing the small parameterj can be dropped in Eq.~12!. Thus we arrive at
the relations

~D1DE!
d2Dn

dx2
2mE0

dDn

dx
2

Dn

tn
1g50, I ph5qS mn1

tp

tn
mpD •^Dn&E0 . ~16!

Together with expressions~4!–~6!, ~8!, and~14! they make it possible to obtain easily th
function I ph(N) in a parametric form~Fig. 1a!.

Analyzing expressions~4!, ~8!, and~14!, one can show that the equationm(N)50
has a solution when the inequalities~1! hold. To zeroth order in the small parameter~1!
the root of this equation is identical to the positions of the maxima1,2 of the functions
tn(N) and tp(N) and equalsND , a finding which we reported at an internation
symposium.10 Let us explain the dependences oftn , tp , andm on N, shown in Figs.
1b,c.

The reciprocals of the lifetimes of the nonequilibrium electrons and holes

tn
215tn1

211tn2
211tn3

21 , tp
215tp1

211tp2
211tp3

21 ~17!
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consist of three partial components.1,2 The first components,tn1
21 andtp1

21, are responsible
for the change in the electron and hole trapping ratesDn•wnN0

e andDp•wpN2
e , respec-

tively, as a result of only a deviation of the carrier density from equilibrium values.
second components,tn2

21 andtp2
21, are responsible for the change in the electron and h

trapping ratesnewn•DN0 andpewp•DN2 , respectively, as a result of only a deviation
the densities of the trapping centersDN05N02N0

e and DN15N22N2
e 52DN0 for

electrons and holes, respectively, from the equilibrium valuesN0
e and N2

e . The third
components,tn3

215d21tn2
21 andtp3

215dtp2
21, are responsible for the change in the rates

thermal excitation of electrons from an impurity level into the conduction b
1
2ntwnDN2 and holes into the valence band 2ptwpDN0 as a result of deviationsDN2 and
DN0 of the densities of centers of thermal generation of electrons and holes, respec
from the equilibrium values. The timestn1 andtp1 can be regarded as the trapping tim
of excess electrons and holes on equilibrium traps, the timestn2 andtp2 can be regarded
as relaxation times of a nonequilibrium state as a result of trapping of equilibrium ca
on nonequilibrium traps, and the times2tn3 and2tp3 can be interpreted as the electro
and hole thermal generation times of the corresponding nonequilibrium centersDN2 and
DN0.

When N,ND , the ratioN2
e /N0

e@1 and thereforetp1!tn1. Therefore the appear
ance of excess free carriers results in the appearance of additional~nonequilibrium! traps
for electrons and centers for thermal generation of holes (DN052DN2.0). For such a
change in the charge state of recombination centers the componentstp2

21 andtp3
21 become

negative withutp2
21u!utp3

21u, while tn2
21@tn3

21.0. This means thattp.tp1 as a result of
the thermal generation of holes from nonequilibrium centersDN0, while tn!tn1 as a
result of trapping of equilibrium electrons by these centers. As long asN,ND , the
concentrationN2

e increases withN, while N0
e remains much less thanN2

e . Therefore
DN0 also increases. As a result of this growth,utp3u decreases more rapidly than do
tp1. As a result, at a certain valueN,ND ~Refs. 1, 2!, the rate of thermal generation o
holes from nonequilibrium centers and the rate of trapping of nonequilibrium hole
equilibrium traps become very close to each other. For this reason,tp starts to grow.
Starting at some value ofN,ND ~Ref. 2!, the growth oftn is due to the decrease ofne

with increasingN.

For N.ND the concentrationN2
e increases much more slowly thanN0

e with increas-
ing N, and as a result the ratiotn1 /tp1 decreases. This in turn causesDN0 to decrease as
N increases. Moreover,ne continues to decrease. Therefore the componenttn1

21 starts to
dominate intn

21 . As a result,tn(N) andtp(N) decrease asN increases.

The ambipolar mobility~14! determines the drift velocity in the electric field of
concentration disturbance — a quasineutral cloud of positive and negative charge3,8

including charges bound on a deep impurity. The latter explains the fact that u
extrinsic recombination conditionsm also depends on the ratiotp /tn . It is obvious that
the carriers present in larger numbers more easily screen the space charge, i.e
adjust to the drift of the other carriers. This is why under interband recombination
ditions the cloud drifts in a field with the same velocity and in the same direction a
minority carriers, while in the intrinsic material it is not controlled by the field at al3,8

(m>mp.0 for ne@pe , m>2mn,0 for ne!pe , andm50 for ne5pe). A similar but
not exactly identical situation also obtains in the case of extrinsic recombination. U
the conditions studied, becausetp,tn ~Fig. 1c! the mobility m vanishes in then-type
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material ~for the parameters adopted in Fig. 1 this occurs forne>10pe in silicon and
ne>104pe in gallium arsenide!. Physically, this is due to the positive sign of the distur
bance of the charge bound on a deep impurity (DN2,0). The ratiope /ne starts to grow
substantially, and very rapidly, only whenN>ND . At the same time the ratiotp /tn

cannot be of the same order of smallness aspe /ne . For this reasonm vanishes forN
>ND , if according to the conditions~1! the deep level is located in the bottom half of the
band gap. If the same level lies in the top half of the band gap, however, then once ag
becausetp /tn cannot be of the same order of smallness aspe /ne , the functionm(N) is
always positive for real values ofN, and the lifetimestp and tn always decrease asN
increases.1,2

An increase~though small! in the carrier lifetime, apparently as a result of an
increase inN, has been observed experimentally in Refs. 11 and 12.

We shall call the solution based on the relations~16! approximate. The parameter
j(N), here again remaining small, reaches its largest value near the pointN5Nmax where
the functionI ph(N) reaches its maximum valueI ph

max. The deviation of the approximate
value of I ph

max from the exact value~calculated with all the terms in~12! and ~13! taken
into account! is presented in Fig. 2a. ForN5Nmax the exact solution is not so difficult to
find, becausem1mj50 at this point. It is evident from Fig. 2b thatI ph

max is a nonmono-
tonic function ofE0. This is due to the increase inLeff5A(D1DE)tn with increasingE0,
as a result of which the losses of photoexcited carriers due to diffusion toward the cur
contacts and subsequent recombination there increase.

In conclusion, we note that effects similar in their physical essence to those stud
above should also be observed in other media with dissociation and ion–ion recomb
tion, e.g., in multicomponent plasmas.13

I wish to thank Corresponding Member of the Russian Academy of Scienc
R. A. Suris for a positive assessment of the subject of this work, Corresponding Mem
of the Russian Academy of Sciences L. N. Kurbatov for a discussion of the results,
the Russian Fund for Fundamental Research for support under Grant 96-02-17196.

FIG. 2. The dependence onE0 ~in V/cm! of: a — the ratioz[Gmax
app/Gmax

exact, whereGmax
app and Gmax

exact are the
approximate and exact values ofG[I ph /qgWat the maximum of the functionI ph(N) ~Fig. 1a!; b — Gmax. The
parameters of the semiconductors~the solid curve for GaAs, the dot-dash curve for Si! are the same as in
Fig. 1.
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Observation of spin-reduction anisotropy in the quasi-
one-dimensional antiferromagnet CsMnI 3

B. S. Dumesh
P. L. Kapitsa Institute of Physical Problems, Russian Academy of Sciences, 117334
Moscow, Russia

S. V. Petrov and A. M. Tikhonov
Institute of Spectroscopy, Russian Academy of Sciences, 142092 Troitsk, Moscow R
Russia

~Submitted 25 March 1998!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.67, No. 9, 661–665~10 May 1998!

The NMR of 55Mn in the quasi-one-dimensional noncollinear antifer-
romagnet CsMnI3 at T51.3 K is investigated in magnetic fields up to
;40 kOe. Six NMR branches corresponding to six manganese spins
per magnetic unit cell are observed. The NMR spectra correspond sat-
isfactorily to the well-known magnetic structure of CsMnI3, taking into
account the dynamic frequency shift due to the interaction with the
low-lying AFMR modes. The average spins^SA&51.86 and ^SB&
51.74 of the magnetically nonequivalent Mn21 ions are determined
from the measured values of the hyperfine fields. The results obtained
agree qualitatively with the calculations of spin reduction in quasi-one-
dimensional antiferromagnets@Y. Watabe, T. Suzuki, and Y. Natsume,
Phys. Rev. B52, 3400~1995!#. © 1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~98!01009-3#

PACS numbers: 76.60.Es, 75.50.Ee

The properties of the crystal lattices of certain binary salts ABX3 ~A is an alkali
metal, B is a 3d metal, and X is a halogen! make for a low dimensionality of the
exchange structures formed by the B21 ions. A large reduction of the average spins of t
moments of magnetic ions is observed in the quasi-one-dimensional antiferroma
~quasi-1D AFs! ABX3 with a triangular magnetic structure. Thus, for compounds w
Mn21 magnetic ions (6S5/2 state! the average spin per ion iŝS&'1.8, which makes it
possible to study more subtle effects, for example, a change in reduction in strong
netic fields as a result of the suppression of quantum fluctuations. In recent ye
number of theoretical and experimental works have been devoted to this question1–3 It
has been found that magnetically nonequivalent AF chains in easy-plane ‘‘triang
quasi-1D AFs in strong magnetic fields have different average spins per ion.4 According
to the calculations in Ref. 5, the average spins of Mn21 in magnetically nonequivalent AF
chains in easy-axis triangular AFs~including CsMnI3! can be different even in a zer
magnetic field. The present work is devoted to verifying this assertion.

CsMnI3 is a hexagonal crystal with symmetry space groupD6h
4 . All positions of
6920021-3640/98/67(9)/6/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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Mn21 ions are crystallographically equivalent.The magnetic properties of CsMnI3 can
be described, to a first approximation, by a model Heisenberg Hamiltonian of a syst
equivalent spins, taking into account the single-ion anisotropy and Zeeman energy
magnetic moments in an external fieldH:

H52J(
i

Si•Si 1Dz
12J8(

i
Si•Si 1D'

1D(
i

~Si
z!22gmBH–(

i
Si , ~1!

where g is the g factor, mB is the Bohr magneton,S55/2 for the Mn21 ion; J.0,
J8.0 are the antiferromagnetic exchange interaction integrals; and,D,0 is the anisot-
ropy constant. The first term describes the exchange interaction along theC6 axis; the
second term describes the exchange interaction in a plane perpendicular toC6. The
distance between the Mn21 ions along the axis is approximately half that in the plane a
accordingly the exchange constants areJ5198 GHz~Ref. 6! andJ851 GHz~Refs. 6 and
7!.

Below TN258.2 K the magnetic structure consists of antiferromagnetic chains a
theC6 axis. In weak magnetic fields the spins of one third of the chains are directed
the axis (A spins!, while in the remaining chains they make an angleQ551°61° with
the axis (B spins!.8,6 All Mn 21 spins are coplanar with one spin plane, if their sm
canting in an external field is neglected. There is no anisotropy in the hexagonal pla
that when the magnetic field possesses a component oriented perpendicular toC6

axis, the normal to the spin plane is established parallel to this component. If a fi
applied in the hexagonal plane, then such a structure is stable right up to a transi
the ferromagnetic state. ForH i C6 a spin-flop transition is observed in the fieldHs f

(Hs f554 kOe atT52 K!; above the transition the spin of the neighboring chains ap
ently form a regular triangular structure oriented in a hexagonal plane. For an arb
orientation of the external field the spin plane rotates continuously so that7

tan~2c!5
H2sin~2w!

H2cos~2w!2Hs f
2

, ~2!

wherec is the angle between the normaln to the spin plane and theC6 axis andw is the
angle betweenH andC6 ~see Fig. 1!.

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the magnetic structure of CsMnI3. Each AF chain is represented by one spin
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In accordance with the magnetic structure the55Mn NMR spectrum must consist o
four branches, which in an approximation linear inH/Hn have the form

vn1,n2

gn
5HnA6Hsin~c2w!,

vn3,n4

gn
5HnB6Hsin~c2w!cosQ, ~3!

where gn/2p51.06 MHz/kOe is the gyromagnetic ratio for55Mn, HnA,nB

52A0^SA,B&/\gn are the hyperfine fields, andA0 is the hyperfine interaction constan
We took into account that according to calculations5 ^SA&Þ^SB&. For w5p/2 the terms
linear in the field vanish and the twofold (vA'gnHnA) and fourfold (vB'gnHnB)
degenerate branches remain.

The real NMR spectrum is much more complicated because of the dynamic
quency shift~DFS! due to the interaction with low-lying AFMR modes.a! In CsMnI3 this
phenomenon was detected from the appearance of a temperature-dependence ga
spectrumve2 of the AFMR mode10 and according to the strong field dependence of
NMR mode associated with it4 in the caseH'C6. In these works it is shown that th
spectrum of coupled electron–nuclear oscillations can be described well by the sol
of the equation9

~ve2
2 2v2!~vB

22v2!2v2vT
250, ~4!

and the coupling frequenciesvT;T21/2 and vB(0)/2p'390 MHz at T51.3 K are
determined. Unfortunately, in this geometry it was not possible to find the NMR m
corresponding to the spins of the A chains. For this reason, we performed an expe
with H i C6, where the mode composition of the NMR spectrum should be substan
richer.

All experiments were performed with a wide-band cw NMR spectrometer wi
reentrant resonator and frequency modulation, described in detail in Ref. 11. The s
were obtained by passing through resonance in the magnetic field atT51.3 K. The
samples were single-crystalline and were grown by the Bridgman method. The sa
were oriented according to natural cleavage surfaces along binary planes. To p
hydration the samples were coated with a protective film of rubber cement and sto
a helium atmosphere. The intensity of the magnetic field of the superconducting so
was measured with a Hall sensor, which was calibrated according to the NMR sign
1H protons contained in the cement.

The 55Mn NMR signal was observed in a wide frequency range 250–450 MH
magnetic fields 15–40 kOe. It consisted of several lines of width;1 –5 MHz, corre-
sponding to six possible NMR modes. The signal spectra forw,0.5° andw'7° are
presented in Figs. 2 and 3. One can see that five branches are observed. W
enumerated the branches in order of decreasing frequency. In weak fields the bran3
and 5 converge tovB , while branches1 and 4 converge tov8/2p'417 MHz. Their
spectrum is close tov1,45v86gnH ~dashed lines in the figures!, making it possible to
attribute these branches to oscillations of theA spins.
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For a quantitative description of the spectra it is necessary to take into accou
dynamic frequency shift due to the interaction with the low-frequency AFMR modesve2

andve3 . Their spectrum in the range of fields of interest to us can be described, to a
approximation inw!1, by the formulas7

ve25
geAhHs fHw

AHs f
2 2H2

, ve35
ve3~0!Hs fAh

AhHs f
2 1H2 S 12

H2

Hs f
2 D 2F11OS H2

Hs f
2

w2D G , ~5!

wherege is the electron gyromagnetic ratio,h50.89 is a phenomenological paramete

FIG. 2. 55Mn NMR spectrum in CsMnI3 at T51.3 K and w,0.5°: Dots — experiment, dashed lines —
unshifted spectrum~3!, solid lines — calculation using Eqs.~7! and ~8!.

FIG. 3. 55Mn NMR spectrum in CsMnI3 at T51.3 K and w'0.7°: Dots — experiment, dashed lines —
unshifted spectrum~3!, solid lines — calculation using Eqs.~7! and ~8!.
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andve3(0)/2p535 GHz is the gap in the spectrum of this mode atH50. It is easy to
see that a strong dependence on the anglew occurs only forve2. This makes it possible
to distinguish the nuclear modes associated withve2.

Comparing Figs. 2 and 3 shows that branches1, 4, and 5 remain practically un-
changed, while mode3 increases appreciably in high fields and mode2 practically van-
ishes, but there appears a low-frequency branch6 which decreases with decreasing fiel
We attribute the vanishing of the mode2 to a purely instrumental effect, since the we
signal from this mode is difficult to observe against the background of a strong s
from the adjacent mode3. The NMR signal of mode6 consists of two overlapping lines
We attribute this to the twinned nature of the crystal with a weak disorientation of thC6

axis and we also believe that it attests to a strong angular dependence of the spec
this mode. Therefore the NMR branches3 and6 of nuclear spins in the B positions ar
related with the electronic modeve2. This corresponds to the polarization of this mode12

Hence it can be concluded that the modesve2 and ve3 interact independently with
NMR.b!

To describe the DFS of the NMR we employed the equation

~ve
22v2!5v2vT

2(
i

r i

vni
2 2v2

, ~6!

where the summation extends over the ‘‘unshifted’’vni NMR branches interacting with
ve , while r i is the fraction of nuclear spins in thei th unshifted NMR branch among th
total number of nuclei involved in the interaction. Although this equation was prop
for describing the DFS in ‘‘triangular’’ AFs with easy-plane anisotropy,11,13 it is much
more general. First, it is a natural extension of Eq.~4!. Second, it describes well the DF
of NMR not only in triangular CsMnBr3

11 but also in all cases of multiple-sublattice AF
known to us~four-sublattice 3D AFs CsMnF3 and CsMnCl3!.

On this basis we obtain the NMR spectra for the branches1, 2, 4, and5 from the
equation

~ve3
2 2v2!5

v2vT
2

6 S 1

vn1
2 2v2

1
1

vn2
2 2v2

1
2

vn3
2 2v2

1
2

vn4
2 2v2D , ~7!

and we obtain the NMR spectra for the branches3 and6 from the equation

~ve2
2 2v2!5

v2vT
2

2 S 1

vn3
2 2v2

1
1

vn4
2 2v2D , ~8!

where ve2 and ve3 are the unshifted AFMR frequencies from Ref. 7, the coupl
frequencyvT/2p'6 GHz atT51.3 K ~it is also the temperature-dependent gap in
AFMR spectrum! was obtained in Ref. 10, andvni are the unshifted NMR frequencie
from Eq. ~4!. The computational results are presented in Figs. 2 and 3. One can se
they describe well all modes of the NMR spectrum,c! for both w,0.5° andw57°. We
have introduced the new constantvA/2p5417 MHz. Therefore we have complete
described the NMR spectrum in CsMnI3 with the DFS of the NMR taken into account

From the hyperfine fields which we have obtained and the hyperfine constaA0

5(21.4960.04)310218 erg ~Ref. 14!, known from ESR data on Mn21 in CsMgI3, we
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find ^SA&51.86 and^SB&51.74, which is close to the value obtained from neutr
scattering8,6,15 ^S&'1.8. The calculation in Ref. 5 giveŝSA&51.8 and^SB&52.0. The
difference compared with our results appears to be due to the inadequacy of the d
tion of the magnetic properties of CsMnI3 in the single-ion anisotropy model with
Hamiltonian of the form~1!. The problem is that according to Ref. 5 the differen
^SA&2^SB& depends strongly on the ratiouDu/J8, changing sign atuDu/J8'1. According
to the data15 on which this calculation was based one hasuDu/J851.2, while the AFMR
data7 imply a valueuDu/J850.8160.06. Thus our experiment has demonstrated differ
spin reduction in magnetically nonequivalent Mn21 chains in CsMnI3, as predicted in
Ref. 5; for a quantitative comparison it is necessary to improve the description o
anisotropy in substances belonging to this class.

In closing, we wish to express our sincere appreciation to N. M. Kre�nes, M. I.
Kurkin, L. A. Prozorova, A. I. Smirnov, I. A. Fomin, and D. I. Kholin for fruitfu
discussions.

This work was supported in part by the Russian Fund for Fundamental Res
under Grant 98-02-16572 and by the U.S. Civilian Research and Development Fo
tion for the Independent States of the Former Soviet Union~CRDF! under Grant RP1-
207. A. M. Tikhonov wishes to thank Forschungszentrum Julish GmbH.

a!See Ref. 9 for a more detailed discussion of this phenomenon.
b!As follows from Ref. 7, these modes do not interact with one another.
c!In our range of fieldsv6/2p!200 MHz for w,0.5°.
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Gravity of monopole and string and the gravitational
constant in 3He-A

G. E. Volovik
Low Temperature Laboratory, Helsinki University of Technology, 02150 Espoo, Finlan
L. D. Landau Institute of Theoretical Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences, 117334
Moscow, Russia

~Submitted 27 March 1998!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.67, No. 9, 666–671~10 May 1998!

We discuss the effective metric produced in superfluid3He-A by such
topological objects as the radial disgyration and monopole. In relativ-
istic theories these metrics are similar to that of the local string and
global monopole, respectively. But in3He-A they have a negative angle
deficit, which corresponds to a negative mass of the topological objects.
The effective gravitational constant in superfluid3He-A, deduced from
a comparison with relativistic theories, isG;D22, where the gap am-
plitude D plays the part of the Planck energy.G depends on tempera-
ture roughly as (12T2/Tc

2)22 and corresponds to a screening of New-
ton’s constant. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~98!01109-8#

PACS numbers: 04.80.2y, 06.20.Jr, 67.57.2z

INTRODUCTION

Effective gravity arises in many condensed matter systems. Typical examples
crystal with dislocations and disclinations, which models an effective space with c
ture and torsion~see the references cited in the latest papers1,2 on this subject!, and the
normal~or superfluid! liquid, where sound waves~or phonons! propagate in the effective
Lorentzian space generated by the background~super!flow.3,4 However, it appears tha
superfluid3He-A provides the most fitting analogies for relativistic models of effect
gravity, which can be used to simulate many different properties of the qua
vacuum.5–8

The quasiparticles in3He-A are chiral and massless fermions. Their spectrum
determined by 3 parameters. One of them is the gap amplitudeD(T) which plays the part
of the Planck cutoff energy. Below this cutoff, which depends on temperatureT, the
fermions are ‘‘relativistic’’ with the spectrum

E2~k!1gik~ki2eAi !~kk2eAk!50. ~1!

Here A is the dynamical vector potential of the induced ‘‘electromagnetic field,’’A
5kF l̂ , wherel̂ is a unit vector in the direction of the gap nodes in momentum space.
same vector determines the uniaxial anisotropy of the metric tensor of the effective
which governs the motion of fermions. In equilibrium this metric is
6980021-3640/98/67(9)/7/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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gik52c'
2 ~d ik2 l i l k!2ci

2l i l k, g0051. ~2!

Here c'5D(T)/pF and ci5vF ~with c'!ci) are the ‘‘speeds of light’’ propagating
transverse tol̂ and alongl̂ , respectively. The Fermi momentumkF and the Fermi velocity
vF are practically independent ofT, while D(T) depends strongly onT: D2(T)
;D2(0)(12T2/Tc

2), whereTc;D(0) is the temperature of the superfluid transition.

If the l̂ field is uniform, say,l̂ 5 ẑ, the anisotropy of the metric in Eq.~2! can be
removed by rescaling:z5ciZ, x5c'X, andy5c'Y. However, if l̂ field is nonuniform,
the effective metric acquires a curvature, and the rescaling can be done locally b
globally. This influences the dynamics of fermions propagating in the texture in a ma
similar to the gravitational field.

The question arises, what are the nature and size of the analog of the gravita
constantG in 3He-A, and what is its temperature dependence? Since in3He-A the analog
of the Planck energy scale is played by the gap amplitudeD(T) ~see review8!, the
gravitational constant is of orderG;1/D2(T). However, the quantitative evaluation ofG

is not straightforward: because of the double role of thel̂ field, which produces both the
‘‘electromagnetic’’ and ‘‘gravitational’’ effective fields, it is not easy to separate
‘‘electromagnetic’’ and ‘‘gravitational’’ terms in the3He-A Lagrangian. The separatio
can be done only in specific situations. For example, in the analysis of the effect
axial anomaly on the transformation of the fermionic charge into magnetic field and
only the electromagnetic part of thel̂ action was involved.8 Here we discuss the opposit
case, when the ‘‘electromagnetic’’ effects of thel̂ field are absent and one has a pu
‘‘gravitational’’ field. This happens if the ‘‘magnetic’’ fieldB5¹3A is absent. The
radial disgyration~string! with l̂ 5 r̂ and the point monopole withl̂ 5 r̂ are such textures
since both have¹3 l̂ 50. Hereẑ,r̂,f̂ and r̂ ,û,f̂ are the unit vectors of the cylindrica
and spherical coordinate systems, respectively. Considering the energy of the radi
gyration and the metric produced by this topological singularity, one can deduc
effective gravitational constantG that couples these two quantities. Another estimate
G follows from a consideration of the so-called clapping mode of the order param
which is the analog of the graviton.

CONICAL SINGULARITY WITH NEGATIVE ANGLE DEFICIT

The radial disgyration is one of the topologically stable linear defects in3He-A. This
is an axisymmetric distribution of thel̂ vector,

l̂ ~r !5 r̂, ~3!

with the axis of the defect line alongẑ. The interval corresponding to the metric in Eq.~2!
is

ds25dt22
1

c'
2 dz22

1

ci
2S dr21

ci
2

c'
2 r 2df2D . ~4!

Rescaling the radial and axial coordinates,r5ciR , z5c'Z, one obtains

ds25dt22dZ22dR22a2R2df2, a25ci
2/c'

2 .1. ~5!
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In relativistic theories such a metric, but witha2,1, arises outside a local string. Th
space outside the string core is flat, but ifa,1 the proper length 2pRa of a circumfer-
ence of radiusR around the axis is smaller than 2pR. In our case we havea2.1, i.e., a
‘‘negative angle deficit.’’ The conical singularity gives rise to a curvature which
concentrated at the axis of disgyration (R50):9,10

RRf
Rf52p

a21

a
d2~R!, d2~R!5d~X!d~Y!. ~6!

Such a metric can arise from the Einstein equations for a local cosmic string w
singular energy density concentrated in the string core,

T 0
05

12a

4Ga
d2~R!, ~7!

whereG is the gravitational constant. Sincea5ci /c'@1, this should be a rather unusu
cosmic string with a large negative mass, of Planck scale. If one finds such a sin
contribution to the energy density of3He-A in the presence of radial disgyration, one c
identify the effective gravitational constant in3He-A.

Let us consider the distribution of the~orbital! order parameter — the comple
vectore — in the radial disgyration:

e~r !5 f ~r!f̂1 i ẑ, f ~r50!50, f ~r5`!51. ~8!

This order parameter influences the energy spectrum of the fermions in such a wa
it is equivalent to the effective metric

ds25dt22dZ22dR22a2f 22~Rci!R
2df2. ~9!

The function f (r) can be obtained from the Ginzburg–Landau free energy functio
Eq. ~5.4! 1 Eq. ~7.17! in Ref. 11, which, for the chosen ansatz~8!, has the form

F5K
vFkF

2

96p2 E
0

z0
dzH E

r,r0

d2rFL~12 f 2!21
f 2

r2 1S d f

dr D 2G22pE
0

r0
dr

d f2

dr J . ~10!

Herer0 andz0 are the radius and the height of the cylindrical vessel with the disgyra
on the axis;L;D2/vF

2 ; the overall dimensionless factorK in the Ginzburg–Landau
region close to the transition temperatureTc is

K~T!512T2/Tc
2 , T→Tc . ~11!

One can see that the first term in the curly brackets in Eq.~10! is some kind of
dilaton field, while the second term is just what we need: it is a pure divergence and
can be represented as a singular term which does not depend on the exact structur
disgyration core but nevertheless contributes the core energy:

Fdiv522pK
vFkF

2

96p2 d2~r!, Fdiv5E d3xFdiv52K
vFkF

2

48p
. ~12!

Now let us extract the constantG by comparing this core energy with the string massM
obtained by integration ofT 0

0:
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M5E d3XA2gT 0
05

12a

4G
Z0 . ~13!

Translating this to the3He-A language, where the ‘‘proper’’ length isZ05z0 /c' , and
taking into account thata5ci /c'@1, one has

M52
ci

4Gc'
2 z0 . ~14!

Then from equationFdiv5M , one obtains the gravitational constant

G~T!512p/K~T!D2~T!. ~15!

Though we cannot extrapolate the temperature dependence ofK(T) in Eq. ~11! to
low T, we can expect that the overall temperature dependence can be approximat

G~T!;G~0!S 12
T2

Tc
2D 22

, G~0!;
1

Tc
2 ;

1

D2~0!
, ~16!

whereG(0) is the value ofG at T50.

The negative massM does not mean that the vacuum is unstable with respec
string formation: the energy of the radial disgyration is dominated by the first~dilatonic!
term in the curly brackets in Eq.~10!,

Edisg~r0!5K
vFkF

2

48p
z0 ln

r0D

ci
. ~17!

Translating this to the relativistic language, one obtains

Edisg~R0!5
a

4G
Z0 ln

R0

RPlanck
, ~18!

whereRPlanck51/D is the Planck radius. This energy is larger by the logarithmic fac
than the negative ‘‘mass of matter’’Fdiv5M in Eq. ~13!, which is related to the string
core. So the situation in this example of3He-A gravity is as follows: The energy in Eq
~17! is not gravitating, but it determines the metric. This metric, through the Eins
equation, gives rise to a negative massM , which then contributes to the core energy
disgyration. This is an example of how in the effective theory the vacuum is not g
tating but determines the metric.

GRAVITATIONAL CONSTANT FROM GRAVITON ENERGY–MOMENTUM

An independent estimation ofG in 3He-A is obtained using the energy of th
graviton field. In the relativistic theory the energy density of a graviton propagating a
Z is

T 0
05

1

16pGF ~]ZhXY!21
1

4
~]Z~hXX2hYY!!2G . ~19!

Let us consider the corresponding energy density in3He-A. For this purpose we
choose the complex order parameter vectore in the form
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e~z!5F S 11
1

2
hXX~z! D x̂1

1

2
hXY~z!ŷG1 i F S 11

1

2
hYY~z! D ŷ1

1

2
hXY~z!x̂G . ~20!

It corresponds to the following effective metric for the quasiparticles propagating ag
the background of this order parameter:

ds25dt22dZ22~11hXX~Z!!dX22~11hYY~Z!!dY222hXY~Z!dXdY. ~21!

The gradient part of the Ginzburg–Landau free energy functional for this ansatz~20! has
the form

F5K
vFkF

2

96p2 ~¹ ie¹ ie* 1¹ iej¹ jei* 1¹ iei¹ jej* !, ~22!

F5K
vFkF

2

192p2 F1

4
~]z~hXX1hYY!!21~]ZhXY!21

1

4
~]z~hXX2hYY!!2G . ~23!

The first term in Eq.~23! describes the so-called pair-breaking mode of the order par
eter, which is the analog of the~spin 0! dilaton energy. The other two terms describe t
so-called clapping mode, which corresponds to the~spin 2! graviton.7 From a comparison
of the clapping mode energy in Eq.~23! and the graviton energy in Eq.~19!, one obtains
the same value for the gravitational constant as in Eq.~15!.

MONOPOLE

In 3He-A the monopole is the hedgehog in thel̂ field, l̂ 5 r̂ , which is the termination
point of the quantized vortex~the vortex is analogous to the spinning or torsion strin!.
The effective metric far from the string is

ds25S dt1
\

2m3c'
2 ~12cosu!df D 2

2
1

ci
2 dr22

1

c'
2 r 2~du21sin2 udf2!. ~24!

The spinning string terminating on the monopole can be removed by the following
Let us introduce electrically charged3He-A, i.e., a superconductor with the3He-A order
parameter. Then put the t’Hooft–Polyakov magnetic monopole to the hedgehog. I
case the Abrikosov string will be cancelled and thus one obtains only the point singu
in the l̂ field—the hedgehog—with pinned magnetic monopole.12 After rescaling of the
radial coordinateR5r /ci one obtains the metric

ds25dt22dR22a2R2~du21sin2udf2!, a25ci
2/c'

2 . ~25!

This metric describes the 3D conical singularity.9 In relativistic theories such a metric
but with a2,1, arises for global monopoles.13,14 In our case we havea2.1, i.e., a
‘‘negative deficit’’ of the solid angle. This situation is also different from the solid an
deficit .4p discussed in Ref. 15, wherea2,0, giving rise to instability of the stationary
monopole and to inflation. The nonzero curvature elements and the corresponding
density of matter are9

R uf
uf52

12a2

a2R2 , R52R uf
uf , T 0

05
12a2

a28pGR2 . ~26!
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Integrating the energy density, one obtains a negative contribution to the mon
energy~at a@1):

M ~R0!5E
R,R0

d3RA2gT 0
052

a2

2G
R0. ~27!

Translating to the language of3He-A with the value ofG from Eq. ~15! and with r 0

5R0ci being the radius of spherical vessel, one obtains

M ~r 0!52
ci

2c'
2 G

r 052
K~T!

24p
vFkF

2r 0 . ~28!

The real energy of the radiall̂ -texture~without the attached spinning string! is 2uM (r 0)u,
as follows from Eq.~22!. However, we cannot unambiguously identify the obtain
negative mass with some specific term in3He-A: all the terms have the same 1/r 2

dependence. This is distinct from the case of disgyration, where the negative contrib
has ad-function singularity and we could easily identify it with the similar negativ
energyd-function contribution to the3He-A action. One possibility, that this negativ
mass can be identified as the interaction of the magnetic field of the monopole wit
orbital momentum of thel̂ field in the charged3He-A, will be discussed elsewhere.

CONCLUSION

We have considered two metrics with nonzero curvature arising in the3He-A tex-
tures. The same metrics occur outside the local cosmic string and the global c
monopole, both with the negative mass. In the case of the local cosmic string the ne
energy comes from thed-function singularity of the curvature. For the3He-A disgyration
the negative energy contribution to the textural energy also comes from ad-function term
in the action. Identifying these two negative energy terms with each other, we obt
the value of the effective gravitational constantG(T) in 3He-A. The same value is
obtained from the energy–momentum tensor for the analog of the graviton in3He-A.
G(T) is inversely proportional to the square of the ‘‘Planck’’ energy and increases
T, which corresponds to vacuum screening of the gravity. The temperature depende
the gravitational constant leads to its time dependence during the evolution of the
verse. The latter has been extensively discussed starting with the Dirac proposa~see
review16!.

From consideration of3He-A it was found that there are two contributions to t
temperature dependence ofG in Eq. ~15!. ~i! The dependence coming from the fact
K(T) is the traditional one. Since the effective gravity is obtained from an integra
over the fermionic~or bosonic! degrees of freedom,17 it is influenced by the therma
distribution of fermions. In relativistic theories, even at lowT the renormalization ofG is
model-dependent: it depends not only on the fermionic and bosonic fields, but also
cutoff function if the gravitons are included.18 ~ii ! Another source of the temperatur
dependence ofG(T) in Eq. ~15! is that the ‘‘Planck’’ energy cutoffD(T) depends on
temperature. Even at lowT this dependence is determined by trans-Planckian physi

I thank Matt Visser, who pointed out that the metric induced by the radial disg
tion in 3He-A corresponds to a negative mass of the string in the relativistic theory
Alexei Starobinsky for illuminating discussions.
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The evolution of the structural and magnetic properties of the CMR
~colossal-magnetoresistance! compound La0.35Pr0.35Ca0.30MnO3 as the
temperature changes from 10 to 293 K is investigated by means of
neutron diffraction. It is shown that the changes in the transport and
magnetic properties are directly related with the rearrangement of the
atomic structure. A phase transition to the metallic state occurs together
with simultaneous ferromagnetic ordering of the manganese moments
and is accompanied by a jump in volume. The static distortions of the
oxygen octahedra which are observed to occur prior to the magnetic
phase transition and which are practically absent at room temperature
and in the FM phase attest to the orbital ordering of oxygen atoms on
the bonds, with freezing-in of the Jahn–Teller modes. ©1998 Ameri-
can Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~98!01209-2#

PACS numbers: 75.70.Pa, 72.60.1g, 61.12.Ld

The perovskites La12xAxMnO3, where A5 Ca, Sr, and Ba, have been under i
tensive study in recent years, since the discovery of negative colossal magnetores
~CMR! in them at the beginning of the 1990s.1 Depending on the doping level, temper
ture, or magnetic field strength, these crystals are found in two basic states — ant
magnetic or paramagnetic insulator or ferromagnetic metal with ordered magnetic
ments of manganese. Numerous investigations~see, for example, the reviews Refs. 2 a
3! have shown that the insulator–metal and paramagnet–ferromagnet transitions
terrelated and the transition temperaturesTI 2M andTc are close or equal to each othe
Both the properties of the metallic phase and this interrelationship are ordinarily
scribed on the basis of the ‘‘double exchange’’ model, which was introduced a
beginning of the 1950s.4 However, recently discovered features of the phase transit
7050021-3640/98/67(9)/7/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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occurring in CMR compounds and the ground state of these compounds have show
the complete picture cannot be described solely by this model; it is necessary to enl
interaction of electrons with the crystal lattice.

It is well known that, just as external fields, complete or partial substitution
rare-earth elements with a short ionic radius for La makes it possible to change the c
and magnetic state of a CMR compound. Of special interest are compositions in
lanthanum is replaced by praseodymium, since the narrow-gap CMR compound
tained in so doing possess a rich phase diagram, as is shown, for example, by d
neutron diffraction investigations of the magnetic states of Pr12xCaxMnO3 ~Ref. 5! and
precise structural investigations of the compositions~La–Pr!12x~Ca–Sr–Ba!xMnO3 ~Ref.
6!.

In the present letter we report new experimental data obtained for the CMR
pound La0.35Pr0.35Ca0.30MnO3 ~referred to below as LPCM! mainly by neutron diffrac-
tion. This composition is of interest because of its unusual transport properties,
fested in the dependence of the resistivity at liquid-helium temperatures on the tim
on the method of cooling.7 In the compound~La0.25Pr0.75!0.7Ca0.30MnO3 a ‘‘giant’’ iso-
tope effect is also observed — complete suppression of a transition to the ferroma
metallic phase accompanying the substitution of16O for 18O ~Ref. 8!, indicating the
important role of lattice dynamics in this transition.

An experimental sample with the composition~La0.5Pr0.5!0.7Ca0.3MnO3 was prepared
in the form of a powder by means of the so-called ‘‘paper synthesis.’’ For this
aqueous solution of a mixture of La, Pr, Ca, and Mn nitrates taken in the required
was deposited on ash-free paper filters, which were dried~120 °C! and then burned. The
oxide products thus obtained was roasted in air at 700 °C for 2 h. The final heat trea
consisted of annealing pressed tablets in air at 1200 °C for 12 h. The tablets ob
were ground into a powder prior to the neutron diffraction experiment. Preliminary x
analysis showed the sample to be uniform and orthorhombic.

Figure 1 shows the electrical resistivity of a ceramic sample of LPCM, measure
the standard four-contact method, versus temperature. At a temperatureTC'175 K a
transition occurs to a metallic state with a small hysteresis. We note that the com
tively small decrease in the resistivity with a further decrease of temperature~only a

FIG. 1. Electrical resistivity of the ceramic La0.35Pr0.35Ca0.30MnO3 as a function of temperature.
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severalfold decrease, whereas in single crystals the resistivity ordinarily decreas
several orders of magnitude! is due to the ceramic character of the sample.

The neutron diffraction experiments were performed on two neutron diffracto
ters: HRFD at the Laboratory of Neutron Physics at JINR~Dubna, Russia! using the
IBR-2 reactor, and DMC at the Paul Scherrer Institute~Villigen, Switzerland! using the
SINQ source. HRFD has a resolution of 1023 in Dd/d, making it possible to obtain
precise structural information; DMC is located on a cold neutron source and is
adapted for measuring weak magnetic peaks near large values ofdhkl . The HRFD dif-
fraction spectra were measured in a regime with the sample cooled at room tempe
and in ranges from 200 to 140 K and from 40 to 10 K. The DMC spectra were mea
primarily in the heating regime and, moreover, in different cooling regimes; in addi
several measurements were performed atT510 K at 1-hour intervals. However, n
nonstationary effects falling outside the random error limits were found in the diffrac
experiments.

Analysis of the magnetic structure of LPCM, performed on the basis of the D
data~Fig. 2!, showed the compound to be a collinear ferromagnet atT,TC'175 K with
the magnetic moment of the manganese atoms lying in a plane perpendicular to th
axis of the unit cell. The temperature dependence of the ordered magnetic moment
is shown in Fig. 3. In the saturated state (T!Tm'150 K) the ordered magnetic mome
equals 3.4mB , which is close to the expected average value calculated on the assum
that the structure contains 70% Mn31 and 30% Mn41. In Pr0.7Ca0.3MnO3, as was shown
in Ref. 9, in addition to the antiferromagnetic (T,TN'150 K! and ferromagnetic
(T,TC'120 K! ordering of the Mn moments, the magnetic moments of Pr also bec
ordered~at T'50 K!. However, analysis of the intensities of the magnetic diffract
peaks in LPCM did not reveal AFM ordering or any significant indications of orderin
the magnetic moments of Pr.

Data on the temperature dependence of the unit-cell parameters and the coor
of the atoms in LPCM were obtained in the HRFD diffractometer. A typical HR
neutron diffraction pattern analyzed by the Rietveld method is shown in Fig. 4.
room-temperature parameters of the structure are given in Table I. LPCM crystalliz
the orthorhombic space groupPnma, the standard group for perovskite CMR compoun

FIG. 2. Diffraction spectrum of La0.35Pr0.35Ca0.30MnO3 measured with the DMC diffractometer atT5100 K
and 180 K. A sharp increase in the intensity of the diffraction peaks at 2u538.6° (d53.86 Å) and 2u
555.8° (d52.73 Å) in the FM phase is clearly seen.
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In this arrangement the unit cell parameters are related to the parametersap of cubic
perovskites asa'c'A2ap , b'2ap . The lowering of the symmetry from cubic to th
orthorhombic groupPnmais due to rotation of the MnO6 octahedra. The appearance
Jahn–Teller distortions of the oxygen octahedra around Mn31, which can give three
independent Mn–O bonds, do not further lower the symmetry in thePnmagroup.

The room-temperature unit-cell parameters and coordinates of the atoms in L
~see Table I! are almost identical to the recently published values
La0.525Pr0.175Ca0.30MnO3 ~Ref. 6!. A distinctive feature of LPCM is that, while having
structure described in the orthorhombic space group, which is maintained over the
experimental temperature range from 8 to 290 K, this compound is metrically pse
tetragonal, i.e., the basal cell parameters are close or even identical~Fig. 5!. The orthor-
hombic distortion,r 52(c2a)/(c1a), for LPCM does not exceed 531024 at T5180
K, while ordinarily this quantity equals;231023. Moreover, the LPCM lattice is

FIG. 3. Ordered magnetic moment~in Bohr magnetons! of Mn versus temperature, determined from the DM
spectra.

FIG. 4. Diffraction spectrum of La0.35Pr0.35Ca0.30MnO3 measured with the HRFD diffractometer atT540 K.
The experimental points, the curve calculated by the Rietveld method, and the difference curve norma
the standard deviation are shown.
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pseudocubic, sinceb/A2 is close toa andc. It is possible that this property facilitates th
appearance of dynamical spatial fluctuations of fragments of the LPCM structure, w
is what determines the unusual properties of this compound.

Figure 5b shows the temperature dependence of the unit-cell volume of the cr
It is clear that at the transition to the metallic state in a region where a saturated
magnetic phase has already appeared, a volume jump of the order of 0.15% occ
Tm'150 K. Such a strong volume change can hardly be due to the establishme
ferromagnetic order, since in 3d compounds the volume jump is typically;103 times
smaller, and must be due to a structural rearrangement. It is interesting that a cell v
jump of a similar magnitude~0.13%! has been observed in the compoun

TABLE I. Lattice parameters and coordinates of atoms in La0.35Pr0.35Ca0.30MnO3 at T5293 K, deter-
mined with the HRFD diffractometer, and La0.525Pr0.175Ca0.30MnO3 (T5300 K!, taken from Ref. 6.

A/A8 site La0.35Pr0.35Ca0.30 La0.525Pr0.175Ca0.30

a ~Å! 5.4606~1! 5.4585~2!
b ~Å! 7.7067~1! 7.7146~2!
c ~Å! 5.4603~1! 5.4674~2!
V ~Å3) 229.79 230.23
A/A8 x 0.0271~4! 0.0236~4!

y 0.25 0.25
z –0.0054~6! –0.0057~7!

O1 x 0.4934~6! 0.4893~7!
y 0.25 0.25
z 0.0682~5! 0.0668~5!

O2 x 0.2818~3! 0.2782~5!
y 0.0355~2! 0.0342~2!
z 0.7168~4! 0.7198~4!

Rwp* ) % 6.88 5.75
x2 1.46 1.66

* )Rwp is the weightingR factor.

FIG. 5. a! Lattice parameters of La0.35Pr0.35Ca0.30MnO3 ~space groupPnma, a'c), and b! unit cell volume, all
determined from the HRFD spectra. AtTc5175 K the compound undergoes a transition to a ferromagn
phase. The errors of the experimental points are smaller than the size of the symbols.
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La0.75Ca0.25MnO3 at a transition to the FM state, while in La0.5Ca0.5MnO3, where the
arrangement of the Mn31 and Mn41 ions is presumed to be ordered, there is no volu
jump.10

Analysis of the characteristic interatomic bond lengths~Fig. 6a! shows that the
coherent distortion of the oxygen octahedra is very small at room temperature and
ferromagnetic state. The axial distance, Mn–O1, decreases slightly as temperatu
creases from room temperature to 40 K. At the same time the equatorial bonds Mn
and Mn–O22 change appreciably and synchronously~at least, starting at the temperatu
200 K, which is designated below asT0), attesting to ordering of the static Jahn–Tell
distortions in the equatorial plane of the octahedra. The coherent~static! part of the
Jahn–Teller distortions atT0 can be estimated using the formulas for local modes:11

Q25
l 2s

A2
'0.011~2!Å, Q35

2~2m2 l 2s!

A6
'20.004~4!Å,

wherel , s, andm are the Mn–O2~long and short! and Mn–O1~average! bond lengths.
It is obvious that in LPCM the governing mode isQ2, which responsible for the distor
tions of the octahedra in the equatorial plane. After the saturated ferromagnetic ph
reached atTm'150 K the Mn–O21 and Mn–O22 bond lengths become equal and rem
close down to low temperatures. The Mn–O2–Mn angles behave differently~Fig. 6b!:
The equatorial angle Mn–O2–Mn remains practically constant, while the axial a
Mn–O1–Mn decreases appreciably nearTC .

It is interesting to note that belowT540 K the behavior of the lattice paramete
and, to some degree, the lengths of the interatomic bonds once again become non
This could be due to ordering of the magnetic moments of Pr~just as in Ref. 9!. However,
the ordering effect is too weak and is not manifested in the intensities of the diffrac
peaks.

In conclusion, we shall give a qualitative theoretical interpretation of the res
obtained. As was noted in Ref. 5, in~Pr–Ca!MnO3 with Ca ion concentrations close t
x50.30, one can expect ordering of the Mn charges and orbitals of the typed(z2) in the
equatorial plane. Apparently, this is what happens as the temperature is decreased
room temperature. As discussed above, forT0'200 K the difference between th

FIG. 6. Interatomic distances Mn–O~a! and angles Mn–O–Mn ~b! versus temperature. The Mn–O1 bond
directed along theb axis and the Mn–O21 and Mn–O22 bonds lie in the (a,c) plane.
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Mn–O21 and Mn–O22 bond lengths becomes substantial, attesting to ordering of o
in bonds through a freezing-in of the Jahn–Teller modesQ2 andQ3. However, ‘‘melt-
ing’’ of the orbital ordering occurs at a transition to the saturated high-conduct
ferromagnetic phase atTm'150 K, resulting in equalization of the lengths of the Mn
O21 and Mn–O22 bonds in the equatorial plane. Together with the volume jum
substantial change in the lattice parametera also occurs.

In summary, the present investigation confirms the sequence of phase tran
observed in narrow-gap CMR materials:9 orbital ~and possibly charge! ordering at a
temperatureT0 preceding a ferromagnetic transition atTC . Orbital ordering completely
breaks down only atTm in the saturated ferromagnetism phase with high conducti
(Tm,TC,T0). The band gap foreg electrons in our compound~La0.5Pr0.5!0.7Ca0.3MnO3,
which is somewhat larger than in the compound Pr0.7Ca0.3MnO3 ~Ref. 9! on account of
the large-radius La ions, makes it possible also to observe a transition to the metalli
at the ferromagnetic transition atTC'175 K. We note that an identical sequence of ph
transitions has been observed12 in the compound Pr0.65~Ca12ySry)0.35MnO3, where the
band gap foreg electrons was changed by substituting large-radius Sr ions for Ca ion
that study charge ordering was observed, for example, fory50.3, in the regionTm,T
,Tc0, whereTm'50 K is the saturation temperature of the ferromagnetism, which a
at TC'100 K, andTc0'200 K is the charge-ordering temperature. On the whole
investigation confirms that the Jahn–Teller effect~see, for example, Ref. 13! and the
double-exchange mechanism together play a large role in the insulator–metal tran
accompanied by colossal magnetoresistance, in manganates.

We thank V. G. Simkin and A. V. Pol’ for assisting in the HRFD neutron diffracti
experiment and N. B. Perkins for assisting in the preparation of the manuscript.
work was supported under a program of the Russian Fund for Fundamental Re
~Projects 96-02-17823, 97-0216655, 97-02-17103, and 97-03-32979a! and by the
INTAS-RFFI fund ~Project 95-639!.
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Polymers from C 60 barrelenes

L. A. Chernozatonski a)

Institute of Biochemical Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences, 117334 Moscow, Ru

E. G. Gal’pern and I. V. Stankevich
Institute of Heteroorganic Compounds, Russian Academy of Sciences, 117813 Mosc
Russia

~Submitted 2 April 1998!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.67, No. 9, 678–683~10 May 1998!

Dimer, trimer, and chain structures consisting of covalently joined
barrel-shaped C60 monomers~barrelenes! with different types of bonds
are modeled. The computed distances between the centers of the mol-
ecules within a barrelene chain~0.70–0.74 nm! and between the sym-
metry axes of the chains~0.63–0.77 nm! are comparable to the analo-
gous distances on the surface of fullerites synthesized by Davydov’s
group @V. A. Davydov, L. S. Koshevarova, A. V. Rakhmaninaet al.,
JETP Lett.63, 818~1996!# and subjected to high pressures (;10 GPa!
and heating (;700 K!. The formation of special two-dimensional
structures~triangles, squares, chains with a kink, stars!, which are ob-
served experimentally, is explained on the basis of the model, and 3D
polymer structures consisting of C60 barrelenes with density close to
that of samples obtained earlier are constructed. ©1998 American
Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~98!01309-7#

PACS numbers: 81.05.Zx, 81.05.Lg, 81.05.Tp

Under high pressuresP;10 GPa and temperaturesT;1000 K fullerite C60 forms
very hard multiphase structures — a molecular polycrystal transforms into differe
phases of covalently bonded C60 molecules.1–3

Molecular chains and associations with unusual distances between the centers
molecules within a chain — 0.6560.04 nm and between the symmetry axes of the cha
— 0.7760.06 nm have been recently observed3 by atomic force microscopy~AFM! on
the surface of a C60 sample synthesized at 9.5 GPa and 673 K. Since the cente
monomers in polymer chains consisting of icosahedral~Ih! fullerenes C60, joined to one
another by four-member 212 cycles, are separated by 0.91–92 nm,4,5 to explain their
results the authors of Ref. 3 proposed the following model of polycondensation: W
two C60 fullerenes interact, one loses five~or six! atoms from a cycle, while the fragmen
formed C55~54! attaches to the atoms of a five-member~or six-member! cycle of another
C60, so that these atoms become saturated —sp3 hybridized. In Ref. 3 it was conjecture
that the interunit distances in such a linear chain will equal 0.67 or 0.65 nm. How
these estimates were made using the well-known geometry of C60 fullerenes,4 neglecting
distortions of the angles and the lengths of the carbon bonds in the fullerene unit C55~54! .
7120021-3640/98/67(9)/8/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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We calculated the pseudotrimers C168 and C170 by the MM2 method~Fig. 1! and discov-
ered that the inner C55~54! fragment is elongated along the chain axisx and its size is
Dx50.76 ~and 0.74! nm, respectively. Since the transverse diameter of this fragm
equalsDy50.66~and 0.67! nm, in the presence of a van der Waals~vdW! interaction the
centers of the monomers standing opposite one another in neighboring polycond
chains should be separated by at least 1 nm~we assume that the distance between
nearest-neighbor atoms in neighboring molecules equals 0.3 nm in the presence of
interaction, i.e., the same as in ordinary C60 fullerite4!, while in the case of 212 cyclo-
addition the separation is'0.9 nm, which likewise does not agree with experimen3

Moreover, by rotating two chains~C55~54!!n with parallel symmetry axes it is impossibl
to find a position for which the pentagonal~or hexagonal! faces in the units of neighbor
ing chains are parallel. For this reason, it is impossible to obtain a two-dimensional~2D!
structure by ‘‘polycondensation’’ of these chains with the removal of another five o
atoms from the C55~54! unit. For the same reason, it is difficult to model a thre
dimensional~3D! ‘‘polycondensed’’ structure with the removal of another five or s
atoms from the C50~48! unit. We also note that mass-spectrometric data for the samp3

show that the C60 carbon core remains as their structural unit. The arguments listed a
show the inadequacy of the polycondensation model for the interpretation of the o
vations made in Ref. 3.

In the present letter we propose a different description of the unusual C60 structures,3

based on a transformation of the spherical C60 molecules into ‘‘barrels’’ and the poly-
merization of the latter. Structures consisting of fullerenes~Fig. 1! and barrelenes~Figs.
2, 3, and 4! were calculated by the method of molecular mechanics~MM2! using the
ALCHEMY code.

We note that C60 molecules elastically deform at room temperature and press
P>10 GPa. They undergo polymerization only when a sample is heated (T.400 K! and
held under such critical conditions.1–3 On account of the polycrystalline nature of th
sample the pressure acting on each fullerite microcrystal is most likely nonhydros
Under further heating and rapid cooling the C60 molecules themselves undergo reorie
tation and isomerization and new metastable structures are formed.

FIG. 1. Structure of ‘‘polycondensed’’ pseudotrimers C170 ~a! and C168 ~b!. The thick lines distinguish five- and
six-member cycles ofsp3 atoms.
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BARRELENE CHAINS

We assume that in the process of predominantly ‘‘ring’’ compression of a cylin
cal sample3 and subsequent annealing an icosahedral fullerene transforms in
barrelene:6,7 a rearrangement of only six atoms in the C60 framework, in which process
six pentagons surround one vertex hexagon and six other pentagons surround the o
hexagon, forming in the gap a cylindrical graphene fragment 0.47 nm in diamete
account of the large curvature, which results in valence angles close to the casesp3

atoms, barrelenes undergo polymerization under the same conditions.3 In what follows
we shall calculate several characteristic types of joinings of barrelenes that give ge
ric parameters for the structures that are acceptable for explaining the results obta
Ref. 3. We shall model mainly the polymerization of C60 in a layer where the barrelene
lie on the same level next to one another with the same orientation of their axes alo
normalz, as the experiment of Ref. 3 indicates.

The simplest method of joining barrelenes into a chain — a typeA bond — can be
achieved with two 212 cycloadditions with the participation of two C–C bonds on t
generatrices of the graphene fragment of each barrelene~Fig. 2a!. Linear trimers, tetram-
ers, and polymers can be constructed in this manner. The following parameters
central part of a trimer correspond to a typeA bond:Dy50.421 nm — transverse diam
eter,Dx50.593 nm — longitudinal diameter,h50.906 nm — height of the framework
~in the direction of thez axis!, p50.745 nm — longitudinal size of a unit that can b
used to estimate the period of the polymer chain; the bond lengths in four-member c
dz50.158 nm anddx1(x2)50.152 (0.155) are close to the analogous values in a di
consisting of 212 joined fullerenes.4,5 Here a barrelene flattens under polymerizati
conditions. When the vdW interaction is taken into account, the symmetry axes of

FIG. 2. Structures of linear trimers consisting of C60 barrelenes with type-A bonding~a! and type-O bonding
~b!.
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tically oriented neighboringA chains are separated by a distance of 0.72 nm.

Under additional compression isomerization can occur in type-A oligomer struc-
tures. As a result, four-member cycles lying in thexz plane transfer into a perpendicula
plane ~Fig. 2b!. Such isomerization is accompanied by a local rearrangement o
structure of a cluster, as a result of which the centers of neighboring monomers
closer to one another. A bond of a similar type~type O), studied by Osawaet al.8 for a
dimer consisting of C60 fullerenes, turned out to be energetically more favorable than
type-A bond. A calculation gives the following parameters of the central partO of a
barrelene trimer~in nm!: Dy50.474,h50.894,p50.702; the edge lengths in the rec
angle —dz50.159 anddy50.161 — are close to the dimensions of thesp3 rectangle in
an O dimer consisting of fullerene ‘‘balls.’’8 When the vdW interaction is taken int
account, the distance between the symmetry axes of neighboring type-O chains will equal
0.77 nm.

As we have pointed out previously,7 barrelenes can also join covalently through t
atoms lying on the generatrix of a cylindrical fragment, including the vertex shared
hexagon and two pentagons~joining of the barrelenes2 and3 in Fig. 3!. Modeling and
optimization of the geometry of a trimer consisting of barrelenes polymerized with
a type-B bond gives the following parameters of the central part~in nm!: Dy50.442,
Dx50.560,h50.912, andp50.717. The symmetry axes of theB chains consisting of

FIG. 3. Structures consisting of barrelenes with two types of bonding between monomers:~a! front view of
trimer 1–2–3with a ‘‘kink’’; ~b! top view of a cluster of barrelenes: the trimer1–2–3with a ;30° ‘‘kink,’’
the triangle consisting of the molecules1–2–4 ispart of a triangular 2D lattice, the rectangle consisting of t
barrelenes2–3–5–6 is theunit cell of a rectangular structure, the cluster of barrelenes1–2–3–6 is athree-ray
‘‘star.’’
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barrelenes standing opposite to one another, with the vdW interaction taken into ac
will be separated by a distance of 0.74 nm.

Thus models of linear barrelene polymer chains of the typesA, O, and B give
geometric parameters that are very close to the observed distances~0.7–0.8 nm! between
the centers of molecules in C60 polymer samples.3

We shall now consider models of the unusual formations, consisting of two, t
and more molecules, which are presented in Figs. 3 and 4 of Ref. 3 but which the a
unfortunately did not discuss.

BARRELENE DIMERS

A calculation of dimers consisting of barrelenes with typeA, B andO bonds shows
that in the last case the distance between the centers~0.63 nm! is shorter than in theA and
B dimers~0.69 and 0.67 nm!. We also calculated the geometry of anO8 dimer in which
one of the monomers is displaced in thez direction by 0.5h. In such a dimer a type-O

FIG. 4. Structure of 3D polymerized C60 barrelenes with a type-O bond within chains and a 212 bond between
the lids of barrelenes in neighboring layers:~a! top view — chains I and II lie in the same layer while chain I
lies in a neighboring layer; for clarity the barrelenes are represented in a cut-away view;~b! front view of the
central barrelene in the chain III.
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bonding with the formation of one saturated four-member cycle, connecting the l
half of one barrelene with the upper half of another, is realized. Here the distance
nm between the centers of the projections of the barrelenes on thexy plane was found to
be even shorter. We explain the presence of paired molecules whose centers are se
by a distance<0.6 nm in Figs. 3~at the center! and 4~in the corner regions! of Ref. 3 by
the presence ofO andO8 dimers.

TWO-DIMENSIONAL FORMATIONS

One can see in the same figures in Ref. 3 that at some locations the molecular
change direction by an angle 17–35°, while at other locations the chains branch or
and star- or triangular-shaped formations consisting of molecules whose centers are
rated by<0.8 nm are observed to form at the ends of some chains. A;30° kink in a
linear chain could be due to a different type of bonding (A and B) between three
successive monomers~units! in a chain — see the cluster with the molecules1–2–3 in
Fig. 3. The appearance of a;90° kink in a chain can also be explained similarly —
cluster consisting of the barrelenes2–3–5 inFig. 3a, where the distance between t
centers of the molecules 3 and 5 equals 0.69 nm. Rotation of a chain by;60° can occur
when the molecules join by a bond of the same type as in the main linear chain —
for example, the type-A joining of barrelenes1–2–6 inFig. 3a. All this shows that a
barrelene can join with covalently bonded neighbors into a molecular cluster, form
for example, a ‘‘star’’ with three rays. We note that a three-ray ‘‘star,’’ geometric
very close to the cluster of molecules1–2–3–6 inFig. 3b, can be seen at the upper le
corner of the AFM image of a C60 sample in Fig. 3 of Ref. 3.

Three barrelenes can join to form a right triangle with the same type of bond
example, the molecules1–2–4 with a type-A bond in Fig. 3b, where the distancea
between the centers of these barrelenes equals 0.69 nm~0.63 nm with a type-O bond,
0.67 nm with a type-B bond!. Similar triangular joinings of molecules witha '0.7 nm
can be seen at the lower right in Fig. 4 of Ref. 3 — the authors did not call attention t
this fact, apparently because it is impossible to construct such a triangle on the ba
their model of fullerene bonds ‘‘according to a general hexagon or pentagon.’’ In
model it is possible to form a 2D layer with a triangular~or orthorhombic! unit cell,
similar to the orthorhombic 2D polymer structure consisting of C60 fullerenes,5 but with
a higher density: one molecule per'0.42 nm2.

Covalent joining of four barrelenes at an angle of 90°~the cluster consisting of the
molecules2–3–5–6 inFig. 3a! results in the formation of a rectangle consisting
molecules whose centers are separated by distancesa, b50.69, 0.73~nm!, and therefore
it is possible to form a 2D rectangular lattice with one molecule per 0.50 nm2.

3D BARRELENE STRUCTURES

Under the action of pressure and temperature C60 molecules can form under th
conditions of Ref. 3 the following structures consisting of 1D, 2D, and 3D polymer

a! Van der Waals coupling of layers of an orthorhombic 2D polymer lattice~con-
sisting of triangularly joined barrelenes with parameter'0.7 nm! forms a crystal with a
body-centered~BC! orthorhombic cell with parameterc[2h852.22 nm. The densityr
of such a material, 2.6 g/cm3, is close to that of the samples in Ref. 3. When the sa
layers join bysp3 bonds~with three 212 bonds per barrelene ‘‘lid’’; see Ref. 9 for
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more detailed discussion! with a corresponding change in the parameterc[2h952.06
nm, the volume per molecule will equal 0.386 nm3. The density of such a material, 3.
g/cm3, is close to that very hard fullerites.1,2

b! The molecular interaction between layers of polymer barrelenes with a 2D
angular lattice produces a structure with a body-centered orthorhombic cell~parameters:
a, b, c50.69, 0.73, 2.06 nm!, r52.3 g/cm3.

c! In the case when barrelenes polymerize in linear chains of the typeA ~or B) with
a vdW interaction between the chains in both the layer and between the layers
selves, a structure with a body-centered orthorhombic cell~parameters:a,b, c
50.74(0.72), 0.72~0.74!, 2.2 nm! forms. Such a structure, formed from fcc fullerite cel
will have a density of 2.3 g/cm3.

d! We assume that if the pressure and temperature gradients are small in a
guished volume of a microcrystal, then under the conditions of Ref. 3 the layers co
ing of barrelene chains can bond covalently with one another and form a structure
sisting of 3D C60 polymers. Figure 4 shows one possible scheme for such joining
model of three type-O chains calculated by the MM2 method~compare Fig. 2b!. Here
each barrelene in one layer is coupled by 212 bonds with the ‘‘lids’’ of four molecules
from a neighboring layer with the same type-O chains, so that 24 of the 60 atoms in
have diamond-likesp3 bonds~Fig. 4b!. The appearance of such bonds at the vertice
barrelenes in neighboring layers results in a reduction of the distance between the
within a layer and in greater flattening of the barrelene (Dy50.33 nm! than in a separate
type-O chain of the structure~c!. The structure consisting of repeating layers ha
body-centered orthorhombic cell (a, b, c50.72, 0.63, 1.98! with density 2.6 g/cm3, close
to the value 2.660.2 g/cm3 for the samples in Ref. 3. It contains purely graphite fra
ments, periodically arranged and connected with one another bysp3 bonds. For this
reason, such a structure can be interpreted as a pseudographite structure with
b50.63 nm, observed in the x-ray crystallographic analysis of the samples.3

In the present work structures of polymerized C60 barrelenes were modeled in ord
to explain the unusual C60 samples3 subjected to high pressures and temperatures. A w
diversity of sp3 joinings of barrelenes, including 2D and 3D polymer structures of h
density, was presented~tables of the positions of the atoms in the structure studied ca
obtained from the authors!. Not only the formation of the characteristic linear chains
C60 but also clusters of two, three, and four molecules with dimensions that are
compatible with the geometric parameters of known models of fullerene polyme1–5

were explained on the basis of the model.

This work was supported by the Russian Fund for Fundamental Research
Grant 96-02-18445 and the Japanese Society for Assistance to Science and the R
State Program ‘‘Fullerenes and Atomic Clusters’’ under Project 98-061.
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Fractal structure of fullerite

I. V. Zolotukhin,a) L. I. Yanchenko, and E. K. Belonogov
Voronezh State Technical University, 394026 Voronezh, Russia

~Submitted 7 April 1998!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.67, No. 9, 684–685~10 May 1998!

We have obtained macroscopic fractal aggregates of fullerite ranging in
size from 100 to 400mm. The fractal structure of fullerite is formed by
microscopic~30–100 nm! fullerite crystals in the presence of a tem-
perature gradient under conditions of diffusion-limited aggregation.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~98!01409-1#

PACS numbers: 81.05.Tp, 61.43.Hv, 61.48.1c

Fractal structures of different substances have attracted universal interest in
years as objects with unusual physical properties. From this point of view a new m
fication of carbon is attracting attention — fullerite, whose crystal structure~fcc! consists
of C60 carbon molecules. Ordinarily, polycrystalline fullerite is produced by evapora
nonpolar solvents~benzene, toluene, CS2, and so on! containing C60 molecules. To form
a fractal structure of fullerite it is necessary to create nonequilibrium conditions and
it possible for the particles formed to execute a random walk. To this end a satu
solution of an 85:15 mixture of C60 and C70 in toluene~solubility 2.8 mg/cm3! was heated
to 100 °C. A polished silicon wafer with asperities not exceeding 10 nm in height
submerged in the heated solution. The formation of fractal structures of fullerite occ
as the solution of fullerenes in toluene cooled for 1–1.5 h. Next the silicon wafer
removed from the solution, and after the toluene evaporated the structure of the r
was examined under an MIM-7 optical microscope.

The pictures of the residues are presented in Fig. 1. Well-formed macroscopic f
aggregates, ranging in size from 100 to 400mm with height;20 mm at the center and
decreasing toward the edges, can be clearly seen. The fractal dimensionD determined by
the grid method was found to beD51.5–1.75 for different fractal aggregates. Frac
aggregates of fullerite of a similar type and size were also obtained on a freshly cle
surface of phlogopite, single-crystal graphite, and polished aluminum foil.

To determine the microscopic structure of the fractal aggregates obtained, fr
were grown by the method described above on a copper mesh, serving as the
holder in an electron microscope. The results of the electron-microscopic investigat
fractal structures of fullerite in transmission and in diffraction are displayed in Fig.

The point electron diffraction pattern corresponds to a material with an fcc la
and parametera51.460.1 nm, i.e., C60 fullerite. The presence of C70 fullerite was not
observed. This could be due to the fact that the solution reaches saturation with res
the C60 component much earlier than with respect to C70. For this reason, crystallization
of C60 in the form of a separate phase occurs in the initial stages. One can see fro
7200021-3640/98/67(9)/3/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Fractal structure of fullerite.

FIG. 2. Microstructure and electron diffraction pattern of C60 .
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picture obtained in transmission that the fractal structure of fullerite is a spatial stru
and consists of small crystals ranging in size from 30 to 100 nm. Twins with a@111#
twinning boundary are resolved on the large crystal formation marked by the a
Pores ranging in size from 30 to 120 nm are also seen. Therefore the fractal aggr
are formed from fullerite crystals. We can say the following about the mechanism lea
to the formation of a fractal structure of fullerite. It is well known1,2 that the solubility of
C60 in toluene decreases severalfold as temperature increases to 100 °C. For this
fullerite crystals precipitate from the supersaturated solution of fullerenes in toluen
undergo Brownian motion in the volume of the liquid, i.e., a colloidal suspension, w
solid particles suspended in the liquid do not settle under the action of gravity, fo
When the substrate or vessel wall is reached in the presence of a temperature gradi
diffusion-limited aggregation mechanism is realized,3 leading to the formation of fracta
structures of fullerite on the surface of smooth substrates.

In closing, we thank V. N. Bezmel’nitsyn for providing the fullerenes.

a!e-mail: paul@zolot.vrn.ru
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Ferromagnetic liquid droplets

A. N. Grigorenko, P. I. Nikitin, V. I. Konov, and A. M. Ghorbanzadeh
General Physics Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 117942 Moscow, Russia

M.-L. Degiorgi, A. Perrone, and A. Zocco
Universitádi Lecce, Dipartimento di Fisica, Istituto Nazionale Fisica della Materia,
CP 193, 73100 Lecce, Italy

~Submitted 7 April 1998!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.67, No. 9, 686–689~10 May 1998!

Experimental evidence for ferromagnetic behavior of liquid droplets
produced by laser ablation from amorphous alloys is presented for the
first time. Thin films of amorphous magnetic materials are fabricated by
a laser deposition technique in the presence and in the absence of
magnetic field. The differences in the parameters of deposited films are
attributed to the ferromagnetic properties of small liquid droplets.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~98!01509-6#

PACS numbers: 75.50.Kj, 75.50.Mm

The exchange energy is typically smaller than the energy of direct Coulomb i
actions of ions, and for this reason the liquid state of a ferromagnetic material cann
ferromagnetic. A metastable ferromagnetic liquid can be produced by supercooling
ferromagnetic material to a temperature lower than the Curie temperature.1 More inter-
esting is another possibility which comes from the facts that the melting temperatur
particle decreases strongly with decreasing particle size for small particles,2 while the
Curie temperature shows only a slight variation with the change in particle size.3 Thus
sufficiently small liquid particles of a ferromagnetic material with Curie tempera
close to the melting temperature should be ferromagnetic. Here we present experi
evidence in favor of ferromagnetic behavior of liquid droplets produced during the
ablation4 of amorphous magnetic materials in the presence of a magnet.

The experimental installation and procedures are described in detail in Ref. 5
deposited amorphous ribbons of the atomic composition Fe67Co18Si1B14 and a bulk amor-
phous material of the composition Fe4.35Co68.15Si12.5B15 by means of a laser ablatio
technique. The deposition was done in a vacuum of about 1027 mbar onp-type silicon
substrates of the~100! orientation. Two samples were produced during each depos
cycle: one was deposited on the substrate with a strong magnet placed behind th
strate, and the other was deposited without the magnet. The magnet axis was perp
lar to the substrate surface. A distance of 15 cm separated the two samples a
magnet did not affect the deposition of the second sample.

The samples were analyzed by scanning electron microscopy, Auger electron
troscopy, profilometry, and magnetometry. An ensemble of droplets produced d
laser ablation4 was detected at the surface of the deposited films. The droplets
7230021-3640/98/67(9)/4/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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distributed with a concentration of 104– 106 cm22 and a size range from several tens
nanometers up to several micrometers. The droplet composition was close to that
film.

We found interesting peculiarities of the droplet shape. The shape of the drople
films deposited without the magnet did not change with reduction of the droplet
while the shape of the droplets produced in the presence of the magnet showed a
size dependence. Droplets having dimensions smaller than some critical size were
gated in the direction of magnetic field, and the ratio of the droplet heighth to the droplet
diameterd ~an aspect ratio! increased from a value of 0.1 for large droplets~evaluated by
means of profilometry! to a value of 1–2 for small droplets~measured by electron
microscopy!. Figure 1 shows three typical pairs of droplets of different sizes measure
means of a scanning electron microscope. Images a–c correspond to the sample p
without the magnet, and d–f correspond to the sample deposited in the presence
magnet. In order to evaluate the ratio of the droplet height to the droplet diameter,
images were taken at an angle of 45° relative to the substrate surface~see Fig. 2; the
droplet images measured at normal incidence of the electron beam were circles!. Figure
2 demonstrates how the aspect ratio~.0.22! can be evaluated from the inclined dropl
images. For droplets with small aspect ratios the projection image should be an e
with axes in the ratio 0.7. We observed this ratio for all droplets on the films prod
without the magnet and for large droplets on the films deposited with the magnet.
ever, the axis ratios of the projection image of small droplets~with projection diameter
smaller than 300 nm! on the films deposited with the magnet were greater than 0.7. T
simple geometry indicates that the ratio of the droplet height to the diameter for s
droplets is much higher than that of large droplets. The aspect ratio for the droplet e

FIG. 1. Scanning electron images of the film surface with droplets of different sizes investigated under t
angle of 45°: a—c were taken for the sample produced without the magnet, d—f were measured for the
fabricated with the magnet. The images contrast is high in order to emphasize the droplet contours.
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a diameter of 300 nm, can be evaluated as roughly 0.7, and for the droplet f, w
diameter of 70 nm, as 1.5.

The ferromagnetic nature of small droplets is the most probable explanation fo
observed change of the droplet shape. It is clear that a minimum of the magnetic e
of a ferromagnetic droplet placed in high, uniform magnetic field requires a high a
ratio, while a minimum of the surface energy results in a small aspect ratio, whi
governed by surface energies. The higher the droplet magnetization, the higher the
ratio will be. The fact that all the droplets studied have a circular projection on
surface~the large droplets were sphere segments! means that they were liquid when the
became ferromagnetic. The ferromagnetic properties of the droplets can be explain
the size dependence of the melting temperature or/and supercooling of droplets
melting temperature of a particle can be estimated from a comparison of the surfac
volume energies as

T5Tmb2C
ss2s l

~cs2cl !rh
, ~1!

whereTmb is the melting temperature of the bulk,C is the constant which depends upo
the particle geometry and reflects the surface-to-volume dimensionless ratio,ss ands l

are surface energies of solid and liquid states respectively,cs andcl are the heat capaci
ties of the solid and liquid states,r is the density of the material, andh is the character-
istic particle size. For example, for flat cobalt droplets the values are as followsDc
5cs2cl5105 erg/g•K, Ds5ss2s l5200 erg/cm2, r58.9 g/cm3, the droplet height is
the characteristic particle size, and the coefficientC54. Takingh520 nm, we get for
DT5Tmb2T5300 K, which is close to the difference between the Curie tempera
Tc51388 K and the bulk melting temperatureTmb51765 K of cobalt (Tmb2Tc

5377 K). Another piece of evidence in favor of size dependence of the melting
perature is the fact that smaller droplets manifest greater magnetic properties~higher
aspect ratios!. Indeed, the magnetization near the Curie temperature depends str
upon the temperature. A droplet of a smaller size has a lower melting temperature,
results in higher magnetization.

To check the ferromagnetic nature of small droplets we performed a test depo
of the amorphous bulk material with the magnet axis parallel to the substrate an
magnet placed behind the substrate at a distance of 1 cm from its center. As a res
in-plane magnetic field was generated at the surface and a deflection force acted

FIG. 2. Schematic diagrams of measurements of the droplet aspect ratio: a—a droplet with a small ratio
droplet height to diameter, b—a droplet with a high ratio of the droplet height to diameter.
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magnetic particles. We found no deviation of droplets in respect to the position o
deposition spot. That means that the droplets had a temperature higher than the
temperature during the flight from the target to the substrate and acquired ma
properties at the substrate surface. Again we observed a difference in the shape o
and small droplets. Figure 3 shows electron micrographs of two droplets of different
~the film surface was perpendicular to the electron beam!. The large droplet~a! has a
circular form, meanwhile the small droplet~b! has a form close to that of an ellipse wit
the major axis along the direction of the in-plane magnetic field. Such a form shou
expected for a droplet that becomes ferromagnetic in a molten state during the proc
cooling.

In conclusion, the changes of the shape of the droplets produced by laser abla
amorphous alloys in the presence of a magnetic field are strong evidence in favor
fact that we have observed for the first time a ferromagnetic liquid state of laser-ab
small droplets of a ferromagnetic material. This liquid ferromagnetic state can aris
to size dependence of the melting temperature of small objects and due to droplet
cooling. The effect discovered may be useful for the production of magnetic nanoob
and quantum dots.

The authors thank Dmitriy Kolmykov for the help with electron microscopy m
surements. The work was supported by NATO Linkage Grant and Russian Fun
Fundamental Research Grants~No. 18956 and No 19608!. The authors acknowledge th
support of the Istituto Nazionale Fisica della Materia.
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FIG. 3. Scanning electron images of droplets taken at normal incidence of the electron beam on a film de
in the presence of an in-plane magnetic fieldH: a—large droplet, b—small droplet.
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Ferromagnetic resonance in multilayer †Fe/Cr‡n
structures with noncollinear magnetic ordering
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~Submitted 7 April 1998!
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The excitation spectrum in an@Fe/Cr#n multilayer structure with non-
collinear magnetic ordering was studied by the ferromagnetic reso-
nance~FMR! method in the frequency interval 9.5–37 GHz at room
temperature. Besides an acoustic branch, several additional modes were
observed under parallel excitation of resonance. The FMR spectrum
was calculated analytically in a biquadratic exchange model, neglecting
in-plane anisotropy, for an infinite number of layers in the structure and
numerically for a finite number of layers contained in real samples. It
was shown that the observed modes correspond to excitation of stand-
ing spin waves with wave vectors perpendicular to the film plane.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~98!01609-0#

PACS numbers: 76.50.1g, 75.70.Cn, 75.60.Ej

It is now known that neighboring ferromagnetic layers in multilayer structures~in-
cluding trilayers, called sandwiches! with a nonferromagnetic interlayer can assume c
linear ordering — ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic1 — and noncollinear ordering, in
which case in the absence of an external magnetic field the angle between the m
zations of neighboring layers is different from both 0° and 180°.2–5 It has been shown
that the collinear magnetic ordering of such superlattices can be described well in
cases by the standard bilinear exchange interactionJ1, whose magnitude oscillates as th
thickness of the nonferromagnetic interlayer increases. The discovery of noncol
ordering has made it necessary to take into account the biquadratic exchange inte
J2 in the expression for the magnetic energy of a multilayer structure.2 Although quite a
large number of theoretical works have been devoted to describing such nonco
structures~see Refs. 6 and 7!, the questions of the origin of biquadratic exchange and
possibility of describing the interaction of magnetic layers in multilayer magnetic film
terms ofJ1 andJ2 remain open. In this connection it is of great interest to study su
lattices with noncollinear magnetic ordering.
7270021-3640/98/67(9)/6/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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Ferromagnetic resonance~FMR! is an effective and quite simple experiment
method of investigating magnetic superlattices. This method has been repeatedly u
different groups~see references cited in Ref. 8! to study multilayer magnetic structure
~mainly sandwiches!. In most cases the experimental data obtained were discussed
only the bilinear exchange taken into account. A calculation of the FMR spectrum
trilayer samples in the biquadratic exchange model was performed in Refs. 9–13.
shown that the form of the optical branch of the oscillations depends substantiallyJ1

andJ2, but the number of experimental works whereJ2 was sufficiently large and wa
taken into account in the analysis of the spectra is very limited.13 We note that the
biquadratic exchange model was also used in Refs. 13–16 to describe the Br
scattering spectra in sandwiches.

In the present work we investigated experimentally the magnetization curves
FMR spectra of an@Fe/Cr#n multilayer structure with noncollinear magnetic ordering in
wide range of frequencies and magnetic fields. The spectrum of a multilayer mag
structure was calculated in a biquadratic exchange model. The results of static and
nance measurements are compared on the basis of the model employed.

The measurements of FMR and the static magnetic properties were perform
two samples: S9 —@Cr~10.4 Å!/Fe~21.2 Å!#12 and S14 — @Cr~7.7 Å!/Fe~33.2 Å!#16

grown in a ‘‘Katun’ S’’ molecular-beam epitaxy system. The substrates consiste
single-crystal MgO plates cut parallel to the~100! plane. Sample quality was monitore
and the Fe and Cr layer thicknesses were determined using small-angle x-ray diffr
and x-ray spectral microanalysis~the method is described in Ref. 17!. According to the
data obtained, the crystallographic orientation of the iron and chromium layers is id
cal to that of the substrate. Three Bragg peaks from the Fe/Cr superlattice can be
seen in the small-angle x-ray diffraction spectrum. This attests to the good quality o
samples and sharp interfaces between the layers.

The magnetic structure of the samples was determined on the basis of their m
tization curves. The measurements were performed with a vibrating-coil magnetome
room temperature in two field orientations: parallel~up to 17 kOe! and perpendicular~up
to 9 kOe! to the film plane. The in-plane field was applied along the hard crystallogra
axis@110# of the iron layers. Figure 1 shows the projectionM of the magnetization vecto
of the iron layer on the direction of the external static magnetic fieldH versus the
intensity of the fieldH. The measurements performed in a field perpendicular to
sample plane show that in the absence of an external magnetic field the magnetizat
the iron layers lie in the film plane. The magnetization curves in a field parallel to
sample plane are characterized by a high remanent magnetizationM0 and continuous
passage to a saturation valueMS , indicating the presence of noncollinear magnetic
dering in our superlattices. The anglesw052 cos21(M0 /MS) of the initial ordering of the
neighboring magnetic layers in samples S9 and S14, obtained from static measure
are indicated on the plots in Fig. 1.

Ferromagnetic resonance was investigated at room temperature at frequencie
ing from 9.5 to 37 GHz in fields up to 10 kOe. The sample was placed at the botto
a cylindrical resonant cavity in which the microwave modesH011, H012, andH013 were
excited. A constant magnetic field was applied parallel to the sample plane alon
@011# axis, just as for magnetization measurements. Excitation of resonance was
longitudinal or transverse, depending on the position of the sample at the bottom
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cavity. Figure 2 shows examples of the experimental traces of the resonance lines f
orientations of the microwave field for sample S9. In the case of transverse pum
~curve 1! only one branch, of high intensity, is observed. It corresponds to unif
precession of the magnetizations of all magnetic layers, as follows from a compa
with the calculations. In the case of longitudinal pumping~curve2! the intensity of this
line is substantially weaker, but several additional modes are observed; in the figure
positions are marked by arrows. The results of the resonance measurements f
samples are presented in Fig. 3. The magnitude of the ‘‘experimental errors’’ show
the plots corresponds to the distance between the maximum and minimum of the d
tive of the microwave power absorption in the sample. In most cases the center of th
is determined with an accuracy that is several times better. The FMR spectra obtain
different pieces of the initial film S9 were completely identical and did not depend on
shape of the sample.

To explain the nature of the series of modes that we observed with longitu
excitation of resonance we performed an analytical calculation of the spectrum o

FIG. 1. Magnetization of the samples versus the magnetic field. Dots — experimental data (d — H parallel,
s — H perpendicular to the sample plane!. Curves — result of an analytical calculation,w0 — angle of initial
ordering of neighboring magnetic layers.

FIG. 2. Examples of traces of the resonance lines for sample S9 with transverse~curve 1! and longitudinal
~curve2! excitation of resonance. The scale along the ordinate for curve1 is approximately 20 times larger tha
for curve2.
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waves with wave vectors perpendicular to the film plane for an infinite superlattice.
calculation was performed in the biquadratic exchange model for the case of an in-
external magnetic fieldH. It was assumed that the magnetizations of all iron layers h
the same magnitudeMS and that the magnetic moment of each layer precesses
whole. A similar calculation was performed in Ref. 18 neglecting the external mag
field. Neglecting the fourth-order anisotropy in the film planea! and the possible anisot
ropy of the exchange constantsJ1 andJ2, the magnetic part of the energy of an@Fe/Cr#n

multilayer structure per unit area of the film can be written as follows in the pre
model:

E52d(
i 51

n

~M i•H!1
J1

MS
2 (

i 51

n21

~M i•M i 11!1
J2

MS
4 (

i 51

n21

~M i•M i 11!21d
Keff

2 (
i 51

n

~M i•z!2,

~1!

whereM i is the magnetization of theith iron layer,d is the thickness of the iron layer
Keff is the effective surface anisotropy coefficient, andz is the normal to the film plane
The equilibrium value of the anglea i between the magnetization of theith layer and the
direction of the external fieldH can be determined by minimizing the energy~1!:

a i5~21! icos21~M /MS!.

The value ofM can be determined as an implicit function ofH:

H H5AM1BM3 for H<HS ;

M5MS for H.HS .
~2!

HereA5(4J128J2)/dMS
2 , B516J2 /dMS

4 , andHS5(4J118J2)/dMS is the saturation
field. To calculate the FMR frequencies we use the Landau–Lifshitz equation withou
dissipative term:

g21Ṁ i52M i3H i
eff , where H i

eff52~]E/]M i !d
21. ~3!

The solution of the linearized equations~3! can be sought in the form of a traveling wav
with frequencyvq and constant phase shiftq of the precession of the magnetizations

FIG. 3. FMR frequency versus the intensity of the external magnetic field for two samples. Dots — expe
(d — longitudinal,s — transverse excitation of resonance!. Lines — result of analytical calculation.
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neighboring iron layers, equal to the product of the wave vector by the superla
period. Omitting the intermediate calculations, we present immediately the expressi
the frequencyvq(H) of the oscillations:

S vq

g D 2

55
[C(11cosq)1Keff][ CM2(11cosq)

1(C1BM2)~MS
22M2)(12cosq)] for H<HS ,

S H2HS

12cosq

2 D S H2HS

12cosq

2
1KeffMSD for H.HS ,

~4!

whereC5(A1BM2)/2 ~see explanations for Eq.~2!!.

For q50 we obtain an expression for the acoustic mode and forq5p an expression
for the optical mode, corresponding to the analogous formulas in Ref. 12. In the
H50 formula ~4! gives a spectrum that agrees, aside from notation, with Ref. 18.
computational results for the spectra are presented in Fig. 3~solid curves!. The values of
the constantsJ1 , J2 , andMS employed in constructing the curvesvq(H) were obtained
by fitting expressions~2! to the experimental magnetization curves in a field paralle
the film plane~see Fig. 1!.

We present below the values of these constants:

J150.40 ergs/cm2, J250.23 ergs/cm2, MS51.623103G—for sample S9;

J150.22 ergs/cm2, J250.39 ergs/cm2, MS51.593103G—for sample S14.

The value ofKeff was determined from magnetization curves in a perpendicular fi
According to the calculations of Ref. 12 these curves should possess a linear
segmentM5H/Keff ~the values obtained forKeff are given on the plots in Fig. 1!. The
solid curves in Fig. 3 show the optical mode (q5p), acoustic mode (q50), and several
modes with intermediate values ofq, best describing the experimental data. The pl
presented demonstrate qualitative agreement between calculations and experimen
in the case of the sample S14 there is a definite quantitative agreement. This allow
assert that the modes which we observed do indeed correspond to excitation of st
spin waves with wave vectors perpendicular to the film plane.

To take into account the effect on the FMR spectrum of having a finite numbe
layers in the sample, we performed a numerical calculation for systems containing
fied numbers of iron layers. The results of such a calculation for sample S14 are
sented in Fig. 4. The spectrum of the finite structure is quantitatively close to that
infinite structure, though it has a number of characteristic features. The spectrum co
of a finite number of modes equal to the number of layers in the film. Some of the m
can be excited in fields less than the saturation fieldHS only under conditions of longi-
tudinal pumping~dashed curves! and some only under conditions of transverse pump
~solid curves!. In fields exceedingHS a uniform microwave field can excite only on
mode, corresponding to precession of the magnetic moments of all iron layers as a
~solid line!. We note that the numerical calculation did not permit improving the ag
ment between the static and resonance measurements for sample S9.

In summary, a series of FMR modes, corresponding to excitation of standing
waves with wave vectors perpendicular to the film plane, was observed in superla
with noncollinear magnetic ordering. Analytical and numerical calculations of the F
spectrum were performed for such structures in the biquadratic exchange model.
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a!According to published data13,14,16 the fourth-order anisotropy in iron films in Fe/Cr structures, in order
magnitude, is 500 Oe, which is much smaller than the exchange fields in our samples.
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FIG. 4. FMR frequencies versus the constant magnetic field for sample S9. Lines — result of com
calculation taking into account a finite number of layers in the structure. Dots — experimental data (d —
longitudinal,j — transverse excitation of resonance!.
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Characteristics of the process of reorientation of bipolar
drops of a nematic with rigidly fixed poles

A. V. Shabanov, V. V. Presnyakov, V. Ya. Zyryanov,a) and S. Ya. Vetrov
L. V. Kirenski� Institute of Physics, Siberian Branch of the Russian Academy of
Sciences, 660036 Krasnoyarsk, Russia

~Submitted 7 April 1998!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.67, No. 9, 696–700~10 May 1998!

The director configuration in a bipolar drop of a nematic with rigidly
fixed poles is calculated as a function of the electric field directed
perpendicular to the symmetry axis of the drop. It is shown that the
reorientation of the drop is a dual process: a threshold process in the
region where the initial director orientation is orthogonal to the electric
field, and a nonthreshold process elsewhere in the drop. A relation for
determining the critical field is obtained. Experimental investigations of
the characteristics of scattered light for a film of polymer-encapsulated
liquid crystals confirm the computational results. ©1998 American
Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~98!01709-5#

PACS numbers: 61.30.Gd

According to experimental and theoretical investigations1–3 the reorientation of bi-
polar drops of a nematic liquid crystal~LC! under the action of an electric field directe
perpendicular to the symmetry axis is a threshold, three-stage process. At low volta
change was observed in the orientational structure of the drop. When the threshol
was reached, the poles of the drop started to move and the bipolar configuration
director turned so that the symmetry axis was oriented along the field, if the diele
constant anisotropy of the LC is positive. Increasing the voltage further caused th
rector to line up with the field lines in the entire volume of the drop.1,3 At the same time,
the possibility that both poles of the drop become rigidly fixed was not ruled out in
1. As assumed in Ref. 1, this will make the reorientation of a drop with nucleation
linear disclination at each pole a threshold process. Rigid fixing of both poles has
observed experimentally4 in an ensemble of bipolar drops of the nematic liquid crys
5CB which were dispersed in polyvinylbutyral. In the present letter a theoretical c
lation of the orientational structure of such drops as a function of the electric
strength is performed. The computational results are analyzed in comparison wi
experimentally measured characteristics of light scattered by a film of poly
encapsulated liquid crystals~PELCs!.

The configuration of the director in a nematic drop in an electric field was calcul
by the standard procedure3 of minimizing the free energy in the one-constant appro
mation:
7330021-3640/98/67(9)/5/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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F5
1

2 E $K@~¹•n!21~¹3n!2#2e0De~n–E!2%dV, ~1!

wheren is the director of the LC,K is the elastic modulus,De5e i2e' , e i ande' are
the components of the dielectric constant, andE is the electric field vector. We assum
the LC molecules to be rigidly anchored on the surface of the polymer matrix and
electric field inside the drop to be uniform. The director orientation at the interfac
planar. Unline the case of Ref. 3, a homeotropic orientation of the director is impos
two diametrically opposite points on the surface of the drop~on theZ axis, Fig. 1!, and
the vectorE is assumed to be oriented in the direction of theX axis.

Figure 1 shows the computational results for the orientational structure of a sph
drop of a nematic in the sectionZX for three values of the normalized electric field:

En5E/E0 ; E05
1

R
A K

e0De
. ~2!

HereR is the radius of the drop. ForE50 ~Fig. 1a!, just as in Ref. 3, a bipolar directo
configuration with the symmetry axis directed along theZ axis is realized. Point defect
~boojums5! occur at points of homeotropic orientation of the director.

When a field is applied, the director configuration starts to change. First, the o
tation is observed to change only in the regions where the vectorsE and n are not
orthogonal, and the ordering symmetry of the director in theXZ plane remains the sam
as before, but the angle of inclination ofn with respect to theZ axis increases~Fig. 1b!.
The director of the LC at points located on theZ axis and in theXY plane remains
stationary. This process is elucidated in Fig. 2 for the central point of the drop and
point shifted rightward and upward from the center byR/2 along theZ andX coordinate
axes.

The situation changes substantially forEn.3.3 ~Figs. 1c and 2!. At the center of the
drop and at other points on theZ axis and in theXY plane the director starts to turn. Th
lines of the director assume a characteristicS shape. Rotation is equally likely to start i
one or the other direction, and the resulting patterns will be mirror symmetric

FIG. 1. Orientational structure of a bipolar drop of a nematic in theXZ plane with a! En50, b! En53.2, and
c! En53.7.
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respect to theXY plane. Further increasing the field will produce increasingly m
uniform orientation of the director in the direction of the field in the volume of the dr
The field

Ec53.3
1

R
A K

e0De
~3!

is the critical value for the entire volume of the drop. For points where the vectorsE and
n are initially orthogonal to one another this has the meaning of a threshold field;
where in the drop it appears as a sharp kink in the curve of the director orientation v
the field strength~Fig. 2!.

The experimentally investigated PELC samples prepared as in Ref. 4 consiste
15 mm thick polyvinylbutyral film in which drops of the nematic liquid crystal 5CB we
dispersed. The round LC drops had a maximum diameter of 19mm in the film plane and
were located in the same layer, making it possible to perform visual observations
reorientation process using a polarization microscope. In the absence of a field the
manifested in crossed polarizers a texture that is characteristic for a bipolar dir
configuration,5 poles being arranged so that in all drops the axes joining the poles la
the film plane. The sample was placed between two glass substrates with trans
electrodes on the interior sides. Thus the electric field in the experiment was perpe
lar to the initial symmetry axis of the drops. The intensity of the light scattered by
PELC film at an anglea with respect to the direction of the helium–neon laser be
incident normally, was recorded as a function of the applied voltage using aX–Y plotter.

According to a theoretical geometrical-optics analysis6 of the characteristics of ligh
scattering by an ensemble of LC drops with size greater than the wavelength of the
the ray passing along theX axis through the center of the drop makes the main con
bution to the intensity of the radiation passing straight through the drop. Therefore i

FIG. 2. Projection of the director of the LC on theX axis versus the electric field strength for the pointsA (s)
andB (h) whose location inside the drop is shown in the inset.
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case the dependence of the intensity of the radiation passing straight through the d
the applied field should be of a threshold character. The ray trajectories passing th
the side regions of the drop curve as a result of the index gradient at the polyme
interface and the continuous variation of the index inside the drop.6 Therefore the light
scattered at an angleaÞ0 carries information about the director orientation in the s
regions of the drop and the field dependence of its intensity should be of a nonthre
form.

The experimental data~Fig. 3! confirm these conclusions. Here the intensity of t
transmitted radiation was measured in the range of angles 0<a<0.5° and the intensity
of the radiation separated by a ring-shaped diaphragm was measured in the ra
scattering angles 6.8<a<8.5°. The oscillations on the curves of the directly transmitt
radiation above threshold had been observed and discussed earlier in Ref. 4. As o
see, the light-scattering curve has a nonthreshold character and oscillates.

The measured value of the critical fieldEc for the experimental sample was equal
0.13 V/mm. An estimate using Eq.~3! and the parametersK5(K111K221K33)/3, K11

56.2310212 N, K2253.1310212 N, K3358.3310212 N ~Ref. 7!, De511.8 ~Ref. 8!,
andR59.5mm gives the critical fieldEc50.08 V/mm. The radius of drops of maximum
size was used in the calculations. Since the threshold field for such drops is minim
they determine the value ofEc for an ensemble of drops of different size. The discre
ancy between the computed and experimentally measured values ofEc is mainly due to
two factors. First, the real shape of an LC drop in such samples is an ellipsoid, flat
in the film plane, with a ratio of axes equal to about 1.7~Ref. 9!. This makes it necessar
to modify the computational model in order to take into account the ellipsoidal natu
the drop. It is obvious that decreasing the size of the drop along at least one o
coordinates will increase the computed value ofEc . The second factor is the redistribu
tion of the applied electric field in the polymer–LC structure. Since the dielectric c
stant of the LC 5CB is higher than that of the polyvinylbutyral matrix (e' /ep51.46~Ref.
4!!, the critical value of the field inside the drop will be less than the applied fieldEc

50.13 V/mm.

In summary, the results of this work show that the process leading to the reori

FIG. 3. a! IntensityI t of the directly transmitted radiation and intensityI s of the radiation scattered by an angl
a'7° versus the applied field. b! Enlargement of the outlined fragment in part a.
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tion of bipolar drops of a nematic is in general a nonthreshold process. This result s
also be true for drops with mobile poles. One can talk about a threshold only with re
to separate aspects of the process: onset of motion of the poles of the drop in th
when the poles are not rigidly fixed, or onset of local rotation of a region of a drop w
the vectorsE andn are orthogonal to one another in the case when the poles are ri
fixed. The possibility of a combination of the two types of reorientation of bipolar dro
when the configuration of the director initially changes as shown in Fig. 1 and
motion starts with a further increase in the field, cannot be ruled out. Apparently
onset of changes in the configuration of the director~Figs. 1a and 1b! could not be
observed by visually1,2,4 because the deflections ofn are small and the eye is too inse
sitive. It should be noted that contrary to the assumption in Ref. 1, the onset of ro
in the central part of the drop~Fig. 1c! is not accompanied by the formation of line
disclinations.

This work was supported by the Ministry of Science of the Russian Federa
~under the program ‘‘Physics of Quantum and Wave Processes,’’ Grant 2.3! and the
Ministry of Education of the Russian Federation~Program ‘‘Fundamental Natural Sc
ence’’!.

a!e-mail: mspec@iph.krasnoyarsk.su
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Polymorphism of biperiodic stripe domain structures

G. V. Arzamastseva, F. V. Lisovski ,a) and E. G. Mansvetova
Institute of Radio Engineering and Electronics, Russian Academy of Sciences, 14112
Fryazino, Moscow Region, Russia

~Submitted 9 April 1998!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.67, No. 9, 701–706~10 May 1998!

Magnetic-field-induced polymorphism of biperiodic stripe domain
structures of films with a positive anisotropy constant and easy axis
parallel to the normal to the surface is studied. A symmetry classifica-
tion of the observed types of domain structures is performed, and the
phase diagram of the films in the (H' , H i) plane, whereH' and H i
are, respectively, the components of the magnetic field vector perpen-
dicular and parallel to the normal to the surface, is determined.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~98!01809-X#

PACS numbers: 75.70.Kw

It is well known that uniaxial films of magnets with a positive anisotropy cons
bu and easy axis along the normaln to the surface~henceforth thez axis! and having
thicknesses in a definite rangeLcr* ,L,Lcr

(1) , where Lcr* and Lcr
(1) are certain critical

values, exhibit quasiharmonic subsurface distortions of the domain wall~DW! profiles in
the initial equilibrium stripe domain structure~DS!, as a result of which the distributio
of the magnetization vectorM becomes biperiodic~see, for example, Refs. 1–6!. Until
very recently such structures had scarcely been studied.

We studied DSs in uniaxial films of magnetic garnets with the composi
Lu2.1Bi0.9Fe52xMgxO12 (x50 –0.17) and thicknessL51 –40mm, grown by liquid-phase
epitaxy ~using as Bi2O3 or PbO–Bi2O3 as solvents! on Gd3Ga5O12 substrates with the
~111! orientation. The growth regime was similar to that used in Refs. 7 and 8. The´el
temperatureTN of the films was equal to 560 K and the saturation magnetization 4pM
was equal to 1800 G. Field intensitiesH i* 5150021750 Oe andH'

* 5252500 Oe,
respectively, were required in order to magnetize the samples to saturation atT5293 K
with fields parallel (H i5Hz) and perpendicular (H'5Hy) to the normaln to the surface.
The required fields were produced by an electromagnet with two pairs of orthogo
arranged coils. The values of the uniaxial anisotropy constants for the experimenta
at room temperature were in the range 0.72–0.98. ForH'50 a simple~monoperiodic!
stripe DS with flat~unmodulated! DWs was present in films less than 5mm thick, while
in thicker films a biperiodic stripe DS with in-phase harmonic subsurface modulatio
the distribution of the vectorM in all DWs was present.

The experiments were performed atT5293 K with H'5var andH i5 const. A
saturating value of the field intensityH'.H'

* was established for a chosen value ofH i ,
after which the current in the corresponding pair of coils of the electromagnet
7380021-3640/98/67(9)/6/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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decreased continuously to zero, the polarity of the current was changed, and the fil
once again switched into a state of magnetic saturation by a fieldH' oriented opposite to
the initial direction. Then all observations were repeated for the ascending branch
hysteresis loop. In the entire existence region of simple and biperiodic DSs, the
were well ordered but contained defects of the free and bound magnetic dislocation
i.e., the state of the magnet corresponded to a liquid-crystal phase or a Berezi�–
Kosterlitz–Thouless phase.9

In the case of a phase transition~PT! induced by a magnetic fieldH' from a
uniformly magnetized state into a state with a simple stripe DS with periodd the walls
between the domains became oriented parallel to the vectorH' , i.e., they were charac
terized by a reciprocal lattice vectorb15(2p/d)ex . To describe biperiodic DSs it is
necessary to know, besidesd, two other parameters:L1 and L2 ~in the general case
L1ÞL2), equal to, respectively, the periods of the surface modulation of the DW pr
at the film–free-space and film–substrate interfaces. Then the reciprocal lattice
becomes two-dimensional withb2i5(2p/L i)ey , wherei 51, 2.

The magnetization distribution in a DS of any type was nonuniform over both
thickness and the extended faces of the films. Observations of the behavior of th
showed that the existence region of biperiodic structures in the (H' , H i) phase diagram
always lies inside the region of stability of simple stripe DSs.b! Depending on the pas
history and the values of the components of the field intensity (H' , H i), several types of
biperiodic DSs classifiable by symmetry materialize.

The typical form of a phase diagram for one of the experimental films~No.1!, 16
mm thick, is displayed in Fig. 1. The curves of the first- and second-order PTs are d
using solid and dashed lines, respectively; the boundaries of instability are drawn b
dot–dash line; Roman numerals denote different stable states of the film~I — uniformly
magnetized states, II — simple stripe DSs, III–VI — biperiodic stripe DSs!. The results
of a symmetry classification are also indicated in Fig. 1 for the states III–VI: m
forming elements~in the form of black-and-white figures, outlined by a thick solid line!,
domain walls~dashed lines!, and rectangular Bravais cells~thin solid lines!. Auxiliary
dashed lines are used to accent the individual symmetry operations. The black–
distribution of the motif-forming elements symbolically represent the nonuniform di
bution of the vectorM on any of the two film surfaces~or in any plane parallel to the
film!: Regions where the projectionsMz all have the same sign~for any value ofMz) are
indicated in black, and regions whereMz has the opposite sign are indicated in whi
while the dashed lines~DWs! correspond to the set of points whereMz50. Within the
framework of the symbols adopted the symmetry of the biperiodic DSs which are
ized is described by one of six two-dimensional space groups of the rectangular s
with a primitive ~Pam2, Pa, Pmm2, Pm! or centered~Cmm2, Cm! Bravais cell. The
structures withPa, Pm,andCmsymmetry can exist in dual modifications correspond
to two antiparallel directions of the vectorH' .

The simplest situation is a symmetric in-phase biperiodic DS~Fig. 2a! with the
Pam2 symmetry, arising forH'50, i.e., in region VI in Fig. 1. Any fieldH' , however
weak, transfers such a structure by a second-order PT into one of two modifications
asymmetric in-phase biperiodic DS~Fig. 2b! with Pa symmetry, which coexist in the
regions V in Fig. 1. A further increase ofH' causes~for H i,H i

(cr).70 Oe! these
structures to transform into a asymmetricc! antiphase biperiodic DSs~Fig. 2c! with Pm
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symmetry, which exist in the regions III in Fig. 1. AsH' increases, such structure
transform~first-order PT! into simple stripe structures~regions II in Fig. 1!.

For H i.H i
(cr) new links appear in the chain of PTs: transformation of antiph

biperiodic DSs into in-phase biperiodic structures asH' varies occurs via ‘‘buffer’’ DSs
~Fig. 2d! with Cmsymmetry, which exist in regions IV in Fig. 1. These structures, wh
form a sequence of alternating sections of in-phase and antiphase biperiodic DS
possess a periodd852d twice that of the neighboring phases, can be called dou
mirror-symmetric biperiodic DSs. If their existence region in the diagram in Fig. 1 in
sects the ordinate, then forH'50 they transform into double bisymmetric biperiod
DSs withCmm2 symmetry.

The evolution of the experimentally observed DSs for film No. 1 withH i50 and
H'5var is illustrated in Fig. 3. Starting from the region with a simple stripe DS
decreasing the field intensityH' , an antiphase biperiodic DS~with the maximum pos-
sible modulation period of the DW profileL15L1max for the given surface!, which,
judging from the form of the observed diffraction patterns is close to being symme
forms abruptly on the film–free-space interface at a definite critical value ofH' . In a
somewhat weaker field a similar DW bending instability also arises on the film–subs
interface~with the minimum possible periodL25L2min,L1maxfor the given surface!. In
some range of values ofH' both surface structures exist independently and do
influence one another; the modulation periodsL1 and L2 of the DW profiles in both
structures remain virtually constant. Then, as a result of an increase in the pene
depth of the modulation of the DW profiles, there arises between the surface bipe

FIG. 1. Phase diagram of film No. 1, 16mm thick, in the (H' , H i) plane.
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structures a coupling that causes the antiphase symmetric biperiodic DS to transfor
one of the dual modifications of the in-phase asymmetric biperiodic DS. Moreov
pronounced field dependence of the modulation periodsL1 andL2 appears; their values
change abruptly and converge toward one another. Next, complete s
synchronizationd! of quasiharmonic distortions of the profile on both film surfaces (L1

5L25L, whereL1min,L,L2max) obtains and a single in-phase asymmetric biperio
DS forms and remains stable forH'50 also.

After the sign of the field changed and its intensity increased by a small am
(,5 Oe!, abrupt magnetization reversal~change in the sign of the projectionMz in all

FIG. 2. Photographs of some of the observed DSs~a–d! and the corresponding diffraction patterns~e–i! for
film No. 1.
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domains to the initial direction of the vectorH'), accompanied by a transition of th
initial in-phase asymmetric biperiodic DS into the dual modification, occurred in
film.e! As the intensityH'of the field with the opposite~with respect to the initial!
direction increased, all processes proceeded similarly in the opposite sequence wi
teresis characteristic for a first-order phase transition. Nucleation processes mater
via magnetic dislocations, which introduced into the initial domain array not only dif
ent values of the periodsd andL but also a different local symmetry. Second-order ph
transitions occurred only for transitions between symmetric and asymmetric mod
tions of in-phase~symmetry groupsPam2 and Pa! and antiphase~symmetry groups
Pmm2 and Pm! biperiodic DSs, but with cyclic variation of the fieldH' they also
occurred in noncoincident intervals for different directions of variation of the field
cause the field dependence of the periodd of the ‘‘parent’’ stripe DS also exhibits
hysteresis~see Fig. 3!.

The existence of different types of biperiodic DSs is confirmed by experiment
the diffraction of light by two-dimensional domain arrays. When light incident on
film along thez axis is scattered, diffraction maxima arise in the directionsk(p,q)5k
1pb11qb2, wherek is the wave vector of the primary light beam,p andq are integers,
andb1 andb2 are basis vectors of the reciprocal lattice. A symmetry analysis shows
for d̄15d̄25d/2, whered̄1 andd̄2 are the average widths of domains withMz.0 and
Mz,0, respectively, quenching of maxima withp52n and arbitraryq ~except for the
main diffraction maximum! will be observed for the in-phase symmetric biperiodic DS
while for antiphase symmetric biperiodic DSs quenching of maxima withp52n11 and
arbitrary q ~except for maxima with (p,q)5(61,0)) will be observed. When light is
scattered by biperiodic structures with a doubled period the directions to the diffra
maxima are determined by the relationsk(p,q)5k1pb181qb2 , whereb18.b1/2 andb1 is
a corresponding reciprocal-lattice vector for the parent in-phase or antiphase str
that has given rise to the particular double biperiodic DS. For bisymmetric double

FIG. 3. Geometric parameters of biperiodic stripe DSs in film No. 1 versus the magnetic fieldH' .
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riodic DSs quenching of all diffraction maxima withp52n and arbitraryq Þ0, where
unu>1, is observed; this does not happen for mirror-symmetric double biperiodic s
tures.

Photographic negatives of the experimentally observed diffraction patterns for
No. 1 are presented in Figs. 2e–i. Photographs e and f correspond to symmetr
asymmetric in-phase biperiodic DSs, photograph g corresponds to a double m
symmetric system, photograph h corresponds to coexistence of in-phase asymmet
dual mirror-symmetric systems, and photograph i corresponds to the coexistence
phase asymmetric and antiphase symmetric biperiodic DSs~in the latter case, to eliminate
stray illumination, the central diffraction maximum and the lower part of the diffrac
pattern were shielded!. The form of the actually observed diffraction patterns agrees w
with a qualitative symmetry analysis.

This work was supported by the Russian Fund for Fundamental Research
Project 96-02-16082-a.

a!e-mail: lisf@dataforce.net
b!If the film thicknessL→Lcr* 10.5 mm, then the existence region of domains with modulated DW profi

contracts to a point, while the amplitude of the harmonic distortions of a DW profile goes to zero mon
cally.

c!Symmetric modifications of antiphase DSs can exist only forH'50. Such a situation can materialize in qui
thin films with a wide hysteresis loop for a first-order phase transition between states withPm and Pa
symmetry.

d!In sufficiently thick films (L..20 mm! a single ‘‘synchronized’’ biperiodic DS does not form at all: In th
entire existence region two unrelated systems of DWs with modulated profiles and different modu
periodsL1 andL2 but the same periodd of the stripe domains are observed.

e!When the intensityH' of the field decreased back to zero, the asymmetric in-phase biperiodic DS transfo
into a symmetric structure.
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Excitons and excitonic complexes in GaAs/AlGaAs
quantum wells with a low-density quasi-two-dimensional
electron and hole channel

O. V. Volkov,a) V. E. Zhitomirski , and I. V. Kukushkin
Institute of Solid-State Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences, 142432 Chernogolovk
Russia

K. von Klitzing and K. Eberl
Max-Planck-Institut fu¨r Festkörperforschung, 70569 Stuttgart, Germany

~Submitted 9 April 1998!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.67, No. 9, 707–713~10 May 1998!

The recombination spectra of excitons and excitonic complexes in un-
doped GaAs/AlGaAs single quantum wells are investigated. It is shown
on the basis of a study of the magnetic-field dependence of the emis-
sion spectra and the degree of optical orientation in zero magnetic field
and on the basis of electrooptic measurements that not only the density
but also the sign of the charge carriers in a well depend strongly on the
photoexcitation energy. It is shown on the basis of a comparative analy-
sis of the spin splitting of the recombination lines of free and bound
excitons that the recombination line which was attributed earlier to a
positively charged exciton corresponds to the recombination of an ex-
citon bound on a neutral acceptor. ©1998 American Institute of
Physics.@S0021-3640~98!01909-4#

PACS numbers: 73.20.Dx, 71.35.Cc

1. Interest in low-dimensional electron–hole systems with low carrier density
with an average distance between the particles much greater than the Bohr radius
exciton — has increased substantially recent years. In such systems the format
excitonic complexes~trions! X2 and X1which are analogs of the hydrogen ions H2 and
H2

1 can occur. The study of these complexes is extremely interesting both for under
ing the role of the Coulomb interaction in a system of several particles and for mod
the properties of matter in ultrahigh magnetic fields, in which the magnetic quantiz
energy is much higher than the binding energy of the particles. The latter case is
obtained in semiconductors on account of the fact that the effective mass of the ele
and holes is much smaller than the mass of a free electron and proton.

In quantum wells the restriction on carrier motion in a direction perpendicular to
plane of the well results in a higher binding energy of electron–hole complexes, an
formation of X2 and X1 becomes energetically favorable in photoexcited systems w
small excess of electrons or holes.1 Nonetheless, a number of unanswered questi
remain, both theoretical and experimental. For example, as was shown in Ref.
excitonic complexes X2 are strongly localized and apparently consist of excitons bo
7440021-3640/98/67(9)/7/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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on a neutral impurity in a barrier next to a well~D0X!. The questions of the nature o
these impurities and of what happens in the system as carrier density increases a
recombination line of the excitonic complexes transforms into an emission line
quasi-two-dimensional~2D! gas, remain open. The second question is difficult to inv
tigate theoretically because of the large number of interacting particles, so that ev
simulation of an isolated free trion is very approximate, and the complicated structu
the valence band is not taken into account at all.3

In the most interesting, low-density range (;1010 cm22! the particle localization
makes it practically impossible both to determine the carrier density by transport me
and to control it by means of gates. However, a number of experiments4,2 indicate that
because of the comparatively high density of residual impurities~n or p type! in AlGaAs
even undoped quantum wells contain a low-density 2D electron or hole gas. Her
important parameter determining the carrier type and density is the photoexcitatio
ergy. The present work is devoted to a detailed investigation of this phenomeno
optical methods. Excitation by photons with different energy made it possible to sw
from a negatively to a positively charged 2D system through zero carrier densi
comparative analysis of the magnetic field dependences of the splittings of the rec
nation lines of a free exciton and electron and hole excitonic complexes was perfo
and it demonstrates the difference in the degree of their localization. It is shown tha
as in the case of X2 ~Ref. 2! the line previously attributed to X1 corresponds to recom
bination of a localized complex, specifically, an exciton bound on a neutral acc
located in a barrier next to a well.

2. We investigated undoped 200 Å and 300 Å wide GaAs single quantum w
~SQWs! with Al0.3Ga0.7As barriers grown by molecular-beam epitaxy~MBE! on a un-
doped GaAs substrate. The characteristic carrier mobility in the lightly-doped test s
tures was equal to 2.63106 cm2/V•s with density 531010 cm22 ~Ref. 2!. The high
quality of the experimental structures is also confirmed by the small width~0.1 meV! of
the luminescence lines in a;10 T magnetic field. Optical excitation of the system w
performed with a tunable Ti/Sp laser with photon energy 1.77–1.46 eV and/or H
laser with photon energy 1.959 eV. The spectral instrument consisted of a Ram
U-1000 double monochromator, which, combined with a charge-coupled~CCD! semi-
conductor detector, gave a resolution of 0.03 meV. The measurements were perfor
temperature 1.5–2.5 K in magnetic fields in the range 0–11 T.

3. Figure 1a shows the photoluminescence spectra measured for a 300 Å SQ
zero magnetic field under excitation by two lasers with different power ratios. The sp
A andE were obtained by excitation with Ti/Sp and He/Ne lasers, respectively, w
power density of 50 mW/cm2. The spectraB, C, andD were obtained with excitation by
a Ti/Sp laser of the same power asA combined with illumination with a He/Ne laser wit
power equal to 131023, 231023, and 431023 times the power of the Ti/Sp laser. A
is well known, the ratio of the intensities of free and bound excitons can serve
measure of the carrier density for a dielectric system.1,2 As the carrier density increase
this ratio drops to zero and at the same time a transition to a metallic state occurs
spectrumA, where the recombination line of a free exciton is practically absent, co
sponds to electron density close to the metal–insulator transition point~compare Fig. 1 in
Ref. 2, where spectra measured in a doped structure with a similar architecture
measured!. In the case at hand electrons accumulate in the well on account of res
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impurities present in AlGaAs with a density of the order of 131015 cm23 ~Ref. 4!.
Illumination at photon energies above the band gap in AlGaAs decreases the c
density in the well on account of the fact that the electrons and holes created in the b
are separated by an electric field and dynamically neutralize the charge of ionized
rities in the barrier and carriers in the well~irrespective of their sign!.4,2 This explains the
increase in the intensity of theX recombination line of a free exciton in the spectraB and
C. However, as the power of illumination by the He/Ne laser increases further (D), the
intensity goes back down to the point that theX line vanishes completely from th
spectrum (E). This behavior can be explained only by a restorative increase in the ca
density in the well.

It is well known5 that the complex X2~D0X! in a magnetic field characteristicall
exhibits cyclotron replicas — additional spectral lines with a linear negative diamag
shift equal to one or several electron cyclotron energy quanta. They are related wi
recombination of the complex with the remaining electron being transferred into hig
lying Landau levels. Cyclotron replicas were indeed observed in the casesA–C ~Fig. 1a!.
The corresponding section of the spectrum in a 2 Tmagnetic field is shown in Fig. 1b
However, in the casesD and E electron-type cyclotron replicas are completely abse
This indicates that the increase in carrier density in this case is due to the appeara
a 2D hole gas in the well. The cyclotron replicas here have a much smaller splitting
are not resolved in the recombination spectra. Therefore, with increasing power o
mination with photon energies above the band gap in AlGaAs, a transition occurs fr
2D electronic system to a hole system through zero density. Interestingly, a cycl
replica transforms substantially in the region close to zero electron density. Splitting
three narrow lines is seen in the spectraB and C. These lines are most likely due t
transitions between impurity-center states with different symmetry.6 As electron density
increases (A), the Coulomb potential of the impurity center becomes screened and
lines transform into a single wide line.

We obtained similar results for a 200 Å wide SQW. In this case, however,
structure was found to be initiallyp type, and excitation by a He/Ne laser resulted
inversion of the carrier type and the appearance of a 2D electronic channel. Figu
shows spectra measured in a 2.5 T magnetic field with excitation above and belo
band gap in AlGaAs. A cyclotron replica associated with recombination of a D0X com-

FIG. 1. a! Photoluminescence spectra measured in a 300 Å SQW in zero magnetic field with com
excitation by Ti/Sp in He/Ne lasers with different power ratios. b! Cyclotron replica in photoluminescenc
spectra measured in a 2 Tmagnetic field under the same conditions as in~a!.
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plex is clearly seen in the spectra in the first case, while it is absent in the second ca
determine the nature of the bound excitonic state in this case we employed the met
optical orientation, similar to that used in Ref. 7 to study X2 and X1 complexes in doped
structures. Figure 2b~solid line! shows the photoluminescence spectrum measure
zero magnetic field with excitation by circularly polarized light with photon energy o
slightly greater than the band gap in GaAs. The orientation of the electron spin is pa
preserved in the process of energy relaxation of the electrons. On account of the
spin–orbit interaction, which is characteristic of holes, hole scattering during the r
ation process results in complete spin disorientation. For this reason, the recombi
line of a D0X complex possessing two electrons with opposite spins is found to
unpolarized, while the recombination line of a A0X complex possessing one electro
should be strongly polarized. Figure 2b~dashed line! shows the difference of the inten
sities measured in two circular polarizations. The appreciable degree~35%! of polariza-
tion of the low-energy line indicates that it is indeed due to the recombination of a0X
complex in a 2D hole system. However, even weak illumination by a He/Ne laser
power equal to 331024 times that of the main pump~Fig. 2c! decreases the degree
polarization of the low-energy line by two orders of magnitude and in a magnetic
leads simultaneously to the appearance of a cyclotron replica that is characteristi
D0X complex. This proves that in this case a transition occurs from a 2D hole t
electronic system. The difference in the sign of the initial carrier density as comp
with a 300 Å SQW is apparently due to the difference in the type of carriers introd
uncontrollably into AlGaAs in the different MBE apparatus where these structures
grown. It should be noted that the carrier-type inversion is not uniquely related with
excitation energy. For example, excitation by an Ar1 laser did not produce inversion i
the experimental structures, while a series of narrow resonances, whose excitatio
lead to inversion, was observed at energies below the band gap in AlGaAs. The m
nism of this phenomenon has yet to be explained.

Figure 3 shows the energy of the recombination lines of free and bound exci

FIG. 2. a! Photoluminescence spectra measured for a 200 Å SQW in a 2.5 T magnetic field with 1.959 eV~solid
line! and 1.653 eV~dashed line! photoexcitation. b,c! Sum and difference of the spectra measured in t
circular polarizations in zero magnetic field with excitation by circularly polarized 1.599 eV light~b! and in
combination with 1.959 eV illumination~c!.
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states, measured in two circular polarizations, versus the magnetic field for a 200 Å
under excitation above~a! and below~b! the band gap in AlGaAs. In the first case th
cyclotron replicasSU1,2 associated with recombination of a D0X complex are also
shown. It should be noted that the spin splitting of the recombination line of a0X
complex~difference of the transition energies in two polarizations! is much greater than
the splitting of the recombination line of the D0X complex. Figure 3c shows the magnet
field dependence of the spin splitting for the recombination lines of a free excitonX as
well as the complexes D0X and A0X. The inset shows the transition scheme correspo
ing to recombinations D0X→D01hn and A0X→A01hn. It is easy to see that the differ
ence of the transition energies measured in two polarizations should be the same fo
two processes and equal to the sum of the electron and hole spin splittings, just as
case of a free exciton. The experimentally observed difference of the splittings in
three cases, like the nonlinearity in the magnetic field, could be due only to the non
magnetic field dependence of the hole energy levels, as a result of which their
splitting depends on the kinetic energy of the hole.8 The spin splitting of the hole energ
levels increases with the binding energy of the hole in the plane. This confirms
conjecture that both electronic~X2! ~see Ref. 2! and hole~X1! trions are localized, and
the binding energy of the hole should be maximum in the final state in the cas
recombination of the A0X complex, as is in fact observed experimentally. Moreover,
spin splitting of the recombination lines of D0X and A0X complexes in high fields
approaches the splitting corresponding to these complexes in a three-dimensiona
conductor~dashed lines in Fig. 3c!.6,9 We note that if the hole trion were free~X1!, the

FIG. 3. a,b! Spectral position of the recombination lines of free and bound excitons and cyclotron re
versus magnetic field, measured in two polarizations for a 200 Å SQW with 1.959 eV~a! and 1.653 eV~b!
photoexcitation. c! Energy splitting between thes1 ands2 components of the recombination lines versus t
magnetic field, measured for a free exciton~n! and for excitonic complexes bound on a donor~h! and acceptor
~s!. The dashed and dot-dash lines show the field dependence of the splitting measured for a neutral do
acceptor in GaAs.
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final state in the case of its recombination would correspond to a free hole and the
splitting would be even smaller than for a free exciton, which radically contradicts
periment.

To confirm conclusively that inversion of the carrier type occurs in a quantum
under illumination at photon energies above the band gap in AlGaAs, we perform
simple electrooptic experiment. Two indium contacts in the form of parallel strips s
rated by 2.5 mm were made on the surface of the sample. It was found that the int
of the photoluminescence of an uniformly illuminated sample is distributed very non
formly when an in-plane electric field is applied to it. The charge carriers, screenin
applied electric field, move toward one of the electrodes, and a region with close-to
density, where the in-plane applied voltage drop occurs, is produced around the
electrode. The electric field in this region leads to impact ionization of excitons a
corresponding decrease in the luminescence intensity. The sign of the carriers c
determined from the sign of the field applied to the structure. Figure 4 shows the d
bution of the total intensity of the exciton luminescence, measured in a6300 V/cm
electric field with excitation above~a! and below~b! the band gap in AlGaAs. As one ca
see from the figure, in the first case the carriers have a negative sign~they move toward
the positive electrode!, while in the second case they are positive.

In summary, we have observed that not only the density but also the sign of ca
in undoped quantum wells can change as a result of excitation of the system by ph
with energy above the band gap in AlGaAs. A comparative analysis of the spin spl
of the recombination lines of free and bound excitons was performed, making it pos
to identify excitonic complexes as excitons localized on neutral donors and accept
the case of a 2D electron and hole system.

This work was supported by the Russian Fund for Fundamental Research an
Volkswagen Foundation.

FIG. 4. Distribution of the total intensity of the radiation over the sample in the direction of the external el
field (E56300 V/cm! for a 200 Å SQW with 1.959 eV~a! and 1.653 eV~b! photoexcitation.
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Defect-induced instabilities in condensed media

O. B. Na marka)

Institute of Mechanics of Continuous Media, Urals Branch of the Russian Academy o
Sciences, 614013 Perm, Russia

~Submitted 21 January 1998; resubmitted 6 April 1998!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.67, No. 9, 714–721~10 May 1998!

Some universal responses of condensed media to intense loads are stud-
ied. This behavior is attributed to the evolution of ensembles of meso-
scopic defects~microcracks, microshears!. It is shown that there exist
several types of attractors which control the evolution of ensembles of
defects under conditions of nonequilibrium transitions. The role of
these transitions in the development of anomalies of the deformational
behavior of solids and instabilities during fluid flow is discussed.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~98!02009-X#

PACS numbers: 62.50.1p, 61.72.Qq, 83.50.2v, 62.20.Fe

Condensed media exhibit unexpected indications of universal behavior under in
loads in the range of stress amplitudes and load durations where strength and rela
effects due to structural changes have a considerable influence. Experiments on
loading of liquids and solids with pressure amplitudes less than 100 GPa have estab
the existence of general deformational responses of condensed media under con
such that a governing role is played by the influence of the structure-sensitive prop
~strength, plasticity! due to the evolution of mesoscopic defects. The density of th
defects reaches 1012–1014 cm23, but each mesoscopic defect consists of a disloca
ensemble and exhibits the properties of this ensemble. Scenarios of the evolut
ensembles of mesoscopic defects show features of nonequilibrium kinetic transition
experimental data obtained in a wide range of stress intensities and rates of strain c
the universality of the structural evolution and its effect on relaxational properties
fracture. This universality can be viewed as a form of self-similarity and shows
strikingly in plastic instability and localization of fracture under dynamic loading. T
self-similarity in the behavior of solids under a pulsed load is due to the excitatio
spatiotemporal structures in ensembles of defects. In solids subjected to shock
loading these structures exhibit pronounced fractographic features and their forma
accompanied by qualitative changes in the response of solids to loading~‘‘dynamical
branch’’ during spallation,1 anomalous dependence of the viscosity on the rate of stra2

ultradeep penetration3!. The parameters describing the typical mesoscopic defects~mi-
crocracks, microshears! were introduced in Refs. 4 and 5 as a localization of the co
sponding group of symmetries of the distortion tensor and can be viewed as fluctu
of the displacement field. These defects are described by symmetric tensors of th
sik5sn ink in the case of microcracks andsik51/2s(n i l k1 l ink) for microshears. Heren
is unit vector normal to the base of a microcrack~normal break! or slip plane of a
7510021-3640/98/67(9)/8/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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microscopic shear;l is a unit vector in the direction of shear;s is the volume of a
microcrack or the shear intensity for a microscopic shear. The microscopic kinetic
the parametersik is determined by the Langevin equation

ṡik5Kik~slm!2Fik , ~1!

whereKik(slm) andFik are, respectively, the deterministic and random parts of the fo
field and satisfy the relationŝFik(t)&50 and^Fik(t8)Fik(t)&5Qd(t2t8). HereQ is the
correlation function of the fluctuating forces~nonequilibrium potential determining th
energy relief of the initial structure!. The size and orientation distribution functio
W(s,n,l) of the defects in the phase space of the states is given by the Fokker–P
equation

]

]t
W52

]

]sik
KikW1

1

2
Q

]2

]sik]sik
W. ~2!

As was shown in Ref. 4, the Lagrangian of these defects, which consist of disloc
pile-ups, can be written in the form

E5E02Hiksik1asik
2 ~3!

and includes a termHiksik that reflects the interaction of defects with an external fi
and between defects. The ‘‘effective field’’Hik is written as a sum of an external stre
field and the mean-field produced by the defects:Hik5gs ik1lpik , wheres ik is the
macroscopic stress tensor,pik5n^sik& is the macroscopic microdefect density tensor,n is
the microdefect density, andl andg are parameters of the material. The quadratic te
asik

2 in Eq. ~3! reflects the energy fluctuation arising in the immediate vicinity of a de
as a result of the development of the defect. The solution of the Fokker–Planck eq
based on the assumption of statistical self-similarity of the defect distribution6 makes it
possible to represent the distribution function in the formW5Z21exp(2E/Q), whereZ is
a generalized partition function. The macroscopic magnitudepik of the ‘‘stationary’’
nonequilibrium fluctuations is determined by averaging:4

pik5nE sikW~s,n,l!ds d3n d3l. ~4!

Figure 1 showspxz versussxz for the case of a simple shear for different values of

FIG. 1. Characteristic responses of materials to growth of defects.
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parameterd52a/ln. The parameterd is determined by two characteristic scales: t
characteristic sizel n of the nucleus of a mesoscopic defect and the average distanl c

between defects. The dislocation model of mesoscopic defects5 givesa'G/V0, whereG
is the shear modulus andV0 is the initial ‘‘free’’ volume ~volume of the nucleus!.
Estimating the mean-field constant asl'G gives d' l c / l n . The solution of Eq.~4!
shows that transitions to equivalent classes of curves in Fig. 1 occur when the para
d reaches critical valuesd* anddc , which are bifurcation points. The curves in Fig.
correspond to the characteristic responses of a material to a change in the basic
describing an ensemble of defects, and phenomenologically this behavior can be re
in the form of the Ginzburg–Landau expansion for the free energyF:5

F5
1

2
AS 12

d

d*
D pik

2 1
1

4
Bpik

4 2
1

6
CS 12

d

dc
D pik

6 2Ds ikpik1
1

2
m~¹pik!2, ~5!

whereA, B, C, andD are expansion parameters. Considering the ‘‘polar’’ characte
the interaction of the defects and the consequent appearance of nonlocality, a term
dratic in the gradient ofpik has been introduced in the expansion of the free ene
wherem is the nonlocality parameter. The solid lines in Fig. 1 show the ‘‘thermo
namic’’ branches7 corresponding to minima of the free energy. The pointsP(sxz

c ,pxz
c )

andS(sxz
t ,pxz

t ) are points of a transition to the ‘‘dynamical’’ branches.

The dissipative function for a medium relaxing by flow and as a result of
development of defects has the form4

TPs52
1

T
qk¹kT1s ikeik

n 2
dF

dpik
ṗik>0, ~6!

whereT is temperature,qk is heat flux,dF/dpik is the thermodynamic force acting on
system whenpik is different from its equilibrium value, andeik

n 5eik2 ṗik is the ‘‘vis-
cous’’ component of the rate-of-strain tensor. The condition that the dissipative fun
be positive-definite leads to a system of equations for the tensor variables:

s ik5heik
n 1x ṗik , ~7!

2
dF

dpik
52xeik

n 1z ṗik , ~8!

whereh, x, andz are kinetic coefficients. For the case of simple shear, from Eq.~7!
follows an expression for the effective viscosity

h im5
sxz

exz
5h2~h2x!

ṗxz

exz
. ~9!

This is a kinetic equation~8! for the nonequilibrium rate-of-strain fluctuations due
defects.4 Transitions through the bifurcation pointsdc andd* lead to a sharp change i
the symmetry of the distribution function as a result of the appearance of some or
tionally degenerate macroscopic modes of the tensorpik . The effect of transitions on the
evolution of defect-induced nonequilibrium rate-of-strain fluctuations is determine
the type of bifurcation — the group properties of the kinetic equation for the tensopik
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for different domains ofd (d.d* , dc,d,d* , d,dc). The qualitative relationships
governing the changes in the behavior of the system are reflected in Fig. 2 in the fo
families of heteroclines which are solutions of the equation

AS 12
d

d*
D pxz1Bpxz

3 2CS 12
d

dc
D pxz

5 1
]

]xS m
]pxz

]x D50. ~10!

In the regiond.d* this equation is of the elliptic type with periodic solutions wit
spatial scaleL and possessespik anisotropy determined mainly by the applied stre
This distribution ofpik gives rise to weak pulsations of the velocity without introduci
any qualitative changes in the character of the laminar flow. Asd→d* Eq. ~8! changes
locally from elliptic to hyperbolic~separatrixS2), and the periodic solution transform
into a solitary-wave solution. This transition is accompanied by divergence of the i
scaleL: L'2 ln(d2d* ). In this case the solution has the formpxz(j)5pxz(x2Vt). The
wave amplitude and velocity and the width of the wave front are determined by
parameters of the nonequilibrium~orientational! transition:

pxz5
1

2
pa@12tanh~j l 21!#, l 5

4

pa
S 2

m

AD 1/2

. ~11!

The velocity of the solitary wave isV5mA(pa2pm)/(2z2), wherepa2pm is the jump in
pxz in the course of an orientational transition. A transition through the bifurcation p
dc ~separatrixS3) is accompanied by the appearance of spatiotemporal structures
qualitatively new type characterized by explosive accumulation of defects ast→tc in the
spectrum of spatial scales~peaking regimes!.8 In this case the kinetics ofpxz is deter-
mined by the difference of the exponents of the higher-order terms in the expansi
Eq. ~5!. Assuming a power-law dependence of the nonlocality parameter onpxz , the
kinetic equation~8! can be written in the form

]p

]t
'S~pc!p

v1
]

]x
~m0~pc!p

b!
]p

]x
, ~12!

wherep5pxz /pc andv55/3. In Ref. 8 it is shown that for equations of the type~12! the
developed stage of kinetics ofp in the limit t→tc can be described by a self-simila
solution of the form

pA~x,t !5g~ t ! f ~x!. ~13!

FIG. 2. Types of heteroclines and the corresponding characteristic forms.
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The functionf (x) can be determined by solving the corresponding eigenvalue prob
For example, for the casev5b11 the self-similar solution of Eq.~12! has the form

p~x,t !5@S0~ t2t0!#21/bS 2~b11!

b~b12!
sin2S px

LT
1pu D D 1/b

, ~14!

whereu is a random number in the interval~0,1!. The scaleLT , the so-called fundamen
tal length,8 has the meaning of a spatial period of the solution~14!:

LT5
2p

b
~~b11!m0S0

21!1/2. ~15!

As follows from Eq.~14!, the parameterp and the flux2m0pb(]p/]x) vanish at the
points xk5C1kLT ~here C52LT and k assumes the valuesk561, 62, 63, . . .!.
Moreover, Eq. ~14! describes the independent ‘‘explosive’’ growth ofp ~peaking
regime!8 over the fundamental lengthLT . In the intervaldc,d,d* the rate-of-strain
fluctuations ‘‘conform’’ to the spectrum of solitary waves, meaning thateik' ṗik , and
Eq. ~9! gives the asymptotic viscosityh5x. The independence of the viscosity of co
densed media for rates of straine;1042106 s21 was established in Ref. 9 in measur
ments of the decay of disturbances on shock-wave fronts. A surprising result of
experiments is that the viscosity is virtually constanth'104 P for all condensed media
studied~aluminum, lead, water, mercury!. It is natural to conjecture that the maximu
penetration depth into the region of metastability~orientational transition!, the pointS in
Fig. 1, is reached for rates of straine;105 s21. This ensures resonance excitation
collective modes in the form of a spectrum of solitary waves, and in consequ
eik' ṗik . A similar result is also observed in a close interval of rates of strain un
shock-initiation of plastic instability in metals, where a sharp transition to an orienta
ally ordered state in an ensemble of defects gives rise to regions of shear inst
~adiabatic shear bands3!. The behavior of the ensemble of defects conforms to the ki
ics in the peaking regime after the instability thresholdp5pc is crossed ford,dc , as has
been observed experimentally10 in the shock-wave loading of materials with microseco
loading durations during so-called ‘‘spallation’’ fracture. The stress wave was initiate
a circular rod using a gas gun, and the loading parameters~stress amplitude, fracture
time, Fig. 3! were measured using a laser differential interferometer.1 Increasing the
amplitude of the shock pulse sharply decreases the dependence of the fracture timtc on
the pulse amplitudesa ~‘‘dynamical’’ branch with spallation2!. The appearance of thi
branch is accompanied by a qualitative change in the fractographic pattern of the fr
surface, where multiple generation of mirror-image zones is observed. The diame
the zones, which are nuclei of macroscopic cracks, corresponds to the localization
of disperse fracture for the moment of onset of the peaking regime. The localiz
scales~fundamental lengths! decrease with increasing amplitude of the supercriti
stresses. The reason for the weak dependencetc(sa), which is an indicator of self-
similarity, becomes obvious: Resonance excitation of the spectrum of characte
forms in the peaking regime.

Some experimental data on the physical mechanisms leading to the developm
instabilities in condensed media indicate the possibility of describing instabilities in
uids on the basis of an analysis of the kinetics of nonequilibrium fluctuations, if the l
are viewed as real defects in the structure of the liquids.11 In the case of liquids mesos
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copic defects, being by their very nature nonequilibrium fluctuation displacemen~or
rate-of-strain! fields in solids, are also regarded as real structural defects which
produced during collective motion of groups of molecules. This mechanism of mo
does not correspond to the conventional diffusion mechanism of momentum trans
simple liquids. Apparently, Frenkel12 was the first to call attention to the analogy in th
mechanisms of flow of solids and liquids, noting that ‘‘ . . . x-ray diffraction pictures of
liquids are similar to those of microcrystalline solids, and it would be possible to inte
their general features on the basis of the idea that a liquid consists of a large num
randomly oriented submicroscopic-size crystals’’ and ‘‘ . . . the widely held view that the
fluidity of liquids is caused by the absence of shear elasticity, i.e., by a zero s
modulus, . . . is incorrect~except, possibly, for the case of liquid helium II!.’’ These
statements are confirmed by measurements of the shear moduli and relaxation spe
simple liquids,13 where relaxation timest'1025 s, differing by 5 to 6 orders of magni
tude from the molecular~diffusion! relaxation times, were established. The relaxat
time t can be estimated, using Einstein’s formula, as the characteristic self-diffusion
tm5D2/6Dsd , whereD is the distance between the fluid particles andDsd is the self-
diffusion coefficient. In the case of weakly-viscous liquids an estimate of the relax
time givestm'10210–10212 s. However, in many cases the collective effects arising
liquids as a result of the interaction of groups of molecules can play an important
The relaxation of a nonequilibrium state of groups of molecules requires a coordi
displacement and reorientation of many molecules and therefore involves longer tim
Ref. 13 the existence of shear elasticity accompanying the superposition of shear
lations in a liquid at frequencies 105 Hz is explained by these collective effects.
coordinated displacement of groups of molecules~similarly to the relative slipping of
blocks or grains in solids! can be realized during nucleation of mesoscopic defects ari
between these groups of molecules.

The following scenario of the development of instabilities in a liquid is possible
accordance with the characteristic features, examined above, of the nonlinear beha
ensembles of defects. A transition to turbulence accompanying intensification of
occurs as the parameterd decreases as a result of an increase in the density of def

FIG. 3. Sample fracture timetc for polymethyl methacrylate~1! and ultraporcelain~2! versus the amplitudesa

of the stress pulse. Inset: Schematic illustration of the form of the fracture surface in different cross sect
the spallation.
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The regiond.d* corresponds to defect-induced fluctuations of the displacement~rate-
of-strain! field which have the form of weak periodic pulsations of the velocity. T
transition through the bifurcation pointd* ~the regiondc,d,d* ) leads to nucleation in
the flux of solitary waves which are generated as a result of orientational instability
ensemble of microscopic shears. The conditions for developed turbulence obtain
region d,dc , where the flow conforms to nonequilibrium macroscopic rate-of-st
fluctuations which are due to the development of a spectrum of characteristic formspik in
the peaking regime. Evidently, the minimum scale corresponding to a simple stru
~Fig. 2! determines the lower limit of the inertial interval~upper limit for the viscous
interval! introduced by Kolmogorov.14

It is interesting to compare the real picture of turbulent flow with the scenario g
by the dynamics ofpik . The dynamics of the development of turbulence has been in
tigated in Ref. 15 in an analysis of the evolution of a turbulent spot in a Poiseuille
with Reynolds numbersR;840–1500. It is observed that the turbulent spot has the f
of a triangular wing, and the turbulent motion arises inside a region on the bounda
which disturbances in the form of solitary waves arise. These waves, generated
boundary of the spot, propagate into the laminar zone and transform into quasipe
damped pulsations of the velocity. The motion of solitary waves in the direction o
spot results in secondary instability and growth of the spot. This experimentally obs
scenario agrees with the nonlinear dynamics of macroscopic defect-induced rate-of
fluctuations. The laws established for the development of instabilities in condensed
suggest the possible existence of a bifurcation tree, leading to turbulence,16 that can be
described on the basis of a kinetic approach.17

This work was supported in part by the Russian Fund for Fundamental Res
under Grant 96-01-00471.
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The title of this article should read as follows:

Quantum tunneling in ferrimagnetic nanoparticles interacting with a spin
thermostat: effective Hamiltonian

The first sentence in the abstract should read as follows: An effective Hamiltoni
obtained which describes quantum tunneling in ferrimagnetic nanoparticles in the
ence of a hyperfine interaction of the electron spins in the nanoparticle with the m
scopic spins in the environment~such as paramagnetic impurities or nuclear spins!.
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